MCDONALD’S® MONOPOLY® 2021 PROMOTION – AUSTRALIA
CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
1.

The “McDonald’s® Monopoly® 2021 Promotion” (“Promotion”) is conducted by McDonald’s
Australia Limited (ABN 43 008 496 928) of 21 – 29 Central Avenue, Thornleigh NSW 2120
(“Promoter”).

2.

Information on how to enter, mechanics of entry and prizes form part of these Conditions of Entry
and can be located on www.mcdonalds.com.au (the “Promotional Website”). Entry into the
Promotion is deemed acceptance of these Conditions of Entry by each Entrant.

3.

Unless otherwise indicated, all times and dates specified in these Conditions of Entry are times and
dates in Sydney, Australia which may be in the time zones AEST or AEDT depending on the date.

4.

In these Conditions of Entry, Australian McDonald’s restaurants that are participating in the
Promotion are referred to as “McDonald’s Restaurants”.

PROMOTIONAL DATES
5.

Promotion starts at 00:01 AEST on 1 September 2021 and ends at 23:59 AEDT on 24 October
2021 (the “Promotional Period”).

6.

Eligible Products may be purchased between 00:01 (local time) on 1 September 2021 and 23:59
(local time) on 19 October 2021 (inclusive) (the “Purchase Period”).

ELIGIBILITY
7.

Entry into the Promotion is only open to Australian citizens and permanent residents (“Australian
Residents”) aged 14 years and older as at the time of entry who remain Australian Residents for
the duration of the Promotional Period (“Entrants”). The directors, management and employees
(and their immediate family) of the Promoter, its related entities, related bodies corporate or
franchisees, printers, suppliers, providers, software providers and developers, and agencies
associated with this Promotion are ineligible to enter the Promotion. Immediate family means any
of the following: spouse, ex-spouse, de-facto spouse, child or step-child (whether natural or by
adoption), parent, step-parent, grandparent, step-grandparent, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, brother,
sister, step-brother, step-sister or 1st cousin.

8.

Entrants must be or become registered members of the MyMacca’s Club during the Promotional
Period and remain registered members for the remaining duration of the Promotional Period in the
manner required as set out in these Conditions of Entry in order to:
a. enter into the Second Chance Draw;
b. claim a Collect to Win Prize;
c.

claim an Instant Win Non-Food Prize; and

d. claim an Instant Win Food Prize won through the MyMaccas App (“Application”).
9.

Entrants aged less than 18 years must obtain the consent of their parent or legal guardian to enter
the Promotion and provide personal information about themselves. All entries of Entrants who are
aged less than 18 years who enter the Promotion while attempting to conceal (or without disclosing)
their age (as and where required) and/or do not provide the required parental or legal guardian
consent (as and where required) will be deemed invalid. These Conditions of Entry will bind the
Entrants and any parent or legal guardian who gives their consent (for Entrants aged less than 18
years). Persons who are aged less than 14 years old are ineligible to enter and participate in the
Promotion. All entries and attempted prize redemptions of persons who are aged less than 14 years
old will be deemed invalid.

ELIGIBLE PRODUCTS
10. In this Promotion, each of the products listed in Column 1 of the table below (“Eligible Product
Table”), when purchased from a McDonald’s Restaurant during the Purchase Period is an “Eligible
Product”. The Eligible Product entitles the purchaser, subject to these Conditions of Entry, to the
corresponding number of promotional tickets (each a “Ticket”) in Column 2 of the Eligible Product
Table.
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Eligible Product Table
Column 1

Column 2

Eligible Product

Number of
Tickets

Medium cold cup beverage (beverage from the soda fountain and thick
shake, not including frozen beverages)

1

Large cold cup beverage (beverage from the soda fountain and thick
shake, not including frozen beverages)

2

Medium Fries

1

Large Fries

2

McNuggets – 10 pack

1

McNuggets – 20 pack

2

McFlurry

2

Hotcakes

1

Hash Brown

1

Any McCafé Standard Hot Drink

1

Any McCafé Large Hot Drink

2

Any Chicken Salad

2

Classic Angus

1

BBQ Angus

1

McSpicy

1

Chicken Deluxe

1

Big Brekkie Burger

1

11. Any Eligible Products sold as part of a McDonald’s McValue Meal, Extra Value Meal or Family Box
Range are included as Eligible Products for the purpose of the Promotion. Choice of Eligible
Products is subject to availability at each McDonald’s Restaurant and is based on reasonably
anticipated demand. Each Eligible Product may not be available for sale in all McDonald’s
Restaurants at all times during the Purchase Period. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for
any Eligible Product(s) being unavailable at a McDonald’s Restaurant during the Purchase Period.
12. Eligible Products may only be purchased when the relevant Eligible Product is available at
McDonald’s Restaurants.
TICKETS
13. Tickets will be attached to Eligible Product packaging and will be randomly distributed by the
Promoter (or its nominated agents) to participating McDonald’s Restaurants based on reasonably
anticipated demand. Tickets may not be available in all McDonald’s Restaurants at all times during
the Purchase Period. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for Tickets being unavailable at a
McDonald’s Restaurant during the Purchase Period. Each Ticket will contain a twelve (12) digit
alphanumeric unique code listed above the ‘Redeem By’ date on the bottom of the Ticket (“Unique
Ticket Code”).
14. Additional Promotion cards will also be produced, with one (1) Ticket attached to each Promotion
card (“Contingency Card”), and randomly distributed by the Promoter (or its nominated agents) to
McDonald’s Restaurants based on reasonably anticipated demand. Contingency Cards may not
be available in all McDonald’s Restaurants at all times during the Purchase Period. The Promoter
accepts no responsibility for Contingency Cards being unavailable at a McDonald’s Restaurant
during the Purchase Period. A Contingency Card may be issued to an Entrant who, during the
Purchase Period, purchases from a McDonald’s Restaurant any Eligible Product and the
corresponding number of Tickets for that Eligible Product are not attached to the Eligible Product’s
packaging. Under these Conditions of Entry, a Ticket that is attached to a Contingency Card is
deemed to have been attached to the Eligible Product with which it was issued.
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15. There are four (4) types of Tickets:
a. “Instant Win” Tickets;
b. “Collect to Win” Tickets;
c. “Chance Card” Tickets; and
d. “Chance Card Code” Tickets.
16. A maximum of up to 156,653,096 will be distributed to McDonald’s Restaurants or Entrants for the
Promotion. On average across all Tickets issued, at least one (1) in five (5) Tickets will yield one
(1) Instant Win Food Prize or one (1) Instant Win Non-Food Prize. For the avoidance of doubt, the
Promoter does not guarantee that Entrants purchasing five (5) or more Eligible Products will find a
Ticket for an Instant Win Food Prize or an Instant Win Non-Food Prize.
CHANCE CARD CODE TICKETS
17. Chance Card Code Tickets will be randomly distributed by the Promoter (or its nominated agents)
physically and/or electronically during the Promotional Period to participating McDonald’s
Restaurants or Entrants directly (“Chance Card Code Tickets”). A Chance Card Code Ticket may
be issued to an Entrant who, during the Purchase Period, purchases from a McDonald’s Restaurant
any Eligible Product. Chance Card Code Tickets may not be available in all McDonald’s
Restaurants at all times during the Purchase Period. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for
Chance Card Code Tickets being unavailable at a McDonald’s Restaurant during the Purchase
Period. Each Chance Card Code Ticket will contain a Unique Ticket Code.
18. A maximum of up to 9,000,000 Chance Card Codes will be distributed. On average across all
Chance Card Code Tickets issued, at least one (1) in five (5) Chance Card Code Tickets will yield
one (1) Instant Win Food Prize or one (1) Instant Win Non-Food Prize.
TICKETS CANNOT BE TRANSFERRED
19. A Ticket (including a Ticket attached to Eligible Product packaging or a Contingency Card) cannot
be transferred by the Entrant who purchased the Eligible Product, to any other person, whether by
gift, sale, trade, barter, auction or otherwise by ‘transferring to another’, and whether the transaction
was initiated privately or in a public forum, including but not limited to via online auction or purchase
sites (for example eBay and Gumtree) or used for any other purpose. Such online auction or
purchase sites may not permit the sale of lottery tickets on their sites and also generally prohibit
their users from infringing any laws, third party rights or the policies of the site itself.
20. Any Ticket that has been transferred is void and accordingly, a prize claim that includes any Ticket
that has been so transferred is invalid. Any person who is a party to such a transfer may be refused
entry into or disqualified from participating in the Promotion in the Promoter’s sole discretion. For
the avoidance of doubt, any game materials produced for any other promotions or games anywhere
in the world, including any other McDonald's promotions, or past McDonald’s Monopoly®
promotions or any Monopoly® board games, are invalid for the purposes of this Promotion.
21. Notwithstanding the prohibition on Ticket transfer, the Promoter is not required to establish in any
case whether the Ticket(s) in a prize claim has/have been transferred.
HOW TO PLAY
22. To play, an Entrant must, during the Purchase Period:
a. purchase any one (1) or more Eligible Products from a participating McDonald’s Restaurant
while Eligible Products are available for sale in that participating McDonald’s Restaurant;
and
b. carefully remove the Ticket attached to the Eligible Product packaging or Contingency Card
in the manner directed on the Ticket or packaging to reveal a promotional message (the
“Promotional Message”) or chance card message (the “Chance Card Message”), and the
Unique Ticket Code.
CHANCE CARDS
23. If the Ticket contains the Chance Card Message, the Ticket is a Chance Card Ticket. The Chance
Card Ticket entitles the Entrant to play one (1) of three (3) available promotional games (the “App
Game”) on the Application in order to reveal a digital Instant Win Ticket or Collect to Win Ticket
(each an “Electronic Ticket”). On average across all Chance Card Tickets used to play the App
3

Game, one (1) in five (5) will yield one (1) Instant Win Food Prize or one (1) Instant Win Non-Food
Prize.
24. To participate in the App Game and reveal an Electronic Ticket, Entrants must, during the
Promotional Period:
a. download and launch the Application on their compatible mobile device. The Application is
available free of charge and can be downloaded via the Apple App Store for Apple iPhone
devices or via Google Play for Android devices; and
b. follow the prompts of the Application in the manner required to fully and correctly register
the Entrant’s Chance Card Ticket to access the App Game; and
c.

play the App Game in the manner required on the Application and as described in these
Conditions of Entry to reveal an Electronic Ticket. Each Electronic Ticket will contain a
Promotional Message and may contain a digital code (the “Electronic Prize Code”); and

d. follow the prompts in the manner required to either:
•

if the Entrant is not yet a member of the MyMacca’s Club, join the MyMacca’s Club in
the manner required by registering an account (“MyMacca’s Club Account”) as set
out in Condition 48 below; or

•

if the Entrant is already registered for a MyMacca’s Club Account, log-in to their
MyMacca’s Club Account by fully and correctly submitting the email address and
password for their MyMacca’s Club Account in the manner required.

25. The Unique Ticket Code on each Chance Card Ticket entitles Entrants to play one (1) App Game
only. A Chance Card Ticket cannot be registered more than once on the Application. If a Chance
Card Ticket submitted by the Entrant has previously been used to access the Application, the
Entrant will need to contact Monopoly Customer Support via https://mcdonalds.com.au/monopolycontact-us during the Promotional Period. Customer Support will not be open on the following public
holiday: Labour Day/Queen’s Birthday on 4/10/2021.
26. Each App Game play must independently comply with these Conditions of Entry. The Promoter
accepts no responsibility for late downloads, failure to properly register a Chance Card Ticket or
late App Game plays via the Application. Registrations and App Game plays will be deemed to be
accepted at the time of receipt and not at the time of transmission.
27. The App Game is for entertainment purposes only. Instant Win Food Prizes and Instant Win NonFood Prizes are awarded on a random basis and the manner of an Entrant’s participation in the
App Game does not affect the odds of winning.
USING THE APPLICATION
28. The Application can be downloaded on Apple devices operating iOS 11.0 or above (iPhone 5s and
above, iPad Air and above) and Android devices operating Android 6.0 or above (Galaxy S5 and
above and all Google Pixels). . In the event that an Entrant’s mobile device does not meet the
minimum required specifications an optional simplified version of the experience may be launched
by the Entrant’s device through the Application’s menu (depending on the functionality and
capability of the device).
29. To use all features of the Application, play the App Game, and reveal an Electronic Ticket, Entrants
must enable 3G or 4G and/or Wi-Fi data connection on their mobile device in the manner required.
30. Entrants must have the bill payer's consent to use Internet or mobile Internet to use the Application.
Some service providers and mobile devices may not provide access to mobile Internet and Entrants
must check with their service provider if unsure. Downloading, accessing and using the Application
and accessing and using mobile content including web-based content will incur data charges. Any
external links and Application features that require Internet or mobile Internet connection may also
incur data charges. Data charges will remain an Entrant’s responsibility and will vary depending on
the Internet service provider, usage plan or mobile carrier used (as applicable). Entrants will need
to refer to the terms of the contracts with their mobile carrier, usage plan or Internet service provider
(as applicable) for costs. The charges for all data services will appear on the Entrant’s next mobile
phone bill and/or Internet bill (as applicable). All general queries relating to carrier rates or mobile
or Internet bills should be directed to the Entrant’s mobile phone carrier or Internet service provider
(as applicable).
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31. If an Entrant is the driver of a vehicle (or other form of transport), the Entrant must not use the
Application while the vehicle (or other form of transport) is moving or is stationary but not lawfully
parked. Entrants must comply with all applicable road rules and regulations before and while using
the Application. In the interests of safety at all other times, the Promoter recommends that Entrants
only use the Application when it is lawful and safe to do so.
32. Subject to compliance with these Conditions of Entry, Entrants are granted a limited, non-exclusive,
revocable and non-transferrable licence to install, access and use the Application on mobile
devices the Entrant owns or lawfully controls. Entrants may only use the Application for personal
and non-commercial use. Entrants may not decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble, convert or
authorise any third party to decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble or otherwise convert, the
Application to a human perceivable form; distribute or republish the Application in any way; resell,
rent, lease or lend the Application; or transfer the Application or any content on the Application to
any third party.
33. The use of any automated registration or App Game play software or any mechanical, electronic
or other means that allows an Entrant to automatically register a Chance Card Ticket or play the
App Game repeatedly other than in accordance with these Conditions of Entry is prohibited and will
render the registration and all App Game plays by that Entrant invalid. App Game plays generated
by script, macro, robotic, programmed or any other automated or other means to manipulate or
alter the normal function of the Application or App Game are prohibited and will result in the
disqualification of the Entrant and their App Game play.
HOW TO WIN AN “INSTANT WIN FOOD PRIZE”
34. If the Promotional Message revealed on the Entrant’s Ticket or Electronic Ticket is one of the
“Winning Messages” in Column 1 (for Electronic Tickets) or Column 2 (for physical Tickets) of the
table below (the “Instant Win Food Prize Table”), the Ticket or Electronic Ticket is a “Winning
Instant Win Food Ticket”. The Winning Instant Win Food Ticket entitles the Entrant, subject to
these Conditions of Entry, to claim one (1) of the corresponding prizes in Column 4 in the same
row of the Instant Win Food Prize Table (each an “Instant Win Food Prize”):
Instant Win Food Prize Table
Winning
Message on
Ticket

Generi
c Ticket
No.

Winning
Message on
App

RRP (higher
value item)

Max no.
Prizes
(Peeled)

Max no.
Prizes
(App)

Total max RRP
(higher value
item)

MCCHICKEN OR
QUARTER
POUNDER

A900

WINNER Free
McChicken or
QTR Pounder

$6.70

899,504

695,502

$10,686,540.20

BIG MAC OR
MCCHICKEN

A901

WINNER Free
Big Mac or
McChicken

$6.45

899,504

695,502

$10,287,788.70

A902

WINNER Free
Bacon n Egg
McMuffin or
Saus n Egg
McMuffin

$4.90

674,628

521,627

$5,861,649.50

CHEESEBURGER
OR SAUSAGE
MCMUFFIN

A905

WINNER Free
Cheeseburger
or Sausage
McMuffin

$3.65

1,799,007

1,391,004

$11,643,540.15

SMALL SUNDAE
OR APPLE PIE

A904

WINNER Sml
Sundae or
Apple Pie

$3.40

3,148,263

2,434,257

$18,980,568.00

A903

WINNER Sml
McCafe
Coffee/Tea or
Soft Drink

$4.10

4,047,767

3,129,759

$29,427,856.60

B&E MCMUFFIN
OR S&E
MCMUFFIN

SML MCCAFE
COFFEE/TEA OR
SOFT DRINK

5

SML SOFT
DRINK OR
FROZEN DRINK
SML FRIES OR
FRUIT BAG

A906

WINNER Sml
Soft Drink or
Sml Frozen
Drink

$2.80

4,722,393

3,651,388

$23,446,586.80

A907

WINNER Sml
Fries or Fruit
Bag

$2.45

6,296,526

4,868,516

$27,354,352.90

22,487,592

17,387,555

$137,688,882.85

TOTAL

35. Additional terms and conditions applicable to Instant Win Food Prizes are also detailed in
Schedule 1 of these Conditions of Entry.
36. The procedure set out in Conditions 45-52 must be followed to register a Winning Instant Win Food
Ticket via the Application in order to receive an entry into the Second Chance Draw. The procedure
set out in Conditions 54-60 must be followed to claim the Instant Win Food Prize.
HOW TO WIN AN “INSTANT WIN NON-FOOD PRIZE”
37. If the Promotional Message revealed on the Entrant’s Ticket or Electronic Ticket is one of the
“Winning Messages” in Column 1 of the table below (the “Instant Win Non-Food Prize Table”),
the Ticket or Electronic Ticket is a “Winning Instant Win Non-Food Ticket”. The Winning Instant
Win Non-Food Ticket entitles the Entrant, subject to these Conditions of Entry, to claim the
corresponding prize in Column 3 in the same row of the Instant Win Non-Food Prize Table (each
an “Instant Win Non-Food Prize”):
Instant Win Non-Food Prize Table
Winning Message
on Ticket

Generic
Ticket No.

Prize

Value of
Each

Max no.
Prizes

Total Max Value

VOLKSWAGEN TCROSS

A700

VOLKSWAGEN TCROSS CAR

$30,390.00

3

$91,170.00

YEAR OF CAR
RENTAL

A701

A CAR FOR A YEAR
WITH BUDGET

$20,000.00

1

$20,000.00

YEAR OF FREE
PARKING

A702

YEAR OF FREE
PARKING

$12,300.00

10

$123,000.00

$10,000
EXPERIENCE
VOUCHER

A703

$10,000
REDBALLOON GIFT
VOUCHER

$10,000.00

1

$10,000.00

$10,000 FASHION
VOUCHER

A704

$10,000 THE ICONIC
E-GIFT CARD

$10,000.00

1

$ 10,000.00

WORLD OF
WARCRAFT PC

A705

WORLD OF
WARCRAFT PC
GAMING PACK

$6,000.00

3

$18,000.00

$5,000 EGIFT
CARD

A706

$5,000 GIFT CARD

$5,000.00

2

$10,000.00

$5,000 TRAVEL
GIFT CARD

A707

$5,000 TRAVEL GIFT
CARD

$5,000.00

4

$20,000.00

YEAR OF FREE
FUEL

A708

FREE FUEL FOR A
YEAR WITH AMPOL

$4,000.00

2

$8,000.00

ULTIMATE
ENTERTAINMENT
PACKAGE

A709

TPV PHILIPS AUDIO
VISUAL PACKAGE

$3,084.75

10

$30,847.50

6

$2,500 EGIFT
CARD

A711

$2,500 GIFT CARD

$2,500.00

8

$20,000.00

$2,000 TRAVEL
GIFT CARD

A712

$2,000 TRAVEL GIFT
CARD

$2,000.00

8

$16,000.00

$1,600.00

27

$43,200.00

$1,500.00

10

$15,000.00

WORLD OF
WARCRAFT
PACKAGE
WEEKEND CAR
HIRE & $1,000
CASH

A713

A714

WORLD OF
WARCRAFT
PERIPHERALS PACK
FREE WEEKEND HIRE
& $1,000 SPENDING
MONEY

SET OF 4 TYRES

A715

SET OF 4 TYRES

$1,500.00

10

$15,000.00

$1,500 TRAVEL
GIFT CARD

A716

$1,500 TRAVEL GIFT
CARD

$1,500.00

16

$24,000.00

FLOWERS FOR A
YEAR

A717

FREE FLOWERS FOR
A YEAR

$1,200.00

10

$12,000.00

VR GAMING PACK

A718

PLAYSTATION 4
PACKAGE

$989.85

15

$14,847.75

ARCADE GAME

A719

ACTION1UP ARCADE
GAME

$1,099.00

20

$21,980.00

FREE MACCA'S
FOR A YEAR

A720

FREE MACCA'S FOR
A YEAR

$1,040.00

10

$10,400.00

FREE PARKING
FOR A MONTH

A721

PARKING FOR 1
MONTH

$1,025.00

50

$51,250.00

$1,000 HOTEL GIFT
CARD

A722

$1,000 HOTEL GIFT
CARD

$1,000.00

10

$10,000.00

$1,000 RETAIL
VOUCHER

A723

$1,000 CITY BEACH
GIFT CARD

$1,000.00

12

$12,000.00

YEAR OF
AUDIOBOOKS

A724

12 AUDIOBOOKS
FROM AUDIBLE

$197.40

100

$19,740.00

DIGITAL PIANO

A725

CASIO CDPS150
DIGITAL PIANO

$899.95

8

$7,199.60

ULTIMATE TOOL
KIT

A726

ULITMATE BAHCO
TOOL KIT

$820.16

70

$57,411.20

CAMERA

A727

SONY DSCWX800
HIGH-ZOOM
CAMERA

$729.00

10

$7,290.00

GAMING CONSOLE

A728

PLAYSTATION 4 SLIM

$439.95

20

$8,799.00

WIRELESS
HEADPHONES

A729

SONY WIRELESS
HEADPHONES

$549.95

10

$5,499.50

$500 FUEL GIFT
CARD

A730

$500 AMPOLCASH
GIFT CARD

$500.00

20

$10,000.00

$1,000 EGIFT
CARD

A731

$1,000 GIFT CARD

$1,000.00

10

$10,000.00

$500 ONLINE
SHOP VOUCHER

A732

$500 OZSALE
SHOPPING EVOUCHER

$500.00

50

$25,000.00

7

$500 FASHION
VOUCHER

A733

$500 THE ICONIC EGIFT CARD

$500.00

50

$25,000.00

$500 FOOD
DELIVERY

A734

UBER EATS $500
CREDIT

$500.00

5

$2,500.00

2 NIGHT HOTEL
BREAK

A735

2-NIGHT HOTEL
BREAK

$300.00

100

$30,000.00

KEYBOARD

A736

CASIO CTS200
KEYBOARD

$299.95

8

$2,399.60

BLUETOOTH
SPEAKER

A737

SONY SRS-XB33
WIRELESS SPEAKER

$299.00

20

$5,980.00

$250 FOOD
DELIVERY

A738

UBER EATS $250
CREDIT

$250.00

50

$12,500.00

$250 BBQ
VOUCHER

A739

$250 WEBER STORE
GIFT CARD

$250.00

25

$6,250.00

$200 PREPAID
GIFT CARD

A740

$200 PREPAID VISA
CARD

$200.00

75

$15,000.00

$1,000 ONLINE
SHOP VOUCHER

A742

$1,000 OZSALE
SHOPPING EVOUCHER

$1,000.00

14

$14,000.00

GIFT HAMPER

A743

GIFT HAMPER

$157.00

150

$23,550.00

FRIENDS NIGHT
BOARDGAME
PACK

A744

HASBRO FUN NIGHT
WITH FRIENDS PACK

$156.95

124

$19,461.80

$150 FOOD
DELIVERY

A745

UBER EATS $150
CREDIT

$150.00

100

$15,000.00

INSTANT CAMERA
& FILM

A746

INSTAX MINI 11
CAMERA & 20PK
FILM

$143.95

100

$14,395.00

ENTERTAINMENT
PACKAGE

A747

TPV PHILIPS AUDIO
PACKAGE

$149.90

300

$44,970.00

KIDS BOARDGAME
PACK

A748

HASBRO KIDS
GAMES PACK

$97.96

124

$12,147.04

$100 FUEL GIFT
CARD

A749

$100 AMPOLCASH
GIFT CARD

$100.00

100

$10,000.00

$100 GIFT CARD

A750

$100 CASH FROM
MACCA'S

$100.00

180

$18,000.00

$100 TRAVEL GIFT
CARD

A751

$100 GIFT CARD
TOWARDS $1,000
SPEND

$100.00

20,000

$2,000,000.00

2 PREMIUM
CINEMA TICKETS

A752

2 FREE GOLD CLASS
TICKETS

$86.00

90

$7,740.00

$75 RETAIL
VOUCHER

A753

$75 CITY BEACH
GIFT CARD

$75.00

100

$7,500.00

ROAD TRIP
BOARDGAME
PACK

A754

HASBRO ROAD TRIP
PACK

$57.96

124

$7,187.04

$50 FUEL GIFT
CARD

A755

$50 AMPOLCASH
GIFT CARD

$50.00

200

$10,000.00

8

$50 ONLINE SHOP
VOUCHER

A756

$50 OZSALE
SHOPPING EVOUCHER

$50.00

100

$5,000.00

$50 GIFT CARD

A757

$50 CASH FROM
MACCA'S

$50.00

440

$22,000.00

$50 EXPERIENCE
VOUCHER

A758

$50 REDBALLOON
GIFT VOUCHER

$50.00

125

$6,250.00

$50 FASHION
VOUCHER

A759

$50 E-VOUCHER OFF
$200+ SPEND

$50.00

500,000

$25,000,000.00

$50 BBQ
VOUCHER

A760

$50 WEBER STORE
GIFT CARD

$50.00

200

$10,000.00

$50.00

50,000

$2,500,000.00

$50.00

20,000

$1,000,000.00

$50 GIFT CARD
TOWARDS $500
SPEND
FREE
DAILY/COMMUTER
PARKING

$50 TRAVEL GIFT
CARD

A761

FREE DAY OF
PARKING

A762

2 MONTHS OF
AUDIOBOOKS

A763

2-MONTH AUDIBLE
MEMBERSHIP

$
32.90

1,000,000

$32,900,000.00

$30 OFF CAR
RENTAL

A764

$30 GIFT VOUCHER
ON A WEEKEND
HIRE

$30.00

300,000

$9,000,000.00

FREE DAY OUT

A765

FREE ADMISSION
OFFER

$25.00

2,689,814

$67,245,350.00

RETAIL $
VOUCHER

A766

RETAIL $ VOUCHER

$25.00

9,058,000

$226,450,000.00

FREE HOBBY
SESSION

A767

FREE HOBBY
SESSION

$25.00

2,689,814

$67,245,350.00

FREE WEEKEND
PARKING

A768

FREE
NIGHT/WEEKEND
PARKING

$20.00

100,000

$2,000,000.00

YEAR OF DIGITAL
MAGAZINES

A769

DIGITAL MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTION

$19.99

1,000,000

$19,990,000.00

3 MONTH MOVIE
STREAMING

A770

GARAGE 3 MONTH
PREMIUM PASS

$14.99

500,000

$7,495,000.00

ANIME
SUBSCRIPTION

A771

60 DAY ANIME
SUBSCRIPTION

$15.90

500,000

$7,950,000.00

$10 RETAIL
VOUCHER

A772

$10 OFF $40+ SPEND
AT CITY BEACH

$10.00

50,000

$500,000.00

$10 EGIFT CARD

A773

$10 GIFT VOUCHER

$10.00

2,000

$20,000.00

$10 ONLINE SHOP
VOUCHER

A774

$10 OZSALE
SHOPPING EVOUCHER

$10.00

125,000

$1,250,000.00

$10 EXPERIENCE
VOUCHER

A775

$10 REDBALLOON
GIFT VOUCHER

$10.00

250,000

$2,500,000.00

$5 EXPERIENCE
VOUCHER

A776

$5 REDBALLOON
GIFT VOUCHER

$5.00

250,000

$1,250,000.00

9

7 DAYS OF WOW
GAME TIME

A777

WORLD OF
WARCRAFT 7 DAYS
GAME TIME

$4.66

300,000

$1,398,000.00

ESKY COOLER &
WARMER

A778

MAKITA 18V
COOLER & WARMER

$1,149.00

60

$68,940.00

OUTDOOR
KITCHEN

A779

OUTDOOR KITCHEN

$10,000.00

1

$10,000.00

TOTAL

19,408,134

478,877,105.03

38. Additional terms and conditions applicable to Instant Win Non-Food Prizes are also detailed in
Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 of these Conditions of Entry.
39. The procedure set out in Conditions 45-52 must be followed to register a Winning Instant Win NonFood Ticket via the Application in order to register a claim for the Instant Win Non-Food Prize stated
on the Winning Instant Win Non-Food Ticket and to receive an entry into the Second Chance Draw.
The procedure set out in Conditions 61-86 must then be followed to claim the Instant Win NonFood Prize.
HOW TO WIN A “COLLECT TO WIN” PRIZE
40. If the Promotional Message revealed on the Entrant’s Ticket or Electronic Ticket includes one (1)
of the following names of a Monopoly property (“Property”), the Ticket is a “Collect to Win Ticket”:
a. Trafalgar Square
b. Fleet Street
c. The Strand
d. Vine Street
e. Marlborough Street
f. Bow Street
g. Bond Street
h. Oxford Street
i. Regent Street
j. Mayfair
k. Park Lane
l. Piccadilly
m. Coventry Street
n. Leicester Square
o. The Angel, Islington
p. Euston Road
q. Pentonville Road
r. Northumberland Avenue
s. Whitehall
t. Pall Mall
u. Whitechapel Road
v. Old Kent Road
w. Kings Cross Station
x. Liverpool St Station
y. Fenchurch St Station
z. Marylebone Station
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41. An Entrant who, in accordance with these Conditions of Entry, has acquired one (1) Collect to Win
Ticket (whether physical or electronic) for each Property that is listed in the same cell of Column 1
of the table below (the “Collect to Win Prize Table”), is entitled, subject to these Conditions of
Entry, to claim the prize identified in Column 4 in the same row of the Collect to Win Prize Table
(each a “Collect to Win Prize”). For example, one (1) Park Lane Ticket and one (1) Mayfair Ticket
= one (1) $1,000 Online Shop Voucher.
Collect to Win Prize Table
Collect one
Ticket for
each of these
Monopoly
Properties

Colour of
Tickets

Generic
Ticket
No.'s

Collect to Win
Prize

Regent Street
Oxford Street
Bond Street

GREEN

A870
A871
A872

ORANGE

Bow Street
Marlborough
Street
Vine Street
The Angel
Islington
Euston Road
Pentonville
Road
Marylebone
Station
Kings Cross
Station
Liverpool St
Station
Fenchurch St
Station
Pall Mall
Whitehall
Northumberla
nd Avenue
Leicester
Square
Coventry
Street
Piccadilly
Park Lane
Mayfair
The Strand
Fleet Street
Trafalgar
Square
Old Kent Road
Whitechapel
Road

Prize Title

Value of
Each

Max
No.
of
Prizes

VOLKSWAGEN
T-CROSS

VOLKSWAGEN
T-CROSS CAR

$30,390.00

3

$91,170.
00

A840
A841
A842

ULITMATE
BAHCO TOOL
KIT

ULTIMATE
TOOL KIT

$820.16

15

$12,302.
40

BLUE

A820
A821
A822

$10,000
TRAVEL GIFT
CARD

$10,000
TRAVEL GIFT
CARD

$10,000.00

2

$
20,000.0
0

STATION
S

A890
A891
A892
A893

$10,000
FASHION
VOUCHER

$10,000 THE
ICONIC E-GIFT
CARD

$10,000.00

2

$20,000.
00

PURPLE

A830
A831
A832

$5,000 EGIFT
CARD

$5,000 GIFT
CARD

$5,000.00

2

$10,000.
00

YELLOW

A860
A861
A862

WORLD OF
WARCRAFT PC

WORLD OF
WARCRAFT PC
GAMING PACK

$6,000.00

3

$18,000.
00

NAVY

A880
A881

$1,000
ONLINE SHOP
VOUCHER

$1,000
OZSALE
SHOPPING EVOUCHER

$1,000.00

6

$6,000.0
0

RED

A850
A851
A852

YEAR OF FREE
FUEL

FREE FUEL
FOR A YEAR
WITH AMPOL

$4,000.00

3

$12,000.
00

BROWN

A810
A811

OUTDOOR
KITCHEN

OUTDOOR
KITCHEN

$10,000.00

2

$20,000.
00

TOTAL

38

11

Total
Max
Value

$209,472
.40

42. If a Collect to Win Ticket is not an Electronic Ticket, Entrants may scan their Collect to Win Ticket
into the Application, enter the twelve (12) digit code on their Collect to Win Ticket into the
Application. Entrants must retain their Collect to Win Tickets that are not Electronic Tickets even if
they have entered them into the Application.
43. Additional terms and conditions applicable to Collect to Win Prizes are also detailed in Schedule
2 of these Conditions of Entry.
44. The procedure set out in Conditions 45-52 must be followed to register a Collect to Win Ticket via
the Application in order to register a claim for the Collect to Win Prize stated on the Collect to Win
Ticket and to receive an entry into the Second Chance Draw. The procedure set out in Conditions
61-86 must then be followed to claim the Collect to Win Prize.
HOW TO REGISTER A TICKET
45. Entrants must be members of the MyMacca’s Club to register their Ticket(s) or Electronic Ticket(s).
Entrants must register their Ticket(s) on the Application, in the manner required, in order to receive
an entry into the Second Chance Draw for each registered Ticket and, if applicable, to register a
claim for an Instant Win Non-Food Prize or Collect to Win Prize. All Tickets (except Electronic
Tickets) may be registered in the Second Chance Draw. Chance Card Tickets may only be used
to allow Entrants to obtain an Electronic Ticket via the Application and to enter the Second Chance
Draw. Electronic Tickets may not be registered in the Second Chance Draw as the corresponding
Chance Card Tickets will be used to enter the Second Chance Draw.
46. To register a physical Ticket, an Entrant must, during the Promotional Period, use a compatible
browser or mobile device to visit the Application and correctly and successfully follow the directions
provided on the Application (as applicable) in the manner required to:
a. if the Entrant is not yet a member of the MyMacca’s Club, join the MyMacca’s Club in the
manner required by registering an account (“MyMacca’s Club Account”) as set out in
Condition 48 below; or
b. if the Entrant is already registered for a MyMacca’s Club Account, log-in to their MyMacca’s
Club Account by fully and correctly submitting the email address and password for their
MyMacca’s Club Account in the manner required; and
c. enter the Unique Ticket Code listed on their Ticket or scan their Ticket (as applicable).
47. Electronic Tickets will be automatically registered once an Entrant plays the App Game and obtains
an Electronic Ticket in accordance with Condition 24.
48. To register a MyMacca’s Club Account, Entrants must:
a. follow the prompts on the Application (as applicable) in the manner required to join the
MyMacca’s Club, including providing the Entrant’s first and last name, current and valid email address, postcode and a password and agreeing to the MyMacca’s Terms and
Conditions and any other approvals or consents required (“MyMacca’s Club Account
Registration”); and
b. after providing the details requested during MyMacca’s Club Account Registration, an
activation email will be sent to the Entrant’s email address (“Activation Email”). To complete
the registration process for a MyMacca’s Club Account, Entrants must successfully activate
their MyMacca’s Account by clicking the link in the Activation Email.
c.
49. Only one (1) MyMacca’s Club Account per Entrant is permitted and Entrants may only register a
MyMacca’s Club Account in their own name.
50. A Unique Ticket Code cannot be submitted more than once via the Application and cannot be used
to submit more than one (1) prize claim or receive more than (1) entry into the Second Chance
Draw.
51. If the Promoter does not recognise a Unique Ticket Code submitted by the Entrant via the
Application, the Entrant will be prompted to check the relevant Ticket and resubmit the Unique
Ticket Code listed on the Ticket in the required manner. If the Entrant resubmits the Unique Ticket
Code five (5) times, and each time the Promoter does not recognise the Unique Ticket Code
submitted, the Entrant can seek support by contacting Monopoly Customer Support via
https://mcdonalds.com.au/monopoly-contact-us during the Promotional Period.
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52. If the Unique Ticket Code is successfully submitted and all requested details are provided in
accordance with Conditions 45-51 the Entrant will receive an instant on-screen notification
confirming their Ticket registration has been received by the Promoter (if applicable) and that the
Ticket corresponding to the Unique Ticket Code has been added to the virtual wallet available via
the Application (the “Virtual Wallet”) . The Entrant will also be able to access information on how
to use their MyMacca’s Club Account and Virtual Wallet, to add other Tickets, claim prizes and
receive entries into the Second Chance Draw in accordance with these Conditions of Entry.
INTERACTIVE PLAY
The Community Chest
53. Entrants may be invited during the Promotional Period to access the ‘community chest’ (the
“Community Chest”) at the times and dates determined by the Promoter during the Promotional
Period (“Community Chest Operating Hours”). Entrants who are invited to access the Community
Chest during the Community Chest Operating Hours will have the chance to win an Instant Win
Food Prize.
HOW TO CLAIM AN “INSTANT WIN FOOD PRIZE”
54. For physical Tickets, subject to Condition 57, an Entrant may, during the Promotional Period, claim
the Instant Win Food Prize stated on their Winning Instant Win Food Ticket by handing over their
Winning Instant Win Food Ticket to a crew member at a participating McDonald’s Restaurant at the
time of placing or purchasing an order at the McDonald’s Restaurant (“Order”).
55. For Electronic Tickets, subject to Condition 57, an Entrant may, during the Promotional Period,
claim the Instant Win Food Prize stated on their Winning Instant Win Food Ticket by:
a. opening the Application on their compatible mobile device and following the prompts in the
manner required to select the relevant Winning Instant Win Food Ticket in their Virtual Wallet;
b. clicking the ‘Redeem’ button on the relevant Winning Instant Win Food Ticket or otherwise
following the prompts to redeem the Winning Instant Win Food Ticket; and
c. presenting their compatible mobile device containing the Winning Instant Win Food Ticket to
a crew member at a McDonald’s Restaurant at the time of placing an Order.
56. IMPORTANT: For physical Tickets, once redeemed, the Winning Instant Win Food Ticket will be
retained by the McDonald’s crew member. For Electronic Tickets, after pressing the ‘Redeem’
button in the Application the Winning Instant Win Food Ticket must be claimed in store via the
Application. .. If an Entrant wishes to use their Winning Instant Win Food Ticket in order to enter
the Second Chance Draw, the Entrant must register their Winning Instant Win Food Ticket via the
Application in accordance with Conditions 45-52 in order to enter the Second Chance Draw
BEFORE redeeming the Winning Instant Win Food Ticket in accordance with Conditions 54 and
55. Once redeemed, Winning Instant Win Food Tickets will not be returned to Entrants and will no
longer be accessible via the Application.
57. Instant Win Food Prizes may only be claimed when the relevant Instant Win Food Prize is available
for purchase at McDonald’s Restaurants.
58. Only one (1) Instant Win Food Prize may be claimed with each Order. Instant Win Food Prizes may
only be redeemed once.
59. Instant Win Food Prizes may not be redeemed via McDelivery.
60. Instant Win Food Prizes that are not claimed in the time and manner specified in these Conditions
of Entry will be deemed forfeited. No compensation will be payable if an Entrant is unable to claim
an Instant Win Food Prize as stated for whatever reason, including if the Winning Instant Win Food
Ticket has been deleted from the Entrant’s Virtual Wallet. The Promoter’s decision is final and no
correspondence will be entered into.
HOW TO CLAIM A “COLLECT TO WIN PRIZE” OR AN “INSTANT WIN NON-FOOD PRIZE”
61. Collect to Win Prizes and Instant Win Non-Food Prizes cannot be claimed at McDonald’s
Restaurants. McDonald’s crew members and managers are only authorised to accept claims for
Instant Win Food Prizes and have NO authority to verify any Collect to Win Tickets or Instant Win
Non-Food Tickets, or to accept any claims for Collect to Win Prizes or Instant Win Non-Food Prizes.
62. To claim a Collect to Win Prize or an Instant Win Non-Food Prize, an Entrant must, during the
Promotional Period, correctly and successfully follow the directions provided via the Application (as
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applicable) in the manner required to:
a. log in to or register for their MyMacca’s Club Account in accordance with Conditions 46-48;
b. register their claim by registering the relevant winning Ticket for the Instant Win Non-Food
Prize or all relevant winning Tickets for the Collect to Win Prize (as applicable) in accordance
with Conditions 45-52; and
c. while logged in to their MyMacca’s Club Account, follow the additional procedure required to
claim the applicable Collect to Win Prize or Instant Win Non-Food Prize based on whether
the Collect to Win Prize or Instant Win Non-Food Prize falls under “Category A”, “Category
B” or “Category C”, as set out in the table below (the “Prize Claim Category Table”). For
“Category A” prizes, the additional procedure specified in Conditions 65-69 must be followed
to claim the applicable Collect to Win Prize or Instant Win Non-Food Prize. For “Category B”
prizes, the additional procedure specified in Conditions 70-72 must be followed to claim the
applicable Collect to Win Prize or Instant Win Non-Food Prize. For “Category C” prizes, the
additional procedure specified in Conditions 73-86 must be followed to claim the applicable
Collect to Win Prize or Instant Win Non-Food Prize.
Prize Claim Category Table
Category

Collect to Win Prize / Instant Win Non-Food Prize
VOLKSWAGEN T-CROSS CAR
A CAR FOR A YEAR WITH BUDGET
YEAR OF FREE PARKING
$10,000 THE ICONIC E-GIFT CARD
OUTDOOR KITCHEN
$10,000 TRAVEL GIFT CARD
$10,000 REDBALLOON GIFT VOUCHER
WORLD OF WARCRAFT PC GAMING PACK
$5,000 GIFT CARD
$5,000 TRAVEL GIFT CARD
FREE FUEL FOR A YEAR WITH AMPOL
TPV PHILIPS AUDIO VISUAL PACKAGE
$2,500 GIFT CARD
C

$2,000 TRAVEL GIFT CARD
WORLD OF WARCRAFT PERIPHERALS PACK
$1,500 TRAVEL GIFT CARD
FREE WEEKEND HIRE & $1,000 SPENDING MONEY
SET OF 4 TYRES
FREE FLOWERS FOR A YEAR
MAKITA 18V COOLER & WARMER
ACTION1UP ARCADE GAME
FREE MACCA'S FOR A YEAR
PARKING FOR 1 MONTH
$1,000 OZSALE SHOPPING E-VOUCHER
$1,000 CITY BEACH GIFT CARD
$1,000 HOTEL GIFT CARD
$1,000 GIFT CARD
PLAYSTATION 4 PACKAGE

B

CASIO CDPS150 DIGITAL PIANO
ULITMATE BAHCO TOOL KIT
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SONY DSCWX800 HIGH-ZOOM CAMERA
SONY WIRELESS HEADPHONES
$500 AMPOLCASH GIFT CARD
PLAYSTATION 4 SLIM
CASIO CTS200 KEYBOARD
SONY SRS-XB33 WIRELESS SPEAKER
$250 WEBER STORE GIFT CARD
HASBRO FUN NIGHT WITH FRIENDS PACK
TPV PHILIPS AUDIO PACKAGE
INSTAX MINI 11 CAMERA & 20pk FILM
$100 AMPOLCASH GIFT CARD
$100 CASH FROM MACCA'S
HASBRO KIDS GAMES PACK
2 FREE GOLD CLASS TICKETS
HASBRO ROAD TRIP PACK
$50 AMPOLCASH GIFT CARD
$50 CASH FROM MACCA'S
$50 WEBER STORE GIFT CARD
UBER EATS $500 CREDIT
UBER EATS $250 CREDIT
$500 OZSALE SHOPPING E-VOUCHER
$500 THE ICONIC E-GIFT CARD
2-NIGHT HOTEL BREAK
$200 PREPAID VISA CARD
12 AUDIOBOOKS FROM AUDIBLE
GIFT HAMPER
UBER EATS $150 CREDIT
$100 GIFT CARD TOWARDS $1,000 SPEND
$75 CITY BEACH GIFT CARD
$50 OZSALE SHOPPING E-VOUCHER
A

$50 REDBALLOON GIFT VOUCHER
$50 E-VOUCHER OFF $200+ SPEND
$50 GIFT CARD TOWARDS $500 SPEND
FREE DAILY/COMMUTER PARKING
2-MONTH AUDIBLE MEMBERSHIP
$30 GIFT VOUCHER ON A WEEKEND HIRE
FREE ADMISSION OFFER
RETAIL $ VOUCHER
FREE HOBBY SESSION
FREE NIGHT/WEEKEND PARKING
DIGITAL MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION
60 DAY ANIME SUBSCRIPTION
GARAGE 3 MONTH PREMIUM PASS
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$10 OFF $40+ SPEND AT CITY BEACH
$10 GIFT VOUCHER
$10 OZSALE SHOPPING E-VOUCHER
$10 REDBALLOON GIFT VOUCHER
$5 REDBALLOON GIFT VOUCHER
WORLD OF WARCRAFT 7 DAYS GAME TIME
63. An Entrant may only follow the applicable additional procedures set out below to claim a Collect to
Win Prize or Instant Win Non-Food Prize AFTER the Entrant has successfully registered their claim
via the Application (as applicable) by registering all relevant winning Ticket(s) in accordance with
Conditions 45-52. All Ticket registrations must be received by the Promoter during the Promotional
Period.
64. Instant Win Non-Food Prizes and Collect to Win Prizes that are not claimed as directed will be
forfeited. No compensation will be payable if an Entrant is unable to claim an Instant Win Non-Food
Prize and/or a Collect to Win Prize as stated for whatever reason. The Promoter’s decision is final
and no correspondence will be entered into.
“Category A” Prize Claim Procedure
65. To claim a “Category A” Instant Win Non-Food Prize, an Entrant must, during the Promotional
Period, correctly and successfully follow the directions provided in the manner required, including:
1. selecting the “REDEEM” button for the relevant Instant Win Non-Food Prize in the
Application and obtaining the Unique Prize Code for that Instant Win Non-Food Prize; and
2. selecting the link to “CLAIM PRIZE” via the Application (as applicable) to be redirected to the
website of the relevant Promotional Partner (the “Promotional Partner Website”) and
submitting the Unique Prize Code for the relevant Instant Win Non-Food Prize and all other
details requested via the Promotional Partner Website, including, where applicable, the
Entrant’s first and last name, date of birth, telephone number, postal address, residential
address and current and valid e-mail address and, where applicable, agree to the relevant
Promotional Partner’s prevailing Terms & Conditions for the relevant Instant Win Non-Food
Prize. For any Entrant under the age of 18, details of the Entrant’s parent or legal guardian
and confirmation of consent must also be provided.
66. A Unique Prize Code cannot be used to claim more than one (1) prize.
67. If the Unique Prize Code submitted by the Entrant has previously been entered on the Promotional
Partner Website or the Promotional Partner does not recognise the Unique Prize Code submitted
by the Entrant on the Promotional Partner Website, the Entrant must follow the procedure stated
on the Promotional Partner Website.
68. If the Unique Prize Code is successfully submitted, and once the “Category A” prize claim has been
received and verified by the Promoter and/or the Promotional Partner (in its or their sole discretion),
the relevant prize will be provided to the Entrant in the manner specified on the Promotional Partner
Website.
69. For each “Category A” prize claim that an Entrant submits, the Entrant must, if the Ticket is a
physical Ticket, keep the relevant winning Ticket bearing the Unique Ticket Code for that Instant
Win Non-Food Prize. Electronic Tickets will be automatically retained in the Entrant’s Virtual Wallet.
The Promoter, in its sole discretion, may at any time after a claim has been submitted, require the
original Ticket or Electronic Ticket to be handed over or otherwise made available from the Entrant
to the Promoter before awarding any Instant Win Non-Food Prize in order to verify the claim as
eligible under these Conditions of Entry.
“Category B” Prize Claim Procedure
70. To claim a “Category B” Instant Win Non-Food Prize, an Entrant must, during the Promotional
Period, correctly and successfully follow the directions provided via the Application (as applicable)
in the manner required to submit the online claim form via the Application (as applicable), including
providing the Entrant’s postal address or residential address and confirming all other Promotional
Account details of the Entrant (“Online Claim Form”). For Entrant’s using the Application, the
Online Claim Form may be provided to the Entrant through the Application or via email.
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71. Once an Entrant successfully submits an Online Claim Form for a “Category B” Instant Win NonFood Prize in the manner required, and the Online Claim Form has been received and verified by
the Promoter in its sole discretion, the relevant Instant Win Non-Food Prize will be dispatched by
post, courier or electronically (as determined by the Promoter in its sole discretion) to the Entrant’s
nominated contact details provided on their Online Claim Form.
72. For each “Category B” prize claim that an Entrant submits, the Entrant must, if the Ticket is a
physical Ticket, keep the relevant winning Ticket bearing the Unique Ticket Code for that Instant
Win Non-Food Prize. Electronic Tickets will be automatically retained in the Entrant’s Virtual Wallet.
The Promoter, in its sole discretion, may at any time after a claim has been submitted, require the
original Ticket or Electronic Ticket to be handed over or otherwise made available from the Entrant
to the Promoter before awarding any Instant Win Non-Food Prize in order to verify the claim as
eligible under these Conditions of Entry.
“Category C” Prize Claim Procedure
73. To claim a “Category C” Instant Win Non-Food Prize or Collect to Win Prize, an Entrant must,
during the Promotional Period, correctly and successfully follow the directions provided via the
Application (as applicable) in the manner required to submit an Online Claim Form, as set out in
Condition 70.
74. Once an Entrant successfully submits an Online Claim Form for a “Category C” Instant Win NonFood Prize or Collect to Win Prize, and the Online Claim Form has been received and verified by
the Promoter in its sole discretion, a nominated agent of the Promoter will personally call the contact
telephone number provided by the Entrant on their Online Claim Form within approximately two (2)
business days (the “Claim Verification Call”). The nominated agent of the Promoter may call at
any time between 9:00am and 5:00pm on a business day, excluding the following public holiday:
Labour Day/Queen’s Birthday on 4/10/2021.
75. During a Claim Verification Call, the Entrant will be requested to provide:
a. the requested information printed on the relevant winning Ticket(s) or displayed on the
relevant winning Electronic Ticket(s), including the Unique Ticket Code(s) and/or Electronic
Prize Code(s); and
b. information that is personal to the Entrant, including their full name, date of birth, postal
address, email address and contact telephone number. For any Entrant under the age of 18,
details of the Entrant’s parent or legal guardian and confirmation of consent must also be
provided.
76. Entrants who are less than 18 years of age at time of Claim Verification Call must have a parent or
legal guardian present at time of Claim Verification Call and that parent or legal guardian must
provide their full name and their postal address.
77. IMPORTANT: If an Entrant does not receive a Claim Verification Call within two (2) business days
of Online Claim Form being submitted, the claiming Entrant (or their parent or legal guardian where
the Entrant is less than 18 years of age) MUST contact Monopoly Customer Support via
https://mcdonalds.com.au/monopoly-contact-us during the Promotional Period (excluding the
Labour Day/Queen’s Birthday public holiday on 4/10/2021) within the next two (2) business days in
order to be eligible to claim the relevant prize.
78. After a Claim Verification Call has been satisfactorily completed, a nominated agent of the Promoter
will, within one (1) business day of the Claim Verification Call, send an email to the email address
provided by the Entrant on their Online Claim Form and confirmed by the Entrant during the Claim
Verification Call (“Claim Confirmation Email”). The Claim Confirmation Email will require the
Entrant to provide, within twenty-four (24) hours of the Claim Confirmation Email, via reply email to
the nominated agent of the Promoter:
a. for physical Ticket(s), a scanned or photographed copy of each of the relevant winning
Ticket(s), clearly displaying the Unique Ticket Code(s); or
b. for Electronic Ticket(s), information about the relevant winning Electronic Ticket(s) as
requested by the Promoter (if any); and
c. a scanned or photographed copy of photo identification of the Entrant (or their parent or legal
guardian where the Entrant is less than 18 years of age).
79. IMPORTANT: If an Entrant does not receive a Claim Confirmation Email within one (1) business
day of the Claim Verification Call, the claiming Entrant (or their parent or legal guardian where the
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Entrant is less than 18 years of age) MUST contact Monopoly Customer Support via
https://mcdonalds.com.au/monopoly-contact-us during the Promotional Period (excluding the
Labour Day/Queen’s Birthday public holiday on 4/10/2021) within the next one (1) business day in
order to be eligible to claim the relevant prize.
80. After an Entrant has satisfactorily responded to the Claim Confirmation Email, and the Promoter
and/or its nominated agent has conducted preliminary verification checks (as determined by the
Promoter and/or its nominated agent in its or their absolute discretion), the Entrant who submitted
the claim will, subject to Condition 81, be sent via post one (1) claim postage-paid envelope that is
pre-addressed to the Promoter (a “Claim Envelope”) and a declaration form with the Claim
Envelope (a “Declaration Form”).
81. If an Entrant claims, during a Claim Verification Call, to be aged 14 years or older but less than 18
years, the Claim Envelope and Declaration Form will be posted to the parent or legal guardian of
the Entrant who participated in the Claim Verification Call.
82. The Claim Envelope and Declaration Form should be received by the Entrant within five (5)
business days of the Entrant’s reply email to the Claim Confirmation Email. IMPORTANT: If the
Claim Envelope and Declaration Form are not received within five (5) business days, the claiming
Entrant (or their parent or legal guardian where the Entrant is less than 18 years of age) MUST
contact Monopoly Customer Support via https://mcdonalds.com.au/monopoly-contact-us during
the Promotional Period (excluding the Labour Day/Queen’s Birthday public holiday on 4/10/2021)
within the next two (2) business days in order to be eligible to claim the relevant prize.
83. Once a Claim Envelope and Declaration Form have been received by an Entrant (or their parent
or legal guardian, if applicable), the Entrant MUST:
a. for physical Ticket(s) (as applicable), place the relevant original winning Ticket(s) in the Claim
Envelope. Photocopies or scans of the winning Ticket(s) will not be accepted;
b. complete, in their own name, the Declaration Form as directed, and place it into the Claim
Envelope; and
c. post the Claim Envelope (which is already pre-addressed to the Promoter and postage paid)
to be received by the Promoter by last mail within five (5) business days of receiving the
Claim Envelope and Declaration Form and in any event by no later than 1 November 2021.
Claim Envelopes may be accepted after this date only with the prior written agreement of the
Promoter.
84. IMPORTANT: USE ONLY ONE CLAIM ENVELOPE FOR EACH CLAIM: All winning Ticket(s)
(other than Electronic Ticket(s)) and the Declaration Form (if applicable) for a single prize claim
must be submitted in the same Claim Envelope and a Claim Envelope must not contain more than
one (1) prize claim. Claim Envelopes must be received by last mail on 1 November 2021 or the
prize will be forfeited and the enclosed Tickets will become void (unless the Promoter agrees in its
sole discretion to accept a Claim Envelope after this date).
85. IMPORTANT: PUT ONLY WINNING TICKETS IN A CLAIM ENVELOPE: The entire contents of a
Claim Envelope (including any Tickets and Declaration Form) and the Claim Envelope itself, when
received by the Promoter, become the Promoter’s property and will NOT be returned to an Entrant.
Accordingly, Tickets that are not part of a prize claim that are included in a Claim Envelope will not
be returned and cannot be used for any subsequent prize claim.
86. Once a claim for a “Category C” Collect to Win Prize or Instant Win Non-Food Prize has been
completed and verified by the Promoter (in the Promoter’s sole discretion), the relevant prize will
be dispatched by post or courier to the Entrant’s nominated address (provided upon verification) or
otherwise as stated in Schedule 1 or Schedule 2 of these Conditions of Entry.
SECOND CHANCE DRAW
87. A draw will be held to award any prizes (Instant Win Non-Food Prizes and Collect to Win Prizes)
valued at over $100.00 which remain unclaimed by 1 November 2021 (the “Second Chance
Draw”).
88. The Second Chance Draw will be held at the offices of Creata (Aust) Pty Ltd at 3:00pm on
3 December 2021 at 6/3 Central Avenue, Thornleigh NSW 2120. In order to comply with national
gaming regulations and legislation, an independent scrutineer will oversee the conduct of the
Second Chance Draw and winner announcement should the total value of the prizes in this draw
exceed $10,000.
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89. The Promoter may draw additional reserve entries in the Second Chance Draw and record them
(in order) in case an invalid entry or ineligible entrant is drawn or if any Entrant drawn is unable to
accept or declines to participate in a prize. In the event of an invalid entry or ineligible entrant in the
Second Chance Draw, or if an Entrant drawn is unable to accept or declines to participate in a prize
within ten (10) days of being successfully notified that they are a winner (if applicable), then the
prize will be awarded to the first reserve entry drawn in the Second Chance Draw. The Promoter
will continue this process until all prizes entered into the Second Chance Draw are awarded. If after
this process any prize(s) entered into the Second Chance Draw are still not awarded, or if an
Entrant drawn cannot be notified, the Promoter will hold an unclaimed prize draw in accordance
with Condition 93.
90. Entrants will automatically receive one (1) entry into the Second Chance Draw for each Ticket they
register during the Promotional Period in accordance with Conditions 45.
91. There is no limit to the number of Second Chance Draw entries that an Entrant may submit,
however each entry must be based on a separate Unique Ticket Code, must be submitted
separately, and must independently comply with these Conditions of Entry. Entries into the Second
Chance Draw must be received by the Promoter during the Promotional Period.
92. Any Ticket (other than an Electronic Ticket), whether or not it is a winning Ticket, can be used to
enter the Second Chance Draw. A Unique Ticket Code can only be used to submit one (1) entry
into the Second Chance Draw. Electronic Tickets are not eligible to be used to enter the Second
Chance Draw.
UNCLAIMED PRIZE DRAW
93. If any prize(s) in the Second Chance Draw remain(s) unclaimed by 4 March 2022, the Promoter
will conduct a further draw at the same time and place as the Second Chance Draw on
14 March 2022 in order to distribute such prize(s), subject to any written directions given under
applicable State and Territory legislation. In order to comply with national gaming regulations and
legislation, an independent scrutineer will oversee the conduct of the Unclaimed Prize Draw and
winner announcement should the total value of the prizes in this draw exceed $10,000.
WINNER NOTIFICATION
94. All winners will be notified in writing. Each winner of an Instant Win Food Prize will be notified on
their Winning Instant Win Food Ticket. Each winner of a prize, other than an Instant Win Food Prize,
will be notified by mail or email to the mail or email address (as applicable) provided in: (i) the
winner’s prize claim, if the prize was awarded following the receipt of a prize claim; or (ii) the
winner’s Second Chance Draw entry, if the prize was awarded in the Second Chance Draw or the
Unclaimed Prize Draw.
WINNER PUBLICATION
95. Each winner of a prize valued at over $250.00 will be published in The Australian on 17 December
2021 (including Second Chance Draw winners but excluding unclaimed prize winners). Each
winner drawn in the Unclaimed Prize Draw of a prize valued at over $250.00 will be published in
The Australian on 28 March 2022.
WINNER VERIFICATION
96. Entrants can only enter in their own name. Entrants who provide incorrect, misleading or fraudulent
information are ineligible to participate in the Promotion and all entries of an Entrant who is deemed
by the Promoter to have provided incorrect, misleading or fraudulent information may, at the
discretion of the Promoter, be deemed invalid. The Promoter reserves the right to request the
Entrant produce (within the requested time) appropriate photo identification or other documentation
(to the Promoter’s satisfaction, at its sole discretion) in order to confirm the Entrant’s identity, age,
residential address, eligibility to enter and claim a prize (including confirmation that no online
auction or purchase sites were used to obtain a Ticket) and any information submitted by the
Entrant in entering the Promotion, before issuing a prize (including confirming consent of an
Entrant’s parent or legal guardian and the name, age and address of the parent or legal guardian
that gave their consent, where an Entrant is under 18 years of age). If any documentation required
by the Promoter is not received by the Promoter (or its nominated agent) or an Entrant, entry or
Ticket has not been verified or validated to the Promoter’s (or its nominated agent’s) satisfaction
then all the entries of that Entrant may be ineligible and deemed invalid.
97. For each prize claim and each entry into the Second Chance Draw that an Entrant submits, the
Entrant must keep the Ticket that bears the Unique Ticket Code submitted at the time of claim or
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entry (as applicable, where such Ticket has not been otherwise surrendered to the Promoter) and/or
keep proof of purchase of the Eligible Product that contained the Ticket (including purchase receipts
and/or product packaging). Electronic Tickets will be automatically retained unless deleted in
accordance with Condition 56. The Promoter, in its sole discretion, may at any time after a claim or
an entry has been submitted, require the original Ticket and/or proof of purchase (including a copy
of the purchase receipt and/or product packaging) to be handed over from the Entrant to the
Promoter before awarding any prize in order to verify the claim or entry (as applicable) as eligible
under these Conditions of Entry. The Promoter also reserves the right, at any time, to request that
an Entrant produce Ticket(s) (for physical Tickets) and/or proof of purchase (including a copy of the
purchase receipt and/or product packaging) in order to verify the Entrant’s entry into the promotion
generally.
98. The Promoter reserves the right to verify the validity of any and all entries and Tickets and reserves
the right to disqualify any Entrant for: (a) tampering with the entry, Ticket, Electronic Ticket, instantwin process, collect-to-win process, The Community Chest process or prize verification process;
(b) submitting an entry, Ticket or Electronic Ticket which is not in accordance with these Conditions
of Entry; or (c) engaging in any unlawful or other improper misconduct calculated to jeopardise the
fair and proper conduct of the Promotion. The Promoter’s legal rights to recover damages or other
compensation from such an offender are reserved.
99. A prize will only be awarded following any winner validation and verification that the Promoter, or
its nominated agents, requires in their sole discretion.
100. The Promoter reserves the right to request a winner and their companion(s) (their “Guest”) (if any)
produce (within the requested time) appropriate photo identification or other documentation (to the
Promoter’s satisfaction, at its sole discretion) in order to confirm the identity and age of the winner
and their Guest(s) (if any) before issuing a prize and at any time during their participation in the
prize.
101. It is a condition of accepting a prize that a winner (and their prize Guest(s) (if applicable)) may be
required to sign eligibility form(s), code(s) of conduct and/or legal release(s) in a form determined
by the Promoter in its absolute discretion. If a winner is under 18 years of age, the winner must
ensure that the winner’s parent or guardian also agrees to and signs such documents (if requested
by the Promoter).
PRIZES GENERALLY
102. Each prize is valued in Australian Dollars inclusive of GST (if any) as at 2 July 2021. The Promoter
takes no responsibility for any variations in the value of a prize.
103. If a prize (or part of a prize) becomes unavailable, for any reason beyond the Promotional Partner
or Promoter’s reasonable control (as applicable), then a comparable prize (or part of a prize) of
equal or greater value will be awarded in lieu at the Promotional Partner or Promoter’s discretion,
subject to any written directions made under applicable State or Territory legislation.
104. Prizes are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be taken as cash (unless otherwise
indicated). Prizes must be taken as offered and cannot be varied. Prizes cannot be used or
redeemed in conjunction with any other offer. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any tax
implications that may arise from any prize winnings. Independent financial advice should be sought.
105. All prizes, except Instant Win Food Prizes, that are won by an Entrant who is under the age of 18
years at the time of entry will be awarded on behalf of the Entrant to the parent or legal guardian of
the Entrant who consented to the Entrant entering the Promotion.
106. Prizes will be delivered (if applicable) to Australian addresses only.
107. The Instant Win Food Prize values and the maximum number of each Instant Win Food Prize that
may be won are specified in the Instant Win Food Prize Table (see Condition 34). The maximum
total value of all available Instant Win Food Prizes is up to AUD. $137,688,882.85
108. The Instant Win Non-Food Prize values and the maximum number of each Instant Win Non-Food
Prize that may be won are specified in the Instant Win Non-Food Prize Table (see Condition 37).
The maximum total value of all available Instant Win Non-Food Prizes is up to
AUD$478,877,105.03.
109. The Collect to Win Prize values and the maximum number of each Collect to Win Prizes that may
be won are specified in the Collect to Win Prize Table (see Condition 41). The maximum total value
of all available Collect to Win Prizes is up to AUD$209,472.40
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110. The maximum total value of all prizes in the Promotion is up to AUD$ 616,775,460.28.
PROMOTION MATERIALS – VALIDITY
111. The only materials that form part of the Promotion are materials manufactured for the Promoter,
and issued by the Promoter or its franchisees for the purposes of the Promotion. These official
materials include items described in the Promotion materials generally as “Tickets” (including
“Contingency Cards”) and more specifically as “Instant Win Food Ticket”, “Instant Win Non-Food
Ticket”, “Collect to Win Ticket” and “Chance Card Ticket”.
112. A ticket is only an eligible Ticket if it has been issued by the Promoter or one (1) of its franchisees
in connection with the retail sale of one (1) of the Promoter’s Eligible Products during the Purchase
Period, whether attached to Eligible Product packaging or to a Contingency Card, or is an Electronic
Ticket accessed via the Application.
113. In order to preserve the integrity of the Promotion, and to detect fraudulent and unacceptable
conduct, some Tickets have special features, including security markings, which are known only to
the Promoter and its authorised agents. Only bona fide winning Tickets will be honoured. The
Promoter may conduct security verification checks in its absolute discretion. A Ticket is void and
not replaceable if it has been lost, stolen, forged, transferred, deleted, mutilated or tampered with
in any way or if it, or any part of it, fails any of the Promoter’s security and verification checks.
114. Printing and other quality control errors will not invalidate an otherwise valid prize claim. Except for
fraud or ineligibility under these Conditions of Entry all prize claims in excess of the advertised prize
pool will be met. Prizes will only be awarded where a Ticket and Promotional Message fulfils all of
the requirements of the Promoter's verification tests and procedures. The verification tests and
procedures shall be determined by the Promoter in its absolute discretion.
115. Any Ticket which is misprinted or reproduced incorrectly are voidable, in the Promoter’s sole
discretion and the Entrant’s sole remedy will be (subject to availability) a replacement Ticket.
Entrants may contact Monopoly Customer Support via https://mcdonalds.com.au/monopolycontact-us during the Promotional Period, in the event they believe they have received a misprinted
or incorrectly reproduced Ticket. Customer Service Support will not be open on the following public
holidays: Labour Day/Queen’s Birthday on 4/10/2021.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
116. For the purposes of these Conditions of Entry, “Intellectual Property Rights” means all present
and future rights of whatever nature anywhere in the world including, but not limited to, rights in
respect of or in connection with copyright, inventions (including patents), trademarks, service
marks, trade names, domain names, designs, confidential information, trade secrets and knowhow and similar industrial, commercial and intellectual property rights, whether or not registered or
registrable, and includes the right to apply for the registration of such rights, and whether existing
in Australia or otherwise.
117. A prize claim and any copyright subsisting in a prize claim irrevocably becomes, at time of
submission, the property of the Promoter. All right, title and interest, including in all Intellectual
Property Rights, in all of the Tickets, Contingency Cards and in the Promoter’s brands, logos,
trading names and products will remain or be vested in the Promoter.
118. Participation in the Promotion by an Entrant will not under any circumstances be taken to constitute
a transfer, assignment or grant of any ownership rights in any of the Tickets, Contingency Cards,
the Application, or in the Promoter’s brands, logos, trading names and products.
119. The Promoter, on a case by case basis and to the extent required, grants to each Entrant a nonexclusive licence for the Promotional Period to use the Application, Tickets, Contingency Cards,
and the Promoter’s brands, logos, trading names and products solely for the purpose, and to the
extent necessary, to enable the Entrant to participate in the Promotion.
120. All Promotion advertisements depicting prizes, prize descriptions and/or trade mark references are
illustrative rather than definitive and do not imply any association with the Promoter.
GENERAL
121. There is no limit to the number of prize claims that an Entrant may submit, however each prize
claim must be submitted separately and must independently comply with these Conditions of Entry.
122. Calls to Monopoly Customer Service support from public telephones or mobiles may incur an
additional charge. The charges for all telephone call services will appear on an Entrant’s next
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telephone or mobile phone bill (if applicable). All queries relating to mobile and telephone bills
should be directed to an Entrant’s mobile or telephone carrier. Calls may be recorded for the
purposes of promotional security and/or training purposes.
123. Individual McDonald’s Restaurants may suspend or cease participation in the Promotion for any
reason beyond the reasonable control of the restaurant, including safety or participation delays
caused by disease, epidemic, pandemic. If the Promotion is not capable of running as planned for
any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter, including because of disease, epidemic,
pandemic, war, terrorism, state of emergency or disaster (including natural disaster), infection by
computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorised intervention, technical failures or any which corrupt
or affect the administration, security, fairness, integrity or proper conduct of this Promotion, the
Promoter reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the
Promotion and/or if necessary to provide an alternative prize or prizes to the same value as an
original prize or prizes, subject to any written directions made under applicable State or Territory
legislation.
124. The Promoter, its franchisees and its associated agencies and companies excludes all liability
(including negligence) except for any liability that cannot be excluded by law (including any
applicable Consumer Guarantee under the Australian Consumer Law in Schedule 2 of the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth)), for any direct or indirect injury, loss and/or damage
arising in any way out of the Promotion. This includes, but is not limited to: (i) technical malfunctions,
delays or failures, including those resulting from accessing any materials related to this Promotion
and any incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete information communicated in the course of, or in
connection with, this Promotion as a result of any technical malfunctions, delays or failures; (ii)
theft, unauthorised access or third party interference; (iii) lost or damaged entries, prize claims or
prizes; and/or (iv) acceptance and/or use of any prize. Applicable manufacturers and/or distributors
should be contacted in regards to all prize warranty claims.
125. Claims and entries will be deemed accepted at the time of receipt by the Promoter and not at the
time of transmission. Claims and entries received will be considered final by the Promoter.
Incomplete, inaccurate, erroneous, ineligible or incomprehensible claims or entries will be deemed
invalid. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for late, lost or misdirected claims or entries.
Contact details entered incorrectly via the Application or any Promotional Partner Website by an
Entrant will deem a claim or an entry (as applicable) invalid.
126. Costs associated with accessing any Promotional Partner Website and downloading, using or
installing the Application remain an Entrant’s responsibility and may vary depending on the Internet
service or telecommunications provider used.
127. The use of any automated claim or entry software or any mechanical, electronic or other means
that allows an Entrant to automatically generate Unique Ticket Codes or Unique Prize Codes or
claim or enter repeatedly is prohibited and will render all claims or entries submitted by that Entrant
invalid.
128. Any attempt to cause malicious damage or interference with the normal functioning of the
Application or any Promotional Partner Website, or the information on the Application or any
Promotional Partner Website, or to otherwise undermine the legitimate operation of this Promotion
may be a violation of criminal and civil laws and should such an attempt be made, whether
successful or not, the Promoter reserves the right to seek damages to the fullest extent permitted
by law. If the Promoter suffers loss or incurs any costs in connection with any breach of these
Conditions of Entry or any other legal obligation by an Entrant, the Entrant agrees to indemnify the
Promoter for those losses, damages and costs.
129. All of the Promoter’s decisions in respect of the Promotion are final and no correspondence will be
entered into.
130. No compensation will be payable to any person if a winner is unable to submit a prize claim for
whatever the reason.
131. As a condition of entering this Promotion, an Entrant consents to, in the event they are a winner,
the Promoter using the Entrant’s name, likeness, image and/or voice (including photograph, film
and/or recording of the same) in any media worldwide for an unlimited period of time without further
notification, remuneration or compensation for the purpose of promoting, publicising or marketing
the Promotion (including any outcome), and/or promoting any products or services manufactured,
distributed and/or supplied by the Promoter. The Entrant agrees that, in the event they are a winner,
the Entrant will participate in all reasonable promotion activities in relation to the Promotion as
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requested by the Promoter and its agents and sign any additional documents reasonably required
by the Promoter to give effect to this condition.
132. As a condition of participating in a prize, a winner must procure that the winner's Guest(s) (if any)
also consents to the Promoter using their name, likeness, image and/or voice (including
photograph, film and/or recording of the same) in the manner set out in Condition 131 and agrees
to participate in all reasonable promoted activities in relation to the prize as requested by the
Promoter and its agents and sign any additional documents reasonably required by the Promoter
to give effect to this condition.
133. #MONOPOLYATMACCAS: Entrants may upload content on any social media platform with the
hashtag #monopolyatmaccas (“Content”). By uploading the Content, Entrants acknowledge and
agree that, if the account on which the Content is featured is set to ‘public’ (if applicable), the
Promoter may feature the Content in a live gallery on the Promotional Website and on the
Promotional Website generally and in any other media worldwide (including without limitation online
advertisements and social media) for an unlimited period of time without further notification,
remuneration or compensation for the purpose of promoting, publicising or marketing the Promotion
(including any outcome), and/or promoting any products or services manufactured, distributed
and/or supplied by the Promoter. Entrants acknowledge that their personal social media page may
be updated by uploading the Content to a social media platform and that the Content may be
featured generally on the social media platform. Membership to and use of social media platforms
generally is subject to the prevailing terms and conditions of use of the social media platform. The
Promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with, any social
media platform. Entrants are solely responsible and liable for any content or information they
transmit to other Internet users. To the extent permitted by law, each Entrant agrees to hold
harmless all social media platforms and their associated agencies and companies, against any and
all losses, actions, claims, costs, expenses and damages (of any nature) which may be incurred by
an Entrant in respect of the Entrant’s uploading of the Content. Any questions, comments or
complaints about the Promotion must be directed to the Promoter and not to any social media
platform. For the avoidance of doubt, the uploading of Content is not required in order to enter the
Promotion.
PRIVACY
134. McDonald’s collects, uses and discloses personal information in accordance with its Privacy Policy
at
https://mcdonalds.com.au/privacy-policy,
Collection
Statement
at
https://mcdonalds.com.au/mymaccas/privacy-collection and as stated in these Conditions of Entry.
135. Selected partners, promotional agents and prize suppliers of the Promoter (depending on the
nature of the prize) (“Promotional Partners”) may require that Entrants provide personal
information to them in order to process a valid prize claim/redemption. Entrants must satisfy
themselves with the collection statements and privacy policies of any Promotional Partners, as the
Promoter will not accept any responsibility for the collection, use and handling of personal
information by Promotional Partners.
136. The Promoter collects personal information about an Entrant for the purposes disclosed in its
Collection Statement. The Promoter and its Promotional Partners also collect personal information
about an Entrant to include the Entrant in the Promotion, award prizes (where appropriate) and
assist the Promoter in improving its goods and services. If the personal information requested is
not provided, the Entrant cannot participate in the Promotion and is deemed ineligible.
137. An Entrant agrees that the Promoter may, in the event the Entrant is a winner, publish or cause to
be published the Entrant winner’s name and locality in any media, as required under the relevant
State or Territory lottery legislation.
138. An Entrant can gain access to, update or correct any of their personal information held by the
Promoter by contacting the Promoter’s Privacy Officer at PO BOX 392, Pennant Hills NSW 2120.
All personal information will be stored at the office of the Promoter and/or its Promotional Partners.
A copy of the Promoter’s Privacy Policy in relation to the treatment of personal information collected
may be obtained by contacting the Promoter. These Conditions of Entry will prevail to the extent of
any inconsistency between these Conditions of Entry and the Promoter’s Privacy Policy.
139. By participating in the Promotion and opting-in in the manner required at time of MyMacca’s Club
Account Registration, an Entrant also acknowledges that a further primary purpose for collection of
the Entrant’s personal information by the Promoter is to enable the Promoter to use the information
to contact the Entrant in the future with information about McDonald’s, including special offers,
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market research or to provide the Entrant with marketing materials via any medium including mail,
telephone and commercial electronic messages (SMS (Short Message Service), MMS (Multimedia
Message Service), IM (Instant Messaging) and email) or any other form of electronic, emerging,
digital or conventional communications channel whether existing now or in the future. The Promoter
may share an Entrant’s personal information with its Australian and overseas related companies,
Promotional Partners, servants, employees, agents and trusted third parties who may contact the
Entrant with information about McDonald’s, including special offers, market research or to provide
the Entrant with marketing materials in this way. By entering the Promotion and opting-in, an Entrant
acknowledges and agrees that the Promoter may use the Entrant’s personal information in the
manner set out in this Condition.
140. If the Promoter collects an Entrant’s personal information, the Promoter will provide to each Entrant,
at time of collection of personal information, a collection statement that details the personal
information being collected, the purpose of its collection, where the personal information will be
stored and how it will be shared with third parties. The collection statement will comply with the
Promoter’s disclosure obligations under the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth).
141. The Application and Promotional Website may contain links to other websites (“Linked Sites”),
including Promotional Partner Websites. The Promoter is not responsible for the content of any
Linked Sites, whether or not the Promoter is affiliated with the Linked Sites. The Promoter does not
in any way endorse any Linked Sites and is not responsible for the quality or delivery of any
products or services offered, accessed or advertised by such Linked Sites. To the extent that these
Linked Sites collect personal information or postings from Entrants, the Promoter shall bear no
responsibility or liability for the manner in which such information or postings are used or exploited.
The Linked Sites are for Entrants’ convenience only and Entrants agree to access them at their
own risk.
142. The Promoter is committed to helping its customers make informed decisions about their food and
beverage choices. The Promoter provides healthier food and beverage options for adults and
children and ensures nutritional information is easily accessible to its customers. Nutritional
information
is
available
on
websites,
including
on
the
Promoter’s
website
(www.mcdonalds.com.au), in McDonald’s restaurants and, wherever possible, on product
packaging.
143. CUSTOMER SERVICE: Consumers may contact Monopoly Customer Support via
https://mcdonalds.com.au/monopoly-contact-us during the Promotional Period (inclusive).
Customer Service Support will not be open on the following public holidays: Labour Day/Queen’s
Birthday on 4/10/2021.

NSW Authority No. TP/00246
ACT Permit No. TP 21/00468
SA Permit No. T21/413
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SCHEDULE 1
ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR INSTANT WIN FOOD PRIZES – GENERAL
General
1. The RRP of each Instant Win Food Prize, the total number of possible Instant Win Food Prizes to
be awarded for the Promotion and the total maximum RRP of the Instant Win Food Prizes are in
accordance with the table at Condition 34 above.
2. Entrants must claim Instant Win Food Prizes in accordance with the ‘HOW TO CLAIM AN “INSTANT
WIN FOOD PRIZE”’ section in these Conditions of Entry, otherwise their Instant Win Food Prize(s)
will be forfeited.
3. Instant Win Food Prizes are valid for the individual food/beverage item(s) listed on the Winning
Instant Win Food Prize Ticket only, and cannot be used in combination to claim or discount any
McDonald’s Extra Value Meal or any other form of meal deal.
4. Instant Win Food Prizes are valid for the particular size, type and flavour of the Instant Win Food
Prize item only, and cannot be used in combination to claim or discount any other sized
food/beverage item.
5. The Promoter and McDonald’s Restaurants reserve the right to substitute ingredients of any Instant
Win Food Prize as a result of seasonal, supplier or other variability outside the reasonable control
of the Promoter. No requests by an Entrant to substitute or vary an Instant Win Food Prize will be
accepted.
6. Redemption of an Instant Win Food Prize is subject to availability at each McDonald’s Restaurant
and may not be available at a particular McDonald’s Restaurant. The Promoter accepts no
responsibility for an Instant Win Food Prize being unavailable at a McDonald’s Restaurant. In the
event an Instant Win Food Prize is unavailable at a McDonald’s Restaurant, an Entrant may attempt
to claim the Instant Win Food Prize at another McDonald’s Restaurant or at a later time and/or date
at the same McDonald’s Restaurant, but only during the Promotional Period.
7. An Entrant is responsible for ensuring that an Instant Win Food Prize is consistent with their dietary
requirements.
8. All additional and ancillary costs not expressly stated, but which may be incurred in acceptance and
consumption of an Instant Win Food Prize, are the responsibility of the Entrant who claims the
Instant Win Food Prize. Such additional costs include, but are not limited to, the Entrant’s transport
to and from a McDonald’s Restaurant.
9. A parent or legal guardian must be present for a child under 14 years to redeem this offer.
10. Not to be used in conjunction with or to discount any other offer or an Extra Value Meal® or Happy
Meal® purchase.
11. If a winner elects, or through any legal incapacity or otherwise is unable to accept or utilise a prize,
the prize winner obtains the benefit of the prize through their ability to transfer the prize to another
person who may lawfully receive and use the prize.
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ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR INSTANT WIN NON-FOOD PRIZES – GENERAL
General
1. The value of each Instant Win Non-Food Prize, the total number of possible Instant Win Non-Food
Prizes to be awarded for the Promotion and the total maximum value of the Instant Win Non-Food
Prizes are in accordance with the table at Condition 34 above.
2. Entrants must claim Instant Win Non-Food Prizes in accordance with the ‘HOW TO CLAIM A
“COLLECT TO WIN” PRIZE OR AN “INSTANT WIN NON-FOOD PRIZE”’ section relevant to Instant
Win Non-Food Prizes in these Conditions of Entry, otherwise their Instant Win Non-Food Prize(s)
will be forfeited. Unless otherwise stated, all Instant Win Non-Food Prizes will be distributed to
Australian addresses only. All Instant-Win Non-Food Prizes are subject to the Promotional Partners’
prevailing Terms & Conditions.
3. Additional Terms and Conditions for all Instant Win Non-Food prizes are detailed in Schedule 2 of
these Conditions of Entry.
4. If a winner fails to redeem an Instant Win Non-Food Prize in the manner required, as stated in these
Conditions of Entry and in the reasonable opinion of the Promoter, or if the Promoter is unable to
deliver the prize, their entry and the balance of the Instant Win Non-Food Prize will be forfeited with
no compensation payable.
5. All costs not expressly stated, but which may be incurred in acceptance and use of an Instant Win
Non-Food Prize, are the responsibility of the winner. Each winner is only entitled to the relevant
prize as outlined in these Conditions of Entry and is not entitled to any additional prizing or cash
reimbursement to compensate for any difference in actual prize redemption cost and prize value.
6. If a winner elects, or through any legal incapacity or otherwise is unable to accept or utilise a prize,
the prize winner obtains the benefit of the prize through their ability to transfer the prize to another
person who may lawfully receive and use the prize.
Gift Cards / Vouchers
7. Vouchers and gift cards are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use, including expiry
dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.
8. A voucher or gift card cannot be sold, scalped, auctioned, raffled, pledged or promoted as an
incentive or reward by any third party as an inducement for any person or other entity to enter into
any commercial or other arrangements with that third party. If the is obtained through any of these
methods, it will not be honoured by the Promoter or prize supplier.
Car Hire
9. Motor vehicle hire will be arranged and paid for by the Promoter. Rate for vehicle hire includes
unlimited kilometres or limited in the manner stated in the specific prize terms below. Vehicle type
is subject to availability and vehicle hire is subject to the rental company's normal rental terms and
conditions. It is a condition of hire that the hirer holds a current valid Australian driver's licence. The
Promoter accepts no responsibility for damage or mistreatment to the hire vehicle caused by the
hirer. The Promoter will not be liable for any additional expenses incurred by the hirer through
mistreatment, illegal behaviour, or a violation of the vehicle hire's terms and conditions of use. All
insurance, petrol, fines, tolls and damage costs, and any other related expenses, will be the
responsibility of the winner. The hire vehicle must be returned to the original pickup location.
10. If a winner is under 21 years of age, or through any legal incapacity or otherwise, unable to hire a
motor vehicle in his or her name or lawfully use a hire vehicle, then the winner may transfer the prize
to another person who holds the required licence and has the legal capacity to hire a motor vehicle.
Car
11. Colour of motor vehicles is subject to availability of colours at the relevant dealership.
12. The prize includes twelve (12) months registration in the place of residence of the winner, twelve
(12) months third party compulsory insurance, on road costs, stamp duty and dealer delivery costs,
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dependent upon the usual residential address of the winner, but exclude comprehensive insurance
and operational costs, which are the responsibility of the winner. All ancillary costs or accessories
not expressly provided are the responsibility of the winner.
13. To be eligible to claim a vehicle prize, the winner must be capable of obtaining motor vehicle
registration of the vehicle in his or her name and a licence to use the motor vehicle in accordance
with the applicable legislation where the vehicle is collected. If a winner is, through any legal
incapacity or otherwise, unable to register the motor vehicle in his or her name or lawfully use the
vehicle, then the winner may, at their own cost, assign the motor vehicle to another person who
holds the required licence and has the legal capacity to obtain registration.
14. The winners (or their parent or legal guardian, if the winner is aged under 18 years) will be contacted
by the Promoter to arrange for delivery of the vehicle to their usual residential address or collection
of the vehicle from the dealership nearest to their usual residential address, as nominated by the
Promoter in its sole discretion. Upon delivery or collection of the vehicle (as applicable), winners (or
their parent or legal guardian, if applicable) must provide their current driver’s licence for inspection
and demonstrate that the Promoter has arranged the required registration and compulsory
insurance in their name (or the name of their parent or legal guardian, if applicable), before the
vehicle may be taken or driven away from the collection point. Delivery or collection of the vehicle
is subject to availability of the vehicle, but is anticipated to be within twenty-eight (28) days from the
date the winner is notified that they have won. If the vehicle is collected, the winner (or their parent
or legal guardian, if applicable) is responsible for all costs incurred by them to travel to and from the
nearest dealership to collect the vehicle.
15. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any mechanical, body or paint repairs or repairs or
maintenance of any kind relating to the prize after the date and time of prize collection by a winner.
Any vehicles depicted in any promotional material are not necessarily the same colour or grade as
each prize vehicle, and are for illustration purposes only.
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SCHEDULE 2
ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COLLECT TO WIN PRIZES – GENERAL
General
1. The value of each Collect to Win Prize, the total number of possible Collect to Win Prizes to be
awarded for the Promotion and the total maximum value of the Collect to Win Prizes are in
accordance with the table at Condition 41 above.
2. Entrants must claim Collect to Win Prizes in accordance with the ‘HOW TO CLAIM A “COLLECT
TO WIN” PRIZE OR AN “INSTANT WIN NON-FOOD PRIZE”’ section relevant to Collect to Win
Prizes in these Conditions of Entry, otherwise their Collect to Win Prize(s) will be forfeited. Unless
otherwise stated, all Collect to Win Prizes will be distributed to Australian addresses only. All Collect
to Win Prizes are subject to the Promotional Partners’ prevailing Terms & Conditions.
3. If a winner fails to redeem a Collect to Win Prize in the manner required, as stated in these
Conditions of Entry and in the reasonable opinion of the Promoter, or if the Promoter is unable to
deliver the prize, their entry and the balance of the Collect to Win Prize will be forfeited with no
compensation payable.
4. All costs not expressly stated, but which may be incurred in acceptance and use of a Collect to Win
Prize, are the responsibility of the winner. Each winner is only entitled to the relevant prize as
outlined in these Conditions of Entry and is not entitled to any additional prizing or cash
reimbursement to compensate for any difference in actual prize redemption cost and prize value.
5. If a winner elects, or through any legal incapacity or otherwise is unable to accept or utilise a prize,
the prize winner obtains the benefit of the prize through their ability to transfer the prize to another
person who may lawfully receive and use the prize.
Gift Cards / Vouchers
6. Vouchers and gift cards are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use, including expiry
dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.
7. A voucher or gift card cannot be sold, scalped, auctioned, raffled, pledged or promoted as an
incentive or reward by any third party as an inducement for any person or other entity to enter into
any commercial or other arrangements with that third party. If the is obtained through any of these
methods, it will not be honoured by the Promoter or prize supplier.
Car Hire
8. Motor vehicle hire will be arranged and paid for by the Promoter. Rate for vehicle hire includes
unlimited kilometres or limited in the manner stated in the specific prize terms below. Vehicle type
is subject to availability and vehicle hire is subject to the rental company's normal rental terms and
conditions. It is a condition of hire that the hirer holds a current valid Australian driver's licence. The
Promoter accepts no responsibility for damage or mistreatment to the hire vehicle caused by the
hirer. The Promoter will not be liable for any additional expenses incurred by the hirer through
mistreatment, illegal behaviour, or a violation of the vehicle hire's terms and conditions of use. All
insurance, petrol, fines, tolls and damage costs, and any other related expenses, will be the
responsibility of the winner. The hire vehicle must be returned to the original pickup location.
9. If a winner is under 21 years of age, or through any legal incapacity or otherwise, unable to hire a
motor vehicle in his or her name or lawfully use a hire vehicle, then the winner may transfer the prize
to another person who holds the required licence and has the legal capacity to hire a motor vehicle.
Car
10. Colour of motor vehicles is subject to availability of colours at the relevant dealership.
11. The prize includes twelve (12) months registration in the place of residence of the winner, twelve
(12) months third party compulsory insurance, on road costs, stamp duty and dealer delivery costs,
dependent upon the usual residential address of the winner, but exclude comprehensive insurance
and operational costs, which are the responsibility of the winner. All ancillary costs or accessories
not expressly provided are the responsibility of the winner.
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12. To be eligible to claim a vehicle prize, the winner must be capable of obtaining motor vehicle
registration of the vehicle in his or her name and a licence to use the motor vehicle in accordance
with the applicable legislation where the vehicle is collected. If a winner is, through any legal
incapacity or otherwise, unable to register the motor vehicle in his or her name or lawfully use the
vehicle, then the winner may, at their own cost, assign the motor vehicle to another person who
holds the required licence and has the legal capacity to obtain registration.
13. The winners (or their parent or legal guardian, if the winner is aged under 18 years) will be contacted
by the Promoter to arrange for delivery of the vehicle to their usual residential address or collection
of the vehicle from the dealership nearest to their usual residential address, as nominated by the
Promoter in its sole discretion. Upon delivery or collection of the vehicle (as applicable), winners (or
their parent or legal guardian, if applicable) must provide their current driver’s licence for inspection
and demonstrate that the Promoter has arranged the required registration and compulsory
insurance in their name (or the name of their parent or legal guardian, if applicable), before the
vehicle may be taken or driven away from the collection point. Delivery or collection of the vehicle
is subject to availability of the vehicle, but is anticipated to be within twenty-eight (28) days from the
date the winner is notified that they have won. If the vehicle is collected, the winner (or their parent
or legal guardian, if applicable) is responsible for all costs incurred by them to travel to and from the
nearest dealership to collect the vehicle.
14. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any mechanical, body or paint repairs or repairs or
maintenance of any kind relating to the prize after the date and time of prize collection by a winner.
Any vehicles depicted in any promotional material are not necessarily the same colour or grade as
each prize vehicle, and are for illustration purposes only.
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ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR INSTANT WIN NON-FOOD
PRIZES AND COLLECT TO WIN PRIZES – SPECIFIC
CATEGORY A
12 AUDIOBOOKS FROM AUDIBLE
1.
Each “12 Audiobooks from Audible” prize (“Prize”) entitles the winner to a 12-Month Audible
Membership. The Prize comprises of one (1) x unique voucher code providing the winner with
an Audible membership credit for 1 title/month for $0/month for the first 12 months (the "Trial
Period"). Prize is valued at $197.40. After the Trial Period, membership renews automatically
for 1 title/month at the regular monthly price, currently AUD $16.45/month. Cancel anytime.
2.

Prize is available to new members of Audible at www.audible.com.au and is valid for recipients
of a unique voucher code who have been selected as a winner in the McDonald’s Monopoly
promotion 2021.

3.

The Promotional Partner for the Prize is Audible Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 89 624 383 811).

4.

Winners must redeem their unique voucher code on the Audible redemption page at
www.audible.com.au/monopoly. Redemption process requires a valid credit card.

5.

Voucher codes must be redeemed by 31 March 2022 11.59pm AEDT.

6.

Limit of one redemption per Audible account.

7.

This Prize is subject to availability and may be withdrawn or amended without notice.

8.

This Prize is only valid for customers in Australia.

9.

This Prize has no cash alternative.

10.

This Prize is non-transferable and may not be resold. Other terms and conditions apply,
including Audible's Conditions of Use at https://www.audible.com.au/legal/conditions-ofuse?moduleId=201654400&ie=UTF8 and claim code terms and conditions at
https://help.audible.com.au/s/article/what-are-the-conditions-and-limitations-for-promotionalclaim-codes

11.

If you violate any of the terms or conditions, the Prize will be invalid and will not apply.

12.

This prize may not be combined with other offers. If your credit card is declined, the Prize will
not apply. Terms prohibited by law shall be void without prejudice to the remaining terms.

$30 GIFT VOUCHER ON A WEEKEND HIRE
1.

Each AUD $30 Off Budget Car Rental prize comprises of one (1) x Coupon Code valued at
AUD $30.00. ("Coupon Code")

2.

The Promotional Partner for the AUD $30 Off Budget Car Weekend Rental prize is Budget
Rent a Car Australia Trading Pty Ltd (ABN 89 007 348 021).

3.

Vehicles subject to availability. A reservation restriction of at least twenty-four (24) hours prior
to vehicle pick up applies.

4.

Valid at all participating Budget locations across Australia.

5.

A strict limit of one (1) Coupon Code redemption per rental applies.

6.

Coupon Codes are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use, including expiry
dates and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.

7.

Valid for bookings between 1st September 2021 – 31 May 2022 and rental pick-ups between
1st September 2021 – 31st August 2022.

8.

Budget standard age, credit card and driver requirements apply and can be found at
https://www.budget.com.au/content/dam/budget/oc/au/common/files/terms_and_conditions.pdf

9.

If the prize winner is under 18 years of age, the prize may only be transferred to their legal
guardian or if they are 18 years of age or older, the prize may be transferred to a member of
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their immediate family (mother, father, sister, brother, spouse, or domestic partner) who is
aged 21 years or more and who agrees to these terms.
10.

Rental must include a Saturday overnight stay and the Coupon Code provided must be used to
redeem the $30 Off Budget Car Rental prize.

11.

Minimum rental period of 2 days applies.

12.

Extra charges may apply to options selected, if a vehicle is not returned to the same pick-up
location, or if the vehicle is returned late, the vehicle is not returned full of fuel (unless the
prepaid fuel option is purchased), infringements are incurred or toll roads used, or if the
allowed kilometre limit is exceeded.

13.

Prize is available on all vehicle groups (with the exception of commercial fleet vehicles),
subject to availability.

14.

If there is damage, theft of the vehicle or third-party loss, the winner must also pay up to the
standard excess. Optional Coverage Protection may be purchased to reduce liability, but there
may be no cover under some circumstances. For further information, see
https://www.budget.com.au/en/products-services/protections

15.

Prize not valid during blackout periods from 23rd December 2021– 3rd January 2022 and
15th April – 26th April 2022

16.

May not be used in conjunction with any other promotional, coupon or discounted offer.

17.

Offer is non-transferable unless otherwise stated and non-refundable.

18.

Car Rental is subject to the Budget’s standard rental Terms and Conditions available at
https://www.budget.com.au/content/dam/budget/oc/au/common/files/terms_and_conditions.pdf

2-NIGHT HOTEL BREAK
1.
The Promotional Partner for the Choice Hotels 2 Night Hotel Break Prize is Choice Hotels
Asia-Pac Pty Ltd ABN 41 081 959 891(Choice Hotels).
2.

The two (2) nights' accommodation is for two (2) people in a standard room (double or twin
share) and must be consumed on consecutive nights at the same Choice Hotels’ property.

3.

Accommodation is subject to occupancy levels, seasonality and availability.

4.

Accommodation is not available during school holidays, public holidays, public holiday
weekends and special events.

5.

Prize winners will receive an accommodation voucher (Voucher) from Choice Hotels which will
be valid for 12 months from the date of issue.

6.

Vouchers are valid at any Ascend Hotel Collection, Clarion, Quality, Comfort or Econo Lodge
across Australia or New Zealand.

7.

Vouchers are for accommodation only. They are not redeemable for cash or transferable to
another person.

8.

Any booking cancellations or variations require a minimum of one week's notice.

$200 PREPAID VISA CARD

1.

Each $200 Prepaid Gift Card prize comprises of one (1) x iChoose Prepaid Visa Gift Card preloaded with $200.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $200 iChoose Prepaid Visa Gift Card prize is Fewstone Pty
Ltd t/a City Beach Australia (ABN 11 885 795 792) and the prize is fulfilled by 212F Pty Ltd
(ABN 70 106 450 631).

3.

The iChoose Prepaid Visa Gift Card is subject to its prevailing terms and conditions of use
(available at ichoosegift.mycardplace.com) and is not replaceable or refundable if lost, stolen
or damaged.

4.

iChoose Prepaid Visa Gift Cards are valid at most retail stores where Visa is accepted.

5.

iChoose Prepaid Visa Gift Cards are not exchangeable for cash.
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6.

iChoose Prepaid Visa Gift Cards are issued by Heritage Bank Limited ABN 32 087 652 024
AFSL 240984 Australian Credit License 240984.

7.

Distribution to Australian addresses only.

8.

Winner's full name, mobile phone number and address is required for card issuance.

$75 CITY BEACH GIFT CARD
1.

Each $75 Retail Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x City Beach Australia voucher valued at
$75.00.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $75 City Beach Australia Voucher is Fewstone Pty Ltd t/a City
Beach Australia (ABN 11 885 795 792).

3.

Each $75 Retail Voucher is redeemable until 31 December 2021.

4.

Each $75 Retail Voucher must be used in one single transaction and any remaining funds will
be forfeited unless used in same transaction.

5.

City Beach Australia Vouchers cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers, discounts,
gift cards or promotions.

6.

City Beach Australia Vouchers are redeemable in store and online at
https://www.citybeach.com.au

7.

City Beach Australia Vouchers are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use,
including expiry dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.

8.

City Beach vouchers are not redeemable or exchangeable for cash.

9.

Visit www.citybeach.com.au for full terms and conditions of sale.

$10 GIFT CARD
1.

Each $10 eBay eGift Card prize comprises of one (1) x eGift Card valued at $10.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $10 eGift Card is eBay Australia & New Zealand Pty Ltd ABN
22 086 288 888

3.

eBay eGift Cards are redeemable online at www.ebay.com.au

4.

eBay eGift Cards are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use, including expiry
dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.

5.

No more than a total of $1,500 in eGift Cards may be redeemed per transaction, no more than
a total of $2,000 in Gift Cards may be redeemed per day, and no more than a total of $5,000 in
Gift Cards may be redeemed per calendar month. Further, you may only redeem a maximum
of eight Gift Cards in any single transaction (and fewer if you are redeeming Gift Cards in
combination with other redemption codes, such as coupons or vouchers).

6.

Visit www.ebay.com.au for full terms and conditions of sale.

7.

Visit https://pages.ebay.com.au/ebay-gift-cards-terms/ for full gift card terms and conditions.

8.

eBay eGift Cards will be valid until 20.05.2024.

$10 OFF $40+ SPEND AT CITY BEACH
1.

Each $10 Retail Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x City Beach Australia voucher code
entitling the prize winner to a $10 discount when they spend $40 or more.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $10 City Beach Australia Voucher code is Fewstone Pty Ltd
t/a City Beach Australia (ABN 11 885 795 792).

3.

To claim a $10 discount, each $10 City Beach Australia voucher code must be used towards a
minimum spend of $40 in one single transaction.

4.

City Beach Australia Vouchers are redeemable in store and online at
https://www.citybeach.com.au

5.

Each $10 City Beach Australia voucher code is redeemable until 31 December 2021.
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6.

City Beach Australia Vouchers cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers, discounts,
gift cards or promotions.

7.

City Beach Australia vouchers are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use,
including expiry dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.

8.

City Beach vouchers are not redeemable or exchangeable for cash.

9.

Visit www.citybeach.com.au for full terms and conditions of sale.

$500 THE ICONIC E-GIFT CARD
1.

Each $500 Fashion Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x THE ICONIC Gift Card valued at
$500.00.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $500 THE ICONIC Voucher is Internet Services Australia 1
Pty ltd t/a THE ICONIC (ABN 50 152 631 082)

3.

THE ICONIC Vouchers cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers, discounts, gift
cards or promotions.

4.

THE ICONIC Vouchers are redeemable online at www.theiconic.com.au

5.

THE ICONIC Vouchers are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use, including
expiry dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.

6.

Any unused amount will be applied to the winner’s The Iconic account as a store credit. See
https://www.theiconic.com.au/terms-of-use/#vouchers9 for full gift card terms and conditions.

7.

Visit www.theiconic.com.au for full terms and conditions of sale.

8.

Gift Cards will be valid until 10 June 2024.

$50 E-VOUCHER OFF $200+ SPEND
1.

Each $50 Fashion Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x $50 THE ICONIC voucher code
valued at $50.00.

2.

THE ICONIC $50 Voucher is subject to a minimum spend of $200 and cannot be used for
purchases for the below brands: Bras N Things, Oroton, Michael Kors, Stussy, Rag & Bone,
Assembly Label, Camilla, P.E Nation, C&M, CAMILLA AND MARC, Common Projects, Veja,
Coach, By Charlotte, Lorna Murray, Missoma, Polo Ralph Lauren, Nudie Jeans, RM Williams,
Montblanc, Garmin, Samsung, Beats by Dre, Fitbit, Camilla Kids, RipCurl, Mini Rodini,
Decjuba Kids, Dyson, Aesop, L'Occitane, The Ordinary, GHD, YSL, Giorgio Armani &
Lancome and items sent separately from a partner brand.

3.

The Promotional Partner for the $50 Fashion Voucher is Internet Services Australia 1 Pty Ltd
t/a THE ICONIC (ABN 50 152 631 082)

4.

THE ICONIC voucher codes cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers, discounts,
gift cards or promotions.

5.

THE ICONIC voucher codes are redeemable online at www.theiconic.com.au.

6.

THE ICONIC voucher codes are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use,
including expiry dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.

7.

Visit www.theiconic.com.au for full terms and conditions of sale.

8.

Voucher codes will be valid until 31 March 2022.

$100 GIFT CARD TOWARDS $1,000 SPEND
1.

Each $100 Webjet Travel Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x coupon code valued at
$100.00 (“Coupon Code”).

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $100 Webjet Travel Voucher prize is Webjet Marketing Pty Ltd
(ABN 84 063 430 848).

3.

Redeemable in full at https://packages.webjet.com.au/packages/ towards any new package
booking. A minimum spend of $1,000 applies in order to redeem the Coupon Code.

4.

By using a package Coupon Code you accept and agree to be bound by the following Webjet
Package Coupon Code Terms and Conditions of use, and also the Webjet general website
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Terms and Conditions, including expiry dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or
damaged. Bookings must be made by the 31st December 2022.
5.

Package Coupon Codes may be redeemed at https://packages.webjet.com.au/packages/.

6.

Coupon Codes are valid only for qualifying package purchases made on the Site. A qualifying
purchase means the purchase of the specified product or services in accordance with the
conditions notified to you at the time you were provided with the Coupon Code.

7.

A Coupon Code may only be used once per qualifying transaction and is applied to the
transaction as a whole, not per customer. The Coupon Code can only be used during the
Promotion Period. If a Coupon Code is no longer valid upon entry, you will be notified.

8.

To redeem the Coupon Code, you simply type the Coupon Code into the Coupon Code field in
the check-out section of the Webjet website, click the 'Apply Now' button and the relevant
discount will be automatically deducted from the final price of your qualifying purchase.
Percentage (%) off Coupon Codes apply a discount to the flight and hotel portion of the
package. If you fail to enter the Coupon Code at the time of purchase as specified above, your
purchase will not be eligible for the discount. Discounts may not be claimed after you have
confirmed your purchase on the Site.

9.

Coupon codes cannot be redeemed against some properties that are part of a global chain
and inclusions/exclusions are at the discretion of the hotel.

10.

Participating hotels may change at any time without notice.

11.

Coupon Codes can only be used once against one booking, cannot be used against existing
bookings, and cannot be redeemed or exchanged in any other way. If multiple Coupon Codes
are available at the same time, they are not cumulative and it is at the discretion of the
customer to select the Coupon Code they wish to apply.

12.

If you wish to change a booking made using a Coupon Code after the Promotion Period, you
will be required to repay the amount that we contributed towards your booking as well as any
other fees or charges that apply to the charge.

13.

All package bookings are subject to availability at the time of payment.

14.

Coupon Codes are valid for packages bookings only and are not permitted when a flight or a
hotel is added to a standalone hotel or flight booking during the checkout process.

15.

Webjet Marketing Pty Ltd reserves the right to change the Coupon Code and these Terms and
Conditions from time to time in its sole discretion and to modify, suspend or cancel any
Coupon Code or related Promotion at any time.

16.

For full terms & conditions ask in store or visit
https://www.webjet.com.au/standalone/packages-coupon-code-terms/

$50 GIFT CARD TOWARDS $500 SPEND
1.

Each $50 Webjet Travel Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x coupon code valued at $50.00
(“Coupon Code”).

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $50 Webjet Travel Voucher prize is Webjet Marketing Pty Ltd.
(ABN 84 063 430 848).

3.

Redeemable in full at https://packages.webjet.com.au/packages/ towards any new package
booking. A minimum spend of $500 applies in order to redeem the Coupon Code.

4.

By using a package Coupon Code you accept and agree to be bound by the following Webjet
Package Coupon Code Terms and Conditions of use, and also the Webjet general website
Terms and Conditions, including expiry dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or
damaged. Bookings must be made by the 31st December 2022.

5.

Package Coupon Codes may be redeemed at https://packages.webjet.com.au/packages/.

6.

Coupon Codes are valid only for qualifying package purchases made on the Site. A qualifying
purchase means the purchase of the specified product or services in accordance with the
conditions notified to you at the time you were provided with the Coupon Code.
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7.

A Coupon Code may only be used once per qualifying transaction and is applied to the
transaction as a whole, not per customer. The Coupon Code can only be used during the
Promotion Period. If a Coupon Code is no longer valid upon entry, you will be notified.

8.

To redeem the Coupon Code, you simply type the Coupon Code into the Coupon Code field in
the check-out section of the Webjet website, click the 'Apply Now' button and the relevant
discount will be automatically deducted from the final price of your qualifying purchase.
Percentage (%) off Coupon Codes apply a discount to the flight and hotel portion of the
package. If you fail to enter the Coupon Code at the time of purchase as specified above, your
purchase will not be eligible for the discount. Discounts may not be claimed after you have
confirmed your purchase on the Site.

9.

Coupon codes cannot be redeemed against some properties that are part of a global chain
and inclusions/exclusions are at the discretion of the hotel.

10.

Participating hotels may change at any time without notice.

11.

Coupon Codes can only be used once against one booking, cannot be used against existing
bookings, and cannot be redeemed or exchanged in any other way. If multiple Coupon Codes
are available at the same time, they are not cumulative and it is at the discretion of the
customer to select the Coupon Code they wish to apply.

12.

If you wish to change a booking made using a Coupon Code after the Promotion Period, you
will be required to repay the amount that we contributed towards your booking as well as any
other fees or charges that apply to the charge.

13.

All package bookings are subject to availability at the time of payment.

14.

Coupon Codes are valid for packages bookings only and are not permitted when a flight or a
hotel is added to a standalone hotel or flight booking during the checkout process.

15.

Webjet Marketing Pty Ltd reserves the right to change the Coupon Code and these Terms and
Conditions from time to time in its sole discretion and to modify, suspend or cancel any
Coupon Code or related Promotion at any time.

16.

For full terms & conditions ask in store or visit
https://www.webjet.com.au/standalone/packages-coupon-code-terms/

60 DAY ANIME SUBSCRIPTION

1. The Anime Subscription prize provides claimants with a 2-month free subscription to
funimation.com valued at AUD$15.90 in addition to the standard 14-day free trial.

2. The Promotional Partner for the Anime Subscription prize is Funimation (trading as Madman
Anime Group Pty Ltd) ABN 50 615 305 587.

3. Open to new subscribers only.
4. To redeem this prize claimants will be required to visit https://www.funimation.com/monopoly
5. The 2-Month free subscription is subject to the Funimation Terms and Conditions of Use
https://www.funimation.com/terms-of-use/

6. Offer limited to one per customer. Cannot be used in conjunction with another offer or promotion.
7. Credit card details are required to redeem this prize. Monthly subscription charges of AUD$7.95
per month will be debited from your account after the free subscription period, unless the
subscription is cancelled before the free subscription period ends.

8. Minimum age requirement is 15 years.
9. Claimants of this prize must use their unique prize code at Funimation to claim this prize by 31
March 2022.
FREE ADMISSION OFFER
1.

The Free Day Out prize comprises of one (1) x free admission/session evoucher valued up to
$25.00 (free admission evoucher).

2.

The Promotional Partner for the Free Day Out prize is J&C Advertising (ABN 29 145 608 368).
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3.

Each Free Day out prize entitles the winner to one (1) free admission or session (adult or child)
at a participating venue listed on the promotional website www.maccasplayprizes.com.au and
is subject to the terms stated here.

4.

To claim a free admission evoucher, winners must enter their Unique Prize Code and any
required Personal Information on the promotional website and select a participating venue to
be issued with a free admission evoucher. This evoucher is sent to the winner’s nominated
email address within twenty-four (24) hours.

5.

The last date to claim a free admission evoucher via the promotional website is 23.59 on 31
October 2021.

6.

To use the free admission evoucher follow the instructions provided. Some evouchers may be
presented via your smartphone. Other venues require the evoucher to be printed, and the
Monopoly Free Day out winning ticket attached to the evoucher before surrendering at the
venue, to ensure the winner is not charged for the admission. ID may be required for
presentation with the evoucher as proof of identity. Free admission evouchers can only be
used at the venue printed on the evoucher. No photocopies or duplications of evouchers will
be accepted. If alternative or additional instructions apply, these will be noted on the evoucher.

7.

Winners should keep a copy of their Monopoly Free Day Out winning ticket, which may be
required to validate the original win at the time of admission. Where the prize has been won by
other means, for example, via a free game email from McDonald’s, a copy of the email is
required in lieu of the winning ticket.

8.

Only one (1) free admission evoucher may be used per group per venue. Multiple members of
a group may not use their free admission evouchers at the same time. For example, if you are
attending a venue with others you will be classed as a group. Individual venues reserve the
right to limit the total number of free admission evouchers that may be redeemed at their
venue on any given day. Please contact the venue in advance of redemption to avoid
disappointment.

9.

Some venues have limits on the number of free admission evouchers available as part of this
prize promotion. Once these limits have been reached the venue/s will be removed from the
promotional website.

10.

Free admission evouchers are valid for one (1) use at a participating venue until 31 March
2022, unless otherwise stated. Standard terms at participating venues will apply e.g. age and
height restrictions. Additional conditions of use may apply at venues, e.g. restrictions of use –
please check with the chosen participating venue.

11.

This Free Day out prize can be claimed online only. Access to the Internet is required. Costs
associated with accessing the promotional website remain a winner’s responsibility and may
vary depending on the Internet service or telecommunications provider used.

12.

Possession of a free admission evoucher does not provide the evoucher holder to any
preferential treatment.

13.

It is the responsibility of the winners to use their free admission evoucher/s by the expiry date.
No extensions or replacements can be made. Free admission evouchers cannot be
transferred, sold, exchanged for cash or an alternative prize.

14.

Use of free admission evouchers are subject to promotional availability at participating venues
and their use may be limited during public and school holidays and other peak periods.

15.

Free admission evouchers cannot be used in conjunction with any other voucher, promotion or
special offer.

16.

J&C, its respective agents and distributors are not liable for lost, stolen or damaged free
admission evouchers.

17.

J&C, its respective agents and distributors will not be responsible or liable to compensate the
purchaser or other bearer or accept any liability for any personal loss or injury occurring at the
participating venue.

18.

J&C, its respective agents and distributors do not make any contractual promise or
representation regarding the quality and/or availability of the services offered by the venues
and cannot be held liable for any resulting personal loss or damage. Any statutory rights the
winners may have remain unaffected.
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19.

Any dispute pertaining to the use of a free admission evoucher is strictly between the winner
and the participating venue.

20.

The Free Day out prize is subject to promotional availability. J&C reserves the right to withdraw
and then substitute a Free Day Out prize with another prize of equal or greater value, subject
to any written directions made under applicable State or Territory legislation. For example, if a
venue closes, a replacement free admission evoucher may be issued for another venue.

21.

Timeframes for delivery indicated in these terms and conditions may be affected by
circumstances outside of the control of J&C, including, but not limited to strikes, fires, floods,
earthquakes, other natural disasters, pandemics, acts of terrorism, and blackouts. J&C will not
be liable for delays caused by circumstances outside of its control.

22.

J&C collects personal information in order to award the Free Day Out prize and may, for this
purpose, disclose such information to third parties, including but not limited to agents,
contractors, service providers, prize suppliers and, as required, to Australian regulatory
authorities. Prize claims are conditional on providing this information. All prize redemption
details become the property of the Promotional Partner. J&C’s Privacy Policy can be found at
https://maccasplayprizes.com.au/assets/pdfs/JC-Privacy-Policy.pdf.

23.

Questions or queries regarding this prize can be emailed to J&C at
monopoly@myinstantrewards.com.au

FREE DAILY/COMMUTER PARKING
1.

Each “Free Daily/Commuter Parking” prize comprises of one (1) x Wilson Parking Flexi or
Early Bird single day Parking transaction at a selected Wilson Parking car park that offers
online bookings and is valued at up to $50.00.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the Free Daily/Commuter Parking at Wilson Parking prize is
Wilson Parking Australia 1992 Pty Ltd (ABN 67 052 475 911).

3.

Prize consists of 1 x promotion code that can be redeemed for a Free Flexi or Early Bird single
day Parking transaction when you book online or with Wilson Parking App. (Available at
wilsonparking.com.au or downloaded from the app store/google play).

4.

Prize will consist of a single use promotion code which must be redeemed when making a
booking for Early Bird or Flexi Parking.

5.

Online bookings are available at over 130 Wilson Parking car parks across Australia, however
not all Wilson Parking Online Booking Car Parks offer Early Bird or Flexi Parking.

6.

All promotion codes issued will have an expiry date of 31 March 2022.

7.

Only one promotion code can be applied to each individual booking.

8.

A maximum of two Promotional Codes can be assigned to an individual Wilson Parking Online
Booking account.

9.

Prize is only redeemable for online bookings and cannot be redeemed at a car park auto-paystation or cashier station.

10.

The prize is not transferable to any other person or redeemable for cash.

11.

When making an online booking, the winner is required to register a nominated access device.
This may be a credit card nominated via a PCI-DSS compliant website, or a Wilson Parking
Card linked to the Wilson Parking Online Booking account.

12.

A winner will not be charged any fee to the nominated credit card for the transaction using the
free Flexi or Early Bird parking. However, the customer will incur charges if they do not adhere
to the parking conditions of the booking or make any subsequent bookings in which a
promotion code is not applied.

13.

When a winner uses the Wilson Parking online booking system, they are agreeing to both the
terms and conditions of usage of Wilson Parking and the entry conditions at the selected car
park.

FREE NIGHT/WEEKEND PARKING
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1.

Each Free Night/Weekend Parking prize comprises of one (1) x Wilson Parking Night or
Weekend Parking single day transaction at a selected Wilson Parking car park that offers
online bookings and is valued at up to $20.00.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the Free Night/Weekend Parking at Wilson Parking prize is Wilson
Parking Australia 1992 Pty Ltd (ABN 67 052 475 911).

3.

Prize consists of 1 x promotion code that can be redeemed for a Free Night or Weekend single
day Parking transaction when you online or with the Wilson Parking App. (Available at
wilsonparking.com.au or download from the app store or Google Play).

4.

Prize will consist of a single use promotion code which must be redeemed when making a
booking for Night or Weekend Parking.

5.

Online bookings are available at over 130 Wilson Parking car parks across Australia, however
not all Wilson Parking Online Booking Car Parks offer Night or Weekend Parking.

6.

All promotion codes issued will have an expiry date of 31 March 2022.

7.

Only one promotion code can be applied to each individual booking.

8.

A maximum of two Promotional Codes can be assigned to an individual Wilson Parking Online
Booking account.

9.

Prize is only redeemable for online bookings and cannot be redeemed at a car park auto-paystation or cashier station.

10. The prize is not transferable to any other person or redeemable for cash.
11. When making an online booking, the winner is required to register a nominated access device.
This may be a credit card nominated via a PCI-DSS compliant website, or a Wilson Parking
Card linked to the Wilson Parking Online Booking account.

12. A winner will not be charged any fee to the nominated credit card for the transaction using the
free evening and weekend parking. However, the customer will incur charges if they do not
adhere to the parking conditions of the booking or make any subsequent bookings in which a
promotion code is not applied.

13. When a winner uses the Wilson Parking online booking system, they are agreeing to both the
terms and conditions of usage of Wilson Parking and the entry conditions at the selected car
park.
GARAGE 3 MONTH PREMIUM PASS
1.

Each three-month movie streaming prize comprises of one (1) x three-month free membership
to the Garage Entertainment premium streaming plan, valued at up to $14.99.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the 3 Month Garage Entertainment Premium Streaming prize is
Garage Entertainment Pty Ltd (ABN 33 150 075 013).

3.

The prize is available to new and existing Garage Entertainment customers.

4.

The prize is for 3 months of membership to the Garage Entertainment Premium streaming plan
for free.

5.

Customers will need to visit garage.com.au/redeem enter their email address, create a
password and enter the unique gift card code provided.

6.

The prize expires 3 months after registration and must be used by 31 March 2022.

7.

By redeeming the prize, winners agree to comply with the Garage Entertainment Terms and
Conditions and Privacy Policy.

GIFT HAMPER
1.

Each Gift Hamper prize comprises of one (1) x Gift Hamper and is valued at $157.00.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the Gift Hamper prize is Interflora Australia (ABN: 33 004 328
974).
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3.

All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included in the Gift Hamper prize are the
responsibility of the winners.

4.

Distribution to Australian addresses only.

$50 REDBALLOON GIFT VOUCHER
1.

Each RedBalloon prize comprises of one (1) x RedBalloon gift voucher valued at $50.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the RedBalloon gift voucher is RedBalloon [RedBalloon Pty Ltd
and ABN 13 097 376 442].

3.

Gift vouchers can be redeemed at redballoon.com.au for any experience or physical product.
Gift vouchers are valid for 5 years and cannot be exchanged or refunded. For full T&Cs visit
https://help.redballoon.com.au/s/article/Terms-and-Conditions

$10 REDBALLOON GIFT CODE
1.

Each RedBalloon prize comprises of one (1) x RedBalloon gift code valued at $10.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the RedBalloon gift code is RedBalloon [RedBalloon Pty Ltd and
ABN 13 097 376 442].

3.

Gift codes can be redeemed at redballoon.com.au for any experience or physical product.
Enter the unique code at the checkout in the promo code section to redeem. Gift codes are
valid for 1 year and cannot be exchanged or refunded. Gift codes cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotional offers or codes. Gift code cannot be used to purchase a
$10 gift voucher. For full T&Cs visit https://help.redballoon.com.au/s/article/Terms-andConditions

$5 REDBALLOON GIFT CODE
1.

Each RedBalloon prize comprises of one (1) x RedBalloon gift code valued at $5.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the RedBalloon gift code is RedBalloon [RedBalloon Pty Ltd and
ABN 13 097 376 442].

3.

Gift codes can be redeemed at redballoon.com.au for any experience or physical product.
Enter the unique code at the checkout in the promo code section to redeem. Gift codes are
valid for 1 year and cannot be exchanged or refunded. Gift codes cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotional offers or codes. Gift code cannot be used to purchase a
$5 gift voucher. For full T&Cs visit https://help.redballoon.com.au/s/article/Terms-andConditions

UBER EATS $500 CREDIT
1.

This prize comprises of Uber Eats credit valued at $500 (Prize).

2.

The Promotional Partner for this Prize is Uber Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 49 160 299 865).

3.

In order to redeem the Prize, each winner must have an Uber Eats account and comply with
any terms and conditions of use of the Uber Eats app.

4.

Each winner of this Prize will receive $500 credit for use in Australia where Uber Eats is
available.

5.

Once credited, the Prize will be automatically redeemed on each order the winner places via
the Uber Eats app until the Prize expires or is exhausted, whichever is earlier.

6.

The Prize is exhausted when the $500 value is used up (including any delivery or other fees).

7.

This Prize is non-transferable and cannot be redeemed, transferred or exchanged for cash.

8.

The Prize will expire 12 months after the winner’s account is credited. Any unused portion of
the Prize will be forfeited on expiry.

UBER EATS $250 CREDIT
1.

This prize comprises of Uber Eats credit valued at $250 (Prize).

2.

The Promotional Partner for this Prize is Uber Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 49 160 299 865).
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3.

In order to redeem the Prize, each winner must have an Uber Eats account and comply with
any terms and conditions of use of the Uber Eats app.

4.

Each winner of this Prize will receive $250 credit for use in Australia where Uber Eats is
available.

5.

Once credited, the Prize will be automatically redeemed on each order the winner places via
the Uber Eats app until the Prize expires or is exhausted, whichever is earlier.

6.

The Prize is exhausted when the $250 value is used up (including any delivery or other fees).

7.

This Prize is non-transferable and cannot be redeemed, transferred or exchanged for cash.

8.

The Prize will expire 12 months after the winner’s account is credited. Any unused portion of
the Prize will be forfeited on expiry.

UBER EATS $150 CREDIT
1.

This prize comprises of Uber Eats credit valued at $150 (Prize).

2.

The Promotional Partner for this Prize is Uber Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 49 160 299 865).

3.

In order to redeem the Prize, each winner must have an Uber Eats account and comply with
any terms and conditions of use of the Uber Eats app.

4.

Each winner of this Prize will receive $150 credit for use in Australia where Uber Eats is
available.

5.

Once credited, the Prize will be automatically redeemed on each order the winner places via
the Uber Eats app until the Prize expires or is exhausted, whichever is earlier.

6.

The Prize is exhausted when the $150 value is used up (including any delivery or other fees).

7.

This Prize is non-transferable and cannot be redeemed, transferred or exchanged for cash.

8.

The Prize will expire 12 months after the winner’s account is credited. Any unused portion of
the Prize will be forfeited on expiry.

WORLD OF WARCRAFT 7 DAYS GAME TIME
1.
One (1) key code redeemable for a combined 7 days of game time access to both World of
Warcraft and WoW Classic; see Official Rules for redemption instructions.
2.

Your 7 days of game time includes access to World of Warcraft and WoW Classic and can be
applied to any new or existing account. Use of the 7 days game time to World of Warcraft
and/or WoW Classic Requires a Blizzard Account, which is available at no cost to you at
www.battle.net.

3.

Approximate Retail Value of this prize is AUD $4.66 each.
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$500 OZSALE SHOPPING E-VOUCHER
1.

Each $500 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x voucher code entitling the
winner to redeem any one (1) or more product(s) advertised on the Ozsale Australia website at
www.ozsale.com.au, as selected by the winner in their discretion, to the total maximum value
of $500.00.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $500 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize is Ozsale Pty Ltd (ABN:
11 118 610 987).

3.

$500 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prizes are subject to the voucher’s prevailing terms and
conditions of use (available at https://www.ozsale.com.au/TermsAndConditions.aspx?cid=10)
and are not replaceable or refundable if lost, stolen or damaged. Voucher cannot be used
towards the cost of shipping.

4.

In order to redeem the $500 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize, winners must open an Ozsale
user account and register the $500 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize’s voucher code in the
manner required on www.ozsale.com.au. Costs associated with accessing the website remain
a winner’s responsibility and may vary depending on the Internet service or
telecommunications provider used. $500 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize codes are valid until
30 November 2022. Any unused amount will be applied to a winner’s Ozsale account as a
store credit and be valid for a further 6 months.

5.

$500 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prizes are partially redeemable.

6.

If a winner uses the $500 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize in excess of its value, the winner will
be responsible to pay for the balance exceeding the value of the $500 Ozsale Shopping
Voucher prize. No compensation will be payable if a winner is unable to redeem their $500
Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize (in whole or part) as stated for whatever reason.

2-MONTH AUDIBLE MEMBERSHIP
1. Each “2-Month Audible Membership” prize (“Prize”) comprises of one (1) x unique voucher code
providing the winner with an Audible membership credit for 1 title/month for $0/month for the first
2 months (the "Trial Period"). Prize is valued at $32.90. After the Trial Period, membership
renews automatically for 1 title/month at the regular monthly price, currently AUD $16.45/month.
Cancel anytime.
2. Prize is available to new members of Audible at www.audible.com.au and is valid for recipients of
a unique voucher code who have been selected as a winner in the McDonald’s Monopoly
promotion 2021.
3. The Promotional Partner for the Prize is Audible Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 89 624 383 811).
4. Winners must redeem their unique voucher code on the Audible redemption page at
www.audible.com.au/mcdonaldsmonopoly. Redemption process requires a valid credit card.
5. Voucher codes must be redeemed by 31 March 2022 11.59pm AEDT.
6. Limit of one redemption per Audible account.
7. This Prize is subject to availability and may be withdrawn or amended without notice.
8. This Prize is only valid for customers in Australia.
9. This Prize has no cash alternative.
10. This Prize is non-transferable and may not be resold. Other terms and conditions apply, including
Audible's Conditions of Use at https://www.audible.com.au/legal/conditions-ofuse?moduleId=201654400&ie=UTF8 and claim code terms and conditions at
https://help.audible.com.au/s/article/what-are-the-conditions-and-limitations-for-promotionalclaim-codes
11. If you violate any of the terms or conditions, the Prize will be invalid and will not apply.
12. This prize may not be combined with other offers. If your credit card is declined, the Prize will not
apply. Terms prohibited by law shall be void without prejudice to the remaining terms.
FREE HOBBY SESSION
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1.

The Free Hobby Session prize comprises of one (1) x free session evoucher valued up to
$25.00 (free Hobby Session evoucher).

2.

The Promotional Partner for the Free Hobby Session prize is J&C Advertising (ABN 29 145
608 368).

3.

Each Free Hobby Session prize entitles the winner to one (1) free session (or equivalent),
adult or child, at a participating venue listed on the promotional website
www.maccasplayprizes.com.au and is subject to the terms stated here.

4.

To claim a Free Hobby Session evoucher, winners must enter their Unique Prize Code and
any required Personal Information on the promotional website and select a participating
venue/provider to be issued with a free Hobby Session evoucher. This evoucher is sent to the
winner’s nominated email address within twenty-four (24) hours.

5.

The last date to claim a Free Hobby Session evoucher via the promotional website is 23.59 on
31 October 2021.

6.

To use the Free Hobby Session evoucher at a venue follow the instructions provided. Some
evouchers may be presented via your smartphone. Other venues require the evoucher to be
printed and the Monopoly Free Hobby Session winning ticket attached to the evoucher before
surrendering at the venue, to ensure the winner is not charged for the session. Where the prize
has been won by other means, for example, via a free game email from McDonald’s, a copy of
the email is required in lieu of the winning ticket. ID may be required for presentation with the
evoucher as proof of identity. Free Hobby Session evouchers can only be used at the venue
printed on the evoucher. No photocopies or duplications of evouchers will be accepted. If
alternative or additional instructions apply, these will be noted on the evoucher.

7.

Where the Free Hobby Session is redeemed online, a winner must follow the instructions and
use the Free Hobby Session unique code when advised. Unique codes will be valid for one
use only.

8.

Winners should keep a copy of their Monopoly Free Hobby Session winning ticket, which may
be required to validate their original win.

9.

Only one (1) Free Hobby Session evoucher may be used per person per venue, unless
otherwise stated. Persons winning multiple Hobby Session prizes will need to use their Free
Hobby Session evouchers at different venues/providers each time.

10.

Some venues/providers have limits on the number of Free Hobby Session evouchers available
as part of this prize promotion. Once these limits have been reached the venues/providers will
be removed from the promotional website.

11.

Individual venues reserve the right to limit the total number of Free Hobby Session evouchers
that may be redeemed at their venue on any given day. Please contact the venue/provider in
advance of redemption to avoid disappointment.

12.

Free Hobby Session evouchers are valid for one (1) use at a participating venue until 31 March
2022, unless otherwise stated. Standard terms at participating venues/providers will apply.
Additional conditions of use may apply at venues/providers, e.g. restrictions of use – please
check with the chosen participating venue/provider.

13.

This Free Hobby Session prize can be claimed online only. Access to the Internet is required.
Costs associated with accessing the promotional website remain a winner’s responsibility and
may vary depending on the Internet service or telecommunications provider used.

14.

Possession of a Free Hobby Session evoucher does not provide the evoucher holder to any
preferential treatment.

15.

It is the responsibility of the winners to use their Free Hobby Session evoucher/s by the expiry
date. No extensions or replacements can be made. Free Hobby Session evouchers cannot be
transferred, sold, exchanged for cash or an alternative prize.

16.

Use of Free Hobby Session evouchers are subject to promotional availability at participating
venues/providers and their use may be limited during public and school holidays and other
peak periods.

17.

Free Hobby Session evouchers cannot be used in conjunction with any other voucher,
promotion or special offer.
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18.

J&C, its respective agents and distributors are not liable for lost, stolen or damaged Free
Hobby Session evouchers.

19.

J&C, its respective agents and distributors will not be responsible or liable to compensate the
purchaser or other bearer or accept any liability for any personal loss or injury occurring at the
participating venue.

20.

J&C, its respective agents and distributors do not make any contractual promise or
representation regarding the quality and/or availability of the services offered by the venues
and cannot be held liable for any resulting personal loss or damage. Any statutory rights the
winners may have remain unaffected.

21.

Any dispute pertaining to the use of a Free Hobby Session evoucher is strictly between the
winner and the participating venue/provider.

22.

The Free Hobby Session prize is subject to promotional availability. J&C reserves the right to
withdraw and then substitute a Free Hobby Session prize with another prize of equal or greater
value, subject to any written directions made under applicable State or Territory legislation. For
example, if a venue closes, a replacement Free Hobby Session evoucher may be issued for
another venue/provider.

23.

Timeframes for delivery indicated in these terms and conditions may be affected by
circumstances outside of the control of J&C, including, but not limited to strikes, fires, floods,
earthquakes, other natural disasters, pandemics, acts of terrorism, and blackouts. J&C will not
be liable for delays caused by circumstances outside of its control.

24.

J&C collects personal information in order to award the Free Hobby Session prize and may, for
this purpose, disclose such information to third parties, including but not limited to agents,
contractors, service providers, prize suppliers and, as required, to Australian regulatory
authorities. Prize claims are conditional on providing this information. All prize redemption
details become the property of the Promotional Partner. J&C’s Privacy Policy can be found at
https://maccasplayprizes.com.au/assets/pdfs/JC-Privacy-Policy.pdf

25.

Questions or queries regarding this prize can be emailed to J&C at
monopoly@myinstantrewards.com.au

RETAIL $ VOUCHER
1. Each Retail $ Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x discount code/evoucher valued up to $25.00.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Retail $ Voucher prize is J&C Advertising Pty Ltd ABN
29145608368) (“J&C”).
3. Each Retail $ Voucher prize entitles the winner to one (1) discount code/evoucher for use at a
participating prize partners’ website or venue, as listed on the promotional website at
www.maccasplayprizes.com.au, subject to the terms stated here. Prize winners will be able to
choose one from a selection of prize partners as detailed on the promotional website. The
number and dollar value of the available discount code/evoucher per prize partner is listed on the
promotional website.
4. To claim a discount code/evoucher, winners must enter their Unique Prize Code and any required
Personal Information on the relevant promotional website. Winners must then select a
participating prize partner or venue on the promotional website to claim a Retail $ Voucher
discount code/evoucher, which will be sent via email to the winner’s nominated email address
within twenty-four (24) hours.
5. To use a discount evoucher follow the instructions provided. Some evouchers may be presented
via your smartphone. Other venues require the evoucher to be printed and the Retail $ Voucher
winning ticket attached and presented at the time of use to ensure the specified discount is
applied. Where the prize has been won by other means, for example, via a free game email from
McDonald’s, a copy of the email is required in lieu of the winning ticket. ID may be required for
presentation with the evoucher as proof of identity. If alternative or additional instructions apply,
these will be noted on the evoucher.
6. To use a discount code, winners must follow the instructions; visit the prize partners website and
enter the code when advised.
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7. The discount code/evoucher can only be used at the chosen prize partners’ website or venue (as
printed on the evoucher). The discount code/evoucher does not provide any preferential
treatment to the prize winner.
8. Winners should keep a copy of their Retail $ Voucher winning ticket, which may be required to
validate their original win.
9. Only one (1) discount code/evoucher may be used per transaction, unless otherwise stated.
10. Discount codes/evouchers are valid for one (1) use until 31 March 2022. At some prize partner
venues, additional restrictions on validity, age and height restrictions may apply – please check
with the chosen prize partner/participating venue.
11. The last date to choose and claim a discount code/evoucher via the promotional website is 23:59
on October 31st 2021.
12. Discount codes/evouchers can be claimed online only. Access to the Internet is required. Costs
associated with accessing the promotional website remain a winner’s responsibility and may vary
depending on the Internet service or telecommunications provider used.
13. It is the responsibility of the winners to use their discount code/evoucher by the specified expiry
date.
14. Discount codes/evouchers cannot be transferred, sold, exchanged for cash or an alternative
prize.
15. Use of discount codes/evouchers are subject to promotional availability and their use may be
limited during public and school holidays and other peak periods.
16. Discount codes/evouchers cannot be used in conjunction with any other voucher or special offer.
17. J&C, its respective agents and distributors are not liable for lost, stolen or damaged discount
codes/evouchers.
18. J&C, its respective agents and distributors will not be responsible or liable to compensate the
purchaser or other bearer or accept any liability for any personal loss or injury occurring as a
result of participating in this prize.
19. J&C, its respective agents and distributors do not make any contractual promise or
representation regarding the quality and/or availability of the services offered by the prize
partners/participating venues and cannot be held liable for any resulting personal loss or damage.
Any statutory rights the winners may have remain unaffected.
20. Any dispute pertaining to the use of a discount code/evoucher is strictly between the winner and
the participating prize partner/participating venue.
21. The Retail $ Voucher prizes are subject to promotional availability. J&C reserves the right to
withdraw and then substitute a Retail $ Voucher discount code/evoucher with another prize of
equal or greater value, subject to any written directions made under applicable State or Territory
legislation. For example, if a prize supplier/ venue closes, a replacement Retail $ Voucher
discount evoucher/code may be issued for another prize supplier/venue.
22. Timeframes for delivery indicated in these terms and conditions may be affected by
circumstances outside of the control of J&C, including, but not limited to strikes, fires, floods,
earthquakes, other natural disasters, pandemics, acts of terrorism, and blackouts. J&C will not be
liable for delays caused by circumstances outside of its control.
23. J&C collects personal information in order to award the Retail $ Voucher prize and may, for this
purpose, disclose such information to third parties, including but not limited to agents,
contractors, service providers, prize suppliers and, as required, to Australian regulatory
authorities. Prize claims are conditional on providing this information. All prize redemption details
become the property of the Promotional Partner. J&C’s Privacy Policy can be found at
https://maccasplayprizes.com.au/assets/pdfs/JC-Privacy-Policy.pdf
24. Questions or queries regarding this prize can be emailed to J&C at
monopoly@myinstantrewards.com.au
$50 OZSALE SHOPPING E-VOUCHER
1.

Each $50 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x voucher code entitling the
winner to redeem any one (1) or more product(s) advertised on the Ozsale Australia website at
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www.ozsale.com.au, as selected by the winner in their discretion, to the total maximum value
of $50.00.
2.

The Promotional Partner for the $50 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize is Ozsale Pty Ltd (ABN:
11 118 610 987).

3.

$50 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prizes are subject to the voucher’s prevailing terms and
conditions of use (available at https://www.ozsale.com.au/TermsAndConditions.aspx?cid=10)
and are not replaceable or refundable if lost, stolen or damaged. Voucher cannot be used
towards the cost of shipping.

4.

In order to redeem a $50 Ozsale Shopping Voucher, winners must open an Ozsale user
account and register the $50 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize’s voucher code in the manner
required via www.ozsale.com.au. Costs associated with accessing the website remain a
winner’s responsibility and may vary depending on the Internet service or telecommunications
provider used. $50 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prizes are valid until 28 February 2022 and are
partially redeemable. Any unused amount will be applied to a winner’s Ozsale account as a
store credit and be valid for a further 6 months.

5.

If a winner uses the $50 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize in excess of its value, the winner will
be responsible to pay for the balance exceeding the value of the $50 Ozsale Shopping
Voucher prize. No compensation will be payable if a winner is unable to redeem their $50
Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize (in whole or part) as stated for whatever reason.

$10 OZSALE SHOPPING E-VOUCHER
1.

Each $10 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x voucher code entitling the
winner to $10.00 off any purchase of one (1) or more of product(s) available on the Ozsale
Australia website at www.ozsale.com.au, as selected by the winner in their discretion.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $10 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize is Ozsale Pty Ltd (ABN:
11 118 610 987).

3.

$10 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prizes are subject to the voucher’s prevailing terms and
conditions of use (available at https://www.ozsale.com.au/TermsAndConditions.aspx?cid=10),
including expiration dates, and are not replaceable or refundable if lost, stolen or damaged.
Voucher cannot be used towards the cost of shipping.

4.

In order to redeem a $10 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize, winners must open an Ozsale user
account and register the $10 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize’s code in the manner required on
www.ozsale.com.au. Costs associated with accessing the website remain a winner’s
responsibility and may vary depending on the Internet service or telecommunications provider
used. $10 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prizes are valid for single use until 28 February 2022.

5.

$10 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prizes must be redeemed in full and are not partially
redeemable. A winner will be responsible to pay for the balance exceeding the value of the $10
Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize. No compensation will be payable if a winner is unable to
redeem their $10 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize (in whole or part) as stated for whatever
reason.

CATEGORY B
2 FREE GOLD CLASS TICKETS
1.

The 2 Premium Cinema Tix prize comprises of two (2) x Gold Class cinema vouchers valued
at $86.00.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the 2 Premium Cinema Tix prize is THE GREATER UNION
ORGANISATION PTY LTD (ABN 99 000 024 439).

3.

Each voucher is valid for 1 x standard Gold Class admission to a movie of choice at selected
Event or Village cinemas. Surcharges apply to upgrade the cinema experience to 3D & must
be paid at the same time as redeeming voucher. Glasses sold separately.

4.

The onus is on the holder to use the voucher on or before the specified expiry date which is a
minimum of five months. After this period the barcode becomes void and cannot be used.

5.

Available for online bookings with Event & Village Cinemas. Booking fees apply.
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6.

The voucher is not available for use at Skyline Drive In and Moonlight Cinema. Not valid for
use for Movie Marathons, group bookings or any sessions classified as festivals, alternate
content or special events including but not limited to foreign films.

7.

The voucher does not guarantee a seat - seating is subject to availability.

8.

Treat the voucher barcode and PIN details like you would cash. Not valid with any other
promotion. No refunds given except those required by law. No date extensions available. No
change given.

9.

The voucher cannot be transferred or sold without the prior written permission of The Greater
Union Organisation Pty Limited. Minors (under 18 years of age) must be accompanied by a
responsible adult at all times when in the Gold Class areas & will not be served alcohol.
Standard classifications apply. Valid for use in Australia only.

10.

THE GREATER UNION ORGANISATION PTY LTD reserve the right to change any terms
contained in their terms & and conditions at any time.

HASBRO FUN NIGHT WITH FRIENDS PACK
1. Each Hasbro Fun Night With Friends Pack is valued at up to $156.95. One (1) of each of the
following Hasbro games titles are included in the Hasbro Fun Night With Friends Pack prize:
a. Monopoly Bid (RRP $9.99)
b. Monopoly Classic (RRP $39.99)
c.

Twister (RRP $39.99)

d. Jenga (RRP $26.99)
e. The Game of Life (RRP $39.99)
2. The Promotional Partner for the Hasbro Fun Night With Friends Pack is Hasbro Australia
Limited (ABN 69 004 348 565).
3. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included with the prize are the responsibility of
the winners.
4. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
HASBRO KIDS GAMES PACK
1. Each Hasbro Kids Games Pack is valued at up to $97.96. One (1) of each of the following
Hasbro games titles are included in the Hasbro Kids Games Pack prize:
a. Monopoly Junior (RRP $26.99)
b. Trouble (RRP $10.99)
c.

Connect 4 Shots (RRP $26.99)

d. Hungry Hungry Hippos (RRP $32.99)
2. The Promotional Partner for the Hasbro Kids Games Pack is Hasbro Australia Limited (ABN 69
004 348 565).
3. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included with the prize are the responsibility of
the winners.
4. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
HASBRO ROAD TRIP PACK
1. Each Hasbro Road Trip Pack is valued at up to $57.96. One (1) of each of the following
Hasbro games titles are included in the Hasbro Road Trip Pack prize:
a. Monopoly Deal (RRP $9.99)
b. Bop It Micro (RRP $15.99)
c.

Simon Micro (RRP $15.99)

d. Boggle (RRP $15.99)
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2. The Promotional Partner for the Hasbro Road Trip Pack is Hasbro Australia Limited (ABN 69
004 348 565).
3. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included with the prize are the responsibility of
the winners.
4. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
INSTAX MINI 11 CAMERA & 20pk FILM
1. Each Fujifilm instax Camera prize comprises of one (1) x instax mini 11 Instant Camera and
one (1) x 20 pack of instax mini white border film valued at up to $143.95.
2. The Prize Provider for the Fujifilm instax Camera prize is Fujifilm Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 80
000 064 433).
3. Colours may vary depending on availability.
4. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included with the Fujifilm instax Camera prize
are the responsibility of the winners.
5. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
$100 CASH FROM MACCA'S
1.

Each $100 Cash from Macca’s prize comprises of one (1) x eftpos prepaid gift card valued at
$100.

2.

The promotional partner for the $100 Cash from Macca’s prize is McDonald’s Australia and the
card is issued by Vii Pty Ltd ABN 83 619 963 263(‘we/us/our’). In these conditions ‘you’ are the
Card winner or user. Vii Pty Limited (“Vii”) is the issuer of the Card and authorises The Card
Network (“TCN”) Pty Ltd ABN 87 626 501 568 to distribute the Card.

3.

Using the Card, you agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions. You must give these
conditions to the user of the Card if that is not you. The Card remains our property.

4.

This Card is an eftpos prepaid gift card that can be used for electronic and instore
transactions. The Card will be activated when it is sent to you. Based on variations of
applicable state laws, the expiry period for your card may vary. The relevant expiry period is
printed on the back of your card and you can also check the remaining period of use and the
card balance at thecardnetwork.com.au.

5.

We are not liable for the goods or services you purchase with our Card. Any purchase made
with a participating retailer constitutes a transaction between you as the holder of the Card and
the relevant retailer. You acknowledge and agree that we are not a party to that transaction,
and is not in any way responsible or liable in relation to that transaction. Any dispute about
goods or services purchased with a Card must be resolved with the retailer. If you think there
has been an incorrectly processed transaction on your Card please contact the retailer where
the transaction took place. We are unable to reverse transactions approved or processed by
any retailer.

6.

The Card cannot be used to make transactions that exceed the available balance. For such a
transaction you need to pay the difference by another method if the merchant agrees.

7.

This Card is not reloadable. To check the card balance, card expiry and full conditions of use,
go to www.thecardnetwork.com.au. For balance enquiries, you will be required to enter both
the Card Number and Access PIN on your Card prior to getting access to the card information.
The card cannot be used after expiry. At expiry, the remaining available balance will be
forfeited. We will not give you any notice before this happens.

8.

The Card cannot be used to obtain or redeem cash and cannot be used for making direct
debit, recurring, or regular instalment payments. Authorisations may be declined at some
merchants (such as gambling merchants or merchants who choose not to accept prepaid
cards). We are not liable in any way when an authorisation is declined for any particular
transaction except where the authorisation has been declined because of an act or omission
on our part.

9.

You acknowledge that we may allow access to the services offered on this site to anyone who
enters a valid Card number and 4-digit PIN. Your PIN is simply our way of identifying you. It
does not offer you any protection or security if your Card is lost, stolen or damaged.
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Remember to treat your Card like cash. You are solely responsible for any loss caused by use
of your Card and PIN by you or any other person, including any use not approved or
contemplated by you Your Card will not be replaced if misused, lost, stolen or damaged. If you
notice any error or suspect any unauthorised use relating to the Card, you should notify THE
CARD NETWORK immediately on 1300 375 346 during business hours or alternatively you
can send an email to info@thecardnetwork.com.au
10.

If you have a problem with a purchase made with the Card, or a dispute with a merchant, you
must deal directly with the merchant involved. If you cannot resolve the dispute with the
merchant, you can contact THE CARD NETWORK on 1300 375 346 during business hours or
alternatively you can send an email to info@thecardnetwork.com.au

11.

Any refunds on Card transactions are subject to the policy of the specific merchant. If the Card
expires or is revoked before you have spent any funds resulting from a refund (whether or not
the original transaction being refunded was made using the Card) then you will have no access
to those funds. The card has a 12 month expiry period from the date of issue.

12.

We may restrict or stop the use of the Card if suspicious activities are noticed.

13.

If you wish to make a complaint about your Card you can send an email to
info@thecardnetwork.com.au

14.

You are responsible for checking your transaction history online and knowing your available
balance, which can be checked at www.thecardnetwork.com.au

15.

Information will be disclosed to third parties about the Card, or transactions made with the
Card, whenever allowed by law, and also where necessary to operate the Card and process
transactions. A full privacy policy can be viewed
at https://thecardnetwork.com.au/pages/privacy-policy

16.

At any time we may add or remove participating retailers and/or where the Card may be
redeemed and/or add or remove goods or services which may be purchased with the Card.

17.

We reserve the right to change these Terms and Conditions at any time. Any changes to the
Terms and Conditions can be viewed at www.thecardnetwork.com.au.

18.

These Terms are to be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of NSW, Australia.
Any dispute arising from your receipt or use of a Card is exclusively subject to the jurisdiction
of the courts of NSW, Australia.

$50 CASH FROM MACCA'S

1.

Each $50 Cash from Macca’s prize comprises of one (1) x eftpos prepaid gift card valued at
$50.

2.

The promotional partner for the $50 Cash from Macca’s prize is McDonald’s Australia and the
card is issued by Vii Pty Ltd ABN 83 619 963 263(‘we/us/our’). In these conditions ‘you’ are the
Card winner or user. Vii Pty Limited (“Vii”) is the issuer of the Card and authorises The Card
Network (“TCN”) Pty Ltd ABN 87 626 501 568 to distribute the Card.

3.

Using the Card, you agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions. You must give these
conditions to the user of the Card if that is not you. The Card remains our property.

4.

This Card is an eftpos prepaid gift card that can be used for electronic and instore
transactions. The Card will be activated when it is sent to you. Based on variations of
applicable state laws, the expiry period for your card may vary. The relevant expiry period is
printed on the back of your card and you can also check the remaining period of use and the
card balance at thecardnetwork.com.au.

5.

We are not liable for the goods or services you purchase with our Card. Any purchase made
with a participating retailer constitutes a transaction between you as the holder of the Card and
the relevant retailer. You acknowledge and agree that we are not a party to that transaction,
and is not in any way responsible or liable in relation to that transaction. Any dispute about
goods or services purchased with a Card must be resolved with the retailer. If you think there
has been an incorrectly processed transaction on your Card please contact the retailer where
the transaction took place. We are unable to reverse transactions approved or processed by
any retailer.
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6.

The Card cannot be used to make transactions that exceed the available balance. For such a
transaction you need to pay the difference by another method if the merchant agrees.

7.

This Card is not reloadable. To check the card balance, card expiry and full conditions of use,
go to www.thecardnetwork.com.au. For balance enquiries, you will be required to enter both
the Card Number and Access PIN on your Card prior to getting access to the card information.
The card cannot be used after expiry. At expiry, the remaining available balance will be
forfeited. We will not give you any notice before this happens.

8.

The Card cannot be used to obtain or redeem cash and cannot be used for making direct
debit, recurring, or regular instalment payments. Authorisations may be declined at some
merchants (such as gambling merchants or merchants who choose not to accept prepaid
cards). We are not liable in any way when an authorisation is declined for any particular
transaction except where the authorisation has been declined because of an act or omission
on our part.

9.

You acknowledge that we may allow access to the services offered on this site to anyone who
enters a valid Card number and 4-digit PIN. Your PIN is simply our way of identifying you. It
does not offer you any protection or security if your Card is lost, stolen or damaged.
Remember to treat your Card like cash. You are solely responsible for any loss caused by use
of your Card and PIN by you or any other person, including any use not approved or
contemplated by you Your Card will not be replaced if misused, lost, stolen or damaged. If you
notice any error or suspect any unauthorised use relating to the Card, you should notify THE
CARD NETWORK immediately on 1300 375 346 during business hours or alternatively you
can send an email to info@thecardnetwork.com.au

10. If you have a problem with a purchase made with the Card, or a dispute with a merchant, you
must deal directly with the merchant involved. If you cannot resolve the dispute with the
merchant, you can contact THE CARD NETWORK on 1300 375 346 during business hours or
alternatively you can send an email to info@thecardnetwork.com.au

11. Any refunds on Card transactions are subject to the policy of the specific merchant. If the Card
expires or is revoked before you have spent any funds resulting from a refund (whether or not
the original transaction being refunded was made using the Card) then you will have no access
to those funds. The card has a 12 month expiry period from the date of issue.

12. We may restrict or stop the use of the Card if suspicious activities are noticed.
13. If you wish to make a complaint about your Card you can send an email to
info@thecardnetwork.com.au

14. You are responsible for checking your transaction history online and knowing your available
balance, which can be checked at www.thecardnetwork.com.au

15. Information will be disclosed to third parties about the Card, or transactions made with the
Card, whenever allowed by law, and also where necessary to operate the Card and process
transactions. A full privacy policy can be viewed
at https://thecardnetwork.com.au/pages/privacy-policy

16. At any time we may add or remove participating retailers and/or where the Card may be
redeemed and/or add or remove goods or services which may be purchased with the Card.

17. We reserve the right to change these Terms and Conditions at any time. Any changes to the
Terms and Conditions can be viewed at www.thecardnetwork.com.au.

18. These Terms are to be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of NSW, Australia.
Any dispute arising from your receipt or use of a Card is exclusively subject to the jurisdiction
of the courts of NSW, Australia.
CASIO CDPS150 DIGITAL PIANO
1. The prize comprises of a Casio CDPS150 compact digital piano in the colour of Black.
2. The Promotional Partner for the prize is Shriro Australia Pty. Ltd. (ABN 28 002 386 129).
3. Available only in Black.
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4. All information in regard to Warranty Terms and Conditions can be found at
https://casioservice.shriro.com.au
5. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included are the responsibility of the winners.
6. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
7.

If any Prize (or any portion of a Prize) becomes unavailable the Promotional Partner will provide a
comparable Prize (of similar categories to the Prizes) of equal or greater value to the original
Prize instead.

CASIO CTS200 KEYBOARD
1.

The prize comprises of a Casio CTS200 compact keyboard.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the prize is Shriro Australia Pty. Ltd. (ABN 28 002 386 129).

3.

Colours will be chosen at random depending on availability.

4.

All information in regard to Warranty Terms and Conditions can be found at
https://casioservice.shriro.com.au

5.

All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included are the responsibility of the winners.

6.

Distribution to Australian addresses only.

7.

If any Prize (or any portion of a Prize) becomes unavailable the Promotional Partner will
provide a comparable Prize (of similar categories to the Prizes) of equal or greater value to the
original Prize instead.

PLAYSTATION 4 SLIM
1.

Each Gaming Console prize comprises of One (1) x Sony PlayStation 4 Slim 500GB Console
(model code: PLAYSTATION4SL) and is valued at RRP $439.95.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the Gaming Console prize is Sony Australia Limited (ABN 59 001
215 354).

3.

Colours may vary depending on availability.

4.

All information in regard to Sony Australia’s Warranty Terms and Conditions can be found at
https://store.sony.com.au/terms-and-conditions-of-sale.html.

5.

All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included are the responsibility of the winners.

6.

Distribution to Australian addresses only.

7.

If any Prize (or any portion of a Prize) becomes unavailable the Promotional Partner will
provide a comparable Prize (of similar categories to the Prizes) of equal or greater value to the
original Prize instead.

SONY SRS-XB33 WIRELESS SPEAKER
1. Each Portable Speaker prize comprises of One (1) x Sony Wireless Speaker (model code:
SRS-XB33) and is valued at RRP $299.00.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Portable Speaker prize is Sony Australia Limited (ABN 59
001 215 354).
3. Colours may vary depending on availability.
4. All information in regard to Sony Australia’s Warranty Terms and Conditions can be found at
https://store.sony.com.au/terms-and-conditions-of-sale.html.
5. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included are the responsibility of the winners.
6. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
7. If any Prize (or any portion of a Prize) becomes unavailable the Promotional Partner will
provide a comparable Prize (of similar categories to the Prizes) of equal or greater value to
the original Prize instead.
SONY DSCWX800 HIGH-ZOOM CAMERA
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1. Each Camera prize comprises of One (1) x Sony High Zoom Camera (model code:
DSCWX800B) and is valued at RRP $729.00.
2.

The Promotional Partner for the Camera prize is Sony Australia Limited (ABN 59 001 215
354).

3.

Colours may vary depending on availability.

4.

All information in regard to Sony Australia’s Warranty Terms and Conditions can be found at
https://store.sony.com.au/terms-and-conditions-of-sale.html.

5.

All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included are the responsibility of the winners.

6.

Distribution to Australian addresses only.

7.

If any Prize (or any portion of a Prize) becomes unavailable the Promotional Partner will
provide a comparable Prize (of similar categories to the Prizes) of equal or greater value to the
original Prize instead.

SONY WIRELESS HEADPHONES
1. Each Wireless Headphones prize comprises of One (1) x Sony High Premium Noise
Cancelling Headphones (model code: WH1000XM4) and is valued at RRP $549.95.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Wireless Headphones prize is Sony Australia Limited (ABN
59 001 215 354).
3. Colours may vary depending on availability.
4. All information in regard to Sony Australia’s Warranty Terms and Conditions can be found at
https://store.sony.com.au/terms-and-conditions-of-sale.html.
5. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included are the responsibility of the winners.
6. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
7. If any Prize (or any portion of a Prize) becomes unavailable the Promotional Partner will
provide a comparable Prize (of similar categories to the Prizes) of equal or greater value to
the original Prize instead.
TPV PHILIPS AUDIO PACKAGE
1.

Each TPV Philips Audio Pack prize comprises of one (1) x Philips Truly wireless earphone and
one (1) x Philips Bluetooth speaker and is valued at $149.90.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the Philips Audio Pack prize is Powermove Distribution Pty Ltd
(ABN 46 298 791 002).

3.

Colours may vary depending on availability.

4.

All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included with the Philips Audio Pack prize are
the responsibility of the winners.

5.

Distribution to Australian addresses only.

ULITMATE BAHCO TOOL KIT
1. Each Ultimate Tool Kit package prize comprises of: Two (2) x Bahco 300mm Quick Clamp
(product code: QCB-300) and One (1) x each of : Bahco open tool bag (product code:
3100TB), Bahco Ergo Superior professional handsaw (product code 2600-22-XT-HP), Bahco
magnetic 600mm level (product code: 466-600-M), Bahco Ergo Adjustable Wrench (product
code: 9072), Bahco Sports Lockback Utility Knife (product code: KBSU-01), Bahco Ergo
combination plier (product code: 2628 G-180), Bahco Ergo claw hammer – large (product
code: 529-20-L), Bahco Ergo 6 piece screwdriver set (product code: BE-9881), Bahco 5m
Stainless Steel blade tape measure (product code: MTS-5-25), Bahco 31 piece bit set – PH,
PZ, TR, HEX & SL (product code: 59S/31-1) One (1) x Bahco 400mm combination square
(product code: CS400).
2. The Promotional Partner for the Ultimate Bahco Tool Kit package prize is SNA E Australia (a
division of Snap-On Tools Australia Pty Ltd) (ABN: 55 010 793 683).
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3. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included in the Ultimate Bahco Tool Kit
package prize are the responsibility of the winners.
4. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
5. Once the Prize has left the Prize Provider or Creata’s premises, the Prize Provider or Creata
takes no responsibility for Prize being damaged, delayed or lost in transit except for any
liability which cannot be excluded by law (including the Australian Consumer Law).
6. The Prize Provider shall not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever which is suffered
(including but not limited to indirect or consequential loss) or for any personal injury suffered
or sustained in connection with any Prize Pack except for any liability which cannot be
excluded by law (including the Australian Consumer Law).
$250 WEBER STORE GIFT CARD
1.

The Promotional prize partner for the $250 Weber Store Gift Card is Weber-Stephen
Products Co. (Australia) Pty Ltd (ABN: 18 006 305 237).Each $250 Weber Store Gift Card
comprises of one (1) voucher, entitling the customer to redeem for product or experiences
only to the value of the card.

2.

Treat the gift card as cash.

3.

Gift card is valid for three years from date of issue.

4.

Not redeemable for cash unless required by law.

5.

Weber Store Gift Cards are not reloadable.

6.

Gift card will not be replaced or replenished if lost, stolen or used without authorisation.

7.

For balance inquiries please visit weber.com or your local Weber Store.

8.

Full terms and conditions please visit: https://www.weber.com/AU/en/legal/general-termsand-conditions/weber-35602.html

$50 WEBER STORE GIFT CARD
1.

The Promotional prize partner for the $50 Weber Store Gift Card is Weber-Stephen Products
Co. (Australia) Pty Ltd (ABN: 18 006 305 237)

2.

Each $50 Weber Store Gift Card comprises of one (1) voucher, entitling the customer to
redeem for product or experiences only to the value of the card.

3.

Treat the gift card as cash.

4.

Gift card is valid for three years from date of issue.

5.

Not redeemable for cash unless required by law.

6.

Weber Store Gift Cards are not reloadable.

7.

Gift card will not be replaced or replenished if lost, stolen or used without authorisation.

8.

For balance inquiries please visit weber.com or your local Weber Store.

9.

Full terms and conditions please visit: https://www.weber.com/AU/en/legal/general-termsand-conditions/weber-35602.html

FREE FUEL FOR A YEAR WITH AMPOL
1.

Each Ampol Free Fuel for a Year prize is equivalent to $4,000 AmpolCash credit, this
comprises of (4) x AmpolCash gift cards with a credit of $1,000 each. Prize is calculated at
2,666 litres/year at $1.5 per litre (this equals $4,000 per year rounded up to nearest thousand).

2.

The Promotional Partner for the Ampol Free Fuel for a Year prize is Ampol Australia Petroleum
Pty Limited, ABN 17 000 032 128.

3.

Each prize will be in the form of AmpolCash physical gift card which will be mailed to the
winner’s nominated address. The AmpolCash gift card is issued by and remains the property
of Ampol Australia Petroleum Pty Ltd ABN 17 000 032 128 (Ampol).

4.

The AmpolCash gift card is valid for 3 years from the date of issue and by using the
AmpolCash gift card you agree to be bound by the AmpolCash Conditions of Use. Ampol may
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from time to time amend or replace these terms and conditions. Any new or amended terms
and conditions will be available on the Ampol website www.ampol.com.au.
5.

Prizes are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be redeemed for cash or any other
form of compensation unless stated otherwise in the description of each prize. If a prize is
unavailable for any reason, we may substitute it for another item of equal or higher value. Only
those items listed in these terms and conditions are included in the prize.

$500 AMPOLCASH GIFT CARD
1. Each $500 Fuel Gift Card prize consists of (1) x AmpolCash gift card with credit of $500.
2. The Promotional Partner for the AmpolCash gift card prize is Ampol Australia Petroleum Pty
Limited, ABN 17 000 032 128.
3. Each prize will be in the form of AmpolCash physical gift card which will be mailed to the winner’s
nominated address. The AmpolCash gift card is issued by and remains the property of Ampol
Australia Petroleum Pty Ltd ABN 17 000 032 128 (Ampol).
4. The AmpolCash gift card is valid for 3 years from the date of issue and by using the AmpolCash
gift card you agree to be bound by the AmpolCash Conditions of Use. Ampol may from time to
time amend or replace these terms and conditions. Any new or amended terms and conditions
will be available on the Ampol website www.ampol.com.au.
5. Prizes are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be redeemed for cash or any other form
of compensation unless stated otherwise in the description of each prize. If a prize is unavailable
for any reason, we may substitute it for another item of equal or higher value. Only those items
listed in these terms and conditions are included in the prize.
$100 AMPOLCASH GIFT CARD
1.

Each $500 Fuel Gift Card prize consists of (1) x AmpolCash gift card with credit of $500.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the AmpolCash gift card prize is Ampol Australia Petroleum Pty
Limited, ABN 17 000 032 128.

3.

Each prize will be in the form of AmpolCash physical gift card which will be mailed to the
winner’s nominated address. The AmpolCash gift card is issued by and remains the property
of Ampol Australia Petroleum Pty Ltd ABN 17 000 032 128 (Ampol).

4.

The AmpolCash gift card is valid for 3 years from the date of issue and by using the
AmpolCash gift card you agree to be bound by the AmpolCash Conditions of Use. Ampol may
from time to time amend or replace these terms and conditions. Any new or amended terms
and conditions will be available on the Ampol website www.ampol.com.au.

5.

Prizes are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be redeemed for cash or any other
form of compensation unless stated otherwise in the description of each prize. If a prize is
unavailable for any reason, we may substitute it for another item of equal or higher value. Only
those items listed in these terms and conditions are included in the prize. If a BP Free Fuel
winner is under 17 years of age, or through any legal incapacity or otherwise, is unable to use
a motor vehicle, then the winner may transfer the BP Free Fuel prize to another person.

$50 AMPOLCASH GIFT CARD
1. Each $50 Fuel Gift Card prize consists of (1) x AmpolCash gift card with credit of $50.
2. The Promotional Partner for the AmpolCash gift card prize is Ampol Australia Petroleum Pty
Limited, ABN 17 000 032 128.
3. Each prize will be in the form of AmpolCash physical gift card which will be mailed to the winner’s
nominated address. The AmpolCash gift card is issued by and remains the property of Ampol
Australia Petroleum Pty Ltd ABN 17 000 032 128 (Ampol).
4. The AmpolCash gift card is valid for 3 years from the date of issue and by using the AmpolCash
gift card you agree to be bound by the AmpolCash Conditions of Use. Ampol may from time to
time amend or replace these terms and conditions. Any new or amended terms and conditions
will be available on the Ampol website www.ampol.com.au.
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5.

Prizes are not transferable or exchangeable and cannot be redeemed for cash or any other form
of compensation unless stated otherwise in the description of each prize. If a prize is unavailable
for any reason, we may substitute it for another item of equal or higher value. Only those items
listed in these terms and conditions are included in the prize.

DIGITAL MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION
1. Each Year of Magazines prize comprises of (1) x Magshop voucher code valued up to
$19.99. This Magshop voucher code can be used to claim an annual digital subscription to a
participating magazine title.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Year of Magazines prize is Are Media Pty Limited (ABN 18
053 273 546).
3. Selected magazine titles are; The Australian Women’s Weekly, Australian House & Garden,
Gourmet Traveller, Better Homes and Gardens, Women’s Weekly FOOD. *Woman’s Day and
New Idea is also available on a 6 month digital subscription.
4. To claim this prize, a winner must visit magshop.com.au/maccas21 and follow the prompts to
redeem a one digital annual subscription to a participating magazine.
5. The Magshop voucher code must be used to claim an annual digital subscription at the
nominated website by 31 December 2021.
6. The first digital issue entitlement of the selected title will commence with the next issue on
sale when the magazine's App is downloaded.
7. Free gifts and tip-ons that may be available with retail copies are not provided with subscriber
copies.
8. Existing digital subscribers to any of these digital publications will duplicate their digital
subscription. We advise choosing a different title to avoid duplications.
9. Bauer Media will send an email with notification prior to the customer's free digital
subscription period ending.
10. In the event of a magazine ceasing publication your digital subscription will automatically be
transferred to a title of similar interest.
11. Digital subscriptions available for iPads running iOS10 and above and Android tablets with
screens 7 inches and up. Not available for Windows tablet devices.
12. A winner must take the prize as offered. The prize cannot be used in conjunction with any
other special offer.
13. The Year of Magazines prize is non-refundable, cannot be exchanged for cash and is valid
for single use only.
14. The prize does not include any ancillary costs associated with redeeming the prize, which are
the responsibility of the winner. Access to the internet is required. Costs associated with
accessing the promotional website and/or viewing the digital subscription remain a winner’s
responsibility and may vary depending on the Internet service or telecommunications provider
used.
15. By redeeming this prize, winners agree to comply with Magshop’s Terms and Conditions
found at https://www.magshop.com.au/terms-and-conditions
CATEGORY C
$1,000 HOTEL GIFT CARD
1. The Promotional Partner for the $1,000 Choice Hotels Gift Voucher Prize is Choice Hotels
Asia-Pac Pty Ltd ABN 41 081 959 891(Choice Hotels).
2. Each $1,000 Choice Hotels Gift Voucher Prize comprises of five (5) Choice Hotels gift
vouchers valued at $200.00.
3. Each winner will receive 5 x $200 vouchers. For each voucher, if the full $200 amount is not
used within a transaction, the hotel will refund the guest the difference.
4. Winners must enter their details online at www.choicehotelsmonopoly.com.au and will be
contacted within two business days to complete their booking.
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5. Choice Hotels’ gift vouchers are issued by Choice Hotels and remain the property of Choice
Hotels. By redeeming or attempting to redeem a voucher, the holder accepts and agree to be
bound by these terms and conditions.
6. Accommodation bookings are subject to availability. It would be advisable to make a booking
request at least 60-days before your intended travel date, to avoid disappointment.
7. Gift vouchers may only be used for payment of accommodation, food & beverage and other
facilities and services at any of Choice Hotels’ franchised Econo Lodge, Comfort, Quality,
Clarion or Ascend Hotel Collection properties in Australia and New Zealand. An up-to-date
list of Choice Hotels’ franchised properties is available on ChoiceHotels.com.
8. A gift voucher’s total value will be calculated in local currency on the day of transaction when
presented in Australia or New Zealand
9. Gift vouchers cannot be used to obtain cash advances, refunded, on-sold, or redeemed or
exchanged for cash.
10. Choice Hotels accepts no responsibility for lost or stolen gift vouchers.
11. Gift vouchers are valid for three (3) years from the date of issue and are void if altered.
12. The maximum value of a single gift voucher is $200.
13. To be valid, gift vouchers must be dated and signed by an authorised agent of Choice Hotels.
$10,000 TRAVEL GIFT CARD
1. The $10,000 Webjet eGift Card prize comprises of one (1) x eGift Card valued at $10,000
(“eGift Card”). eGift Cards are redeemable at www.webjet.com.au, on desktop, mobile and
app.
2. The Promotional Partner for the $10,000 Webjet eGift Card prize is Webjet Marketing Pty Ltd
(ABN 84 063 430 848).
3. By redeeming or attempting to redeem a Webjet eGift Card, you accept and agree to be
bound by the following eGift Card Terms and Conditions, and also the Webjet general
website Terms and Conditions.
4. Amounts are in Australian dollars (AUD) and can be redeemed in Australian Dollars only.
5. eGift Cards have a validity of 36 months from the date of issue/purchase date.
6. eGift Cards are not redeemable for cash and are not refundable.
7. eGift Cards are partially redeemable. Any unused balance must be utilised by the end of the
validity period. Any unused balance will not be refunded or credited after the eGift Card
expires.
8. Any unused balance will be placed in the recipient's Gift Card account and is not transferable.
The original expiration date will apply to any unused balance.
9. Where the cost of purchase exceeds the available eGift Card balance, the eGift Card holder
will be required to make up the difference between the purchase price and eGift Card
balance.
10. Up to 30 eGift Cards can be redeemed at the time of booking.
11. eGift Cards are redeemable for bookings that contain flights or packages or hotel bookings
(except for hotels where payment is made at the hotel, listed as 'Pay Later/Pay Deposit' on
site). Not valid for car or motorhome bookings, 'Things To Do' bookings or bookings that
contain car hire.
12. eGift Cards may be redeemed on flight/hotel/package bookings containing insurance, but not
if insurance is purchased as a stand-alone product.
13. Webjet reserves the right to close customer accounts and request alternative forms of
payment if a fraudulently obtained eGift Card is redeemed through the Webjet website.
14. A winner is responsible for the use and security of their eGift Card. Webjet disclaims
responsibility for any lost or stolen eGift Cards. The eGift Card holder is responsible for the
use and safety of the card and is liable for all transactions on the card.
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15. Personal information collected in relation to eGift Cards will be handled in accordance with
Webjet’s Privacy Policy which is available at https://www.webjet.com.au/about/privacy/
16. To the extent permitted by law, Webjet reserves the right to change any terms contained in
these eGift Card Terms and Conditions at any time. Changes to the eGift Card Terms and
Conditions will be published on this page: https://www.webjet.com.au/standalone/gift-cardterms/
$10,000 REDBALLOON GIFT VOUCHER
17. Each RedBalloon prize comprises of one (1) x RedBalloon gift voucher valued at $10,000.
18. The Promotional Partner for the RedBalloon gift voucher is RedBalloon [RedBalloon Pty Ltd
and ABN 13 097 376 442].
19. Gift vouchers can be redeemed at redballoon.com.au for any experience or physical product.
Gift vouchers are valid for 5 years and cannot be exchanged or refunded. For full T&Cs visit
https://help.redballoon.com.au/s/article/Terms-and-Conditions
$10,000 THE ICONIC E-GIFT CARD
1. Each $10,000 Fashion Voucher prize comprises of twenty (20) x THE ICONIC Gift Cards
valued at $500 each. Total combined value is $10,000.
2. The Promotional Partner for the $10,000 THE ICONIC Voucher is Internet Services Australia
1 Pty ltd t/a THE ICONIC (ABN 50 152 631 082)
3. THE ICONIC Vouchers cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers, discounts, gift
cards or promotions.
4. THE ICONIC Vouchers are redeemable online at www.theiconic.com.au
5. THE ICONIC Vouchers are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use, including
expiry dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.
6. Any unused amount will be applied to the winner’s The Iconic account as a store credit. See
https://www.theiconic.com.au/terms-of-use/#vouchers9 for full gift card terms and conditions.
7. Visit www.theiconic.com.au for full terms and conditions of sale.
8. Gift Cards will be valid until 10 June 2024.
$5,000 GIFT CARD
1. Each $5,000 eBay eGift Card prize comprises of ten (10) x eGift Cards valued at $500 each.
2. The Promotional Partner for the $5,000 eGift Card prize is eBay Australia & New Zealand Pty
Ltd ABN 22 086 288 888.
3. eBay eGift Cards are redeemable online at www.ebay.com.au
4. eBay eGift Cards are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use, including expiry
dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.
5. No more than a total of $1,500 in eGift Cards may be redeemed per transaction, no more
than a total of $2,000 in eGift Cards may be redeemed per day, and no more than a total of
$5,000 in eGift Cards may be redeemed per calendar month. Further, you may only redeem
a maximum of eight eGift Cards in any single transaction (and fewer if you are redeeming
eGift Cards in combination with other redemption codes, such as coupons or vouchers).
6. Visit www.ebay.com.au for full terms and conditions of sale.
7. Visit https://pages.ebay.com.au/ebay-gift-cards-terms/ for full egift card terms and conditions.
8. eBay eGift Cards will be valid until 20.05.2024.
$2,500 GIFT CARD
1. Each $2,500 eBay eGift Card prize comprises of five (5) x eGift Cards valued at $500 each.
2. The Promotional Partner for the $2,500 eGift Card prize is eBay Australia & New Zealand Pty
Ltd ABN 22 086 288 888
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3. eBay eGift Cards are redeemable online at www.ebay.com.au
4. eBay eGift Cards are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use, including expiry
dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.
5. No more than a total of $1,500 in eGift Cards may be redeemed per transaction, no more
than a total of $2,000 in eGift Cards may be redeemed per day, and no more than a total of
$5,000 in eGift Cards may be redeemed per calendar month. Further, you may only redeem
a maximum of eight eGift Cards in any single transaction (and fewer if you are redeeming
eGift Cards in combination with other redemption codes, such as coupons or vouchers).
6. Visit www.ebay.com.au for full terms and conditions of sale.
7. Visit https://pages.ebay.com.au/ebay-gift-cards-terms/ for full egift card terms and conditions.
8. eBay eGift Cards will be valid until 20.05.2024.
$1,000 GIFT CARD
1. Each $1,000 eBay eGift Card prize comprises of two (2) x eGift Cards valued at $500 each.
2. The Promotional Partner for the $1,000 eGift Card is eBay Australia & New Zealand Pty Ltd
ABN 22 086 288 888
3. eBay eGift Cards are redeemable online at www.ebay.com.au
4. eBay eGift Cards are subject to their prevailing terms and conditions of use, including expiry
dates, and are not replaceable if lost, stolen or damaged.
5. No more than a total of $1,500 in eGift Cards may be redeemed per transaction, no more
than a total of $2,000 in Gift Cards may be redeemed per day, and no more than a total of
$5,000 in Gift Cards may be redeemed per calendar month. Further, you may only redeem a
maximum of eight Gift Cards in any single transaction (and fewer if you are redeeming Gift
Cards in combination with other redemption codes, such as coupons or vouchers).
6. Visit www.ebay.com.au for full terms and conditions of sale.
7. Visit https://pages.ebay.com.au/ebay-gift-cards-terms/ for full gift card terms and conditions.
8. eBay eGift Cards will be valid until 20.05.2024.
$1,000 OZSALE SHOPPING E-VOUCHER
1. Each $1,000 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize comprises of one (1) x voucher code entitling
the winner to redeem any one (1) or more product(s) advertised on the Ozsale at
www.ozsale.com.au, as selected by the winner in their discretion, to the total maximum value
of $1,000.00.
2. The Promotional Partner for the $1,000 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize is Ozsale Pty Ltd
(ABN: 11 118 610 987).
3. $1,000 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prizes are subject to the voucher’s prevailing terms and
conditions of use (available at https://www.ozsale.com.au/TermsAndConditions.aspx?cid=10)
and are not replaceable or refundable if lost, stolen or damaged. Voucher cannot be used
towards the cost of shipping.
4. In order to redeem the $1,000 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize, winners must open an Ozsale
user account and register the $1,000 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize’s voucher code in the
manner required on www.ozsale.com.au. Costs associated with accessing the website
remain a winner’s responsibility and may vary depending on the Internet service or
telecommunications provider used. $1,000 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize codes are valid
until 30 November 2022. Any unused amount will be applied to a winner’s Ozsale account as
a store credit and be valid for a further 6 months.
5. $1,000 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prizes are partially redeemable.
6. If a winner uses the $1,000 Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize in excess of its value, the winner
will be responsible to pay for the balance exceeding the value of the $1,000 Ozsale Shopping
Voucher prize. No compensation will be payable if a winner is unable to redeem their $1,000
Ozsale Shopping Voucher prize (in whole or part) as stated for whatever reason.
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ACTION1UP ARCADE GAME
1. Each Aracde1Up Arcade Machine prize comprises of one (1) x Arcade1Up Arcade Machine
and is valued at $1099.00.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Arcade1Up Arcade Machine prize is Powermove Distribution
Pty Ltd (ABN 46 298 791 002).
3. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included with the Arcade1Up Arcade Machine
prize are the responsibility of the winners.
4. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
OUTDOOR KITCHEN
1. The Promotional prize partner for the $10,000 Weber Outdoor Kitchen is Weber-Stephen
Products Co. (Australia) Pty Ltd (ABN: 18 006 305 237).
2. Each winner will receive a Weber Outdoor Kitchen design to the value of $10,000.
3. The kitchen will be designed in a consultative process either at a Weber Store or with a
Weber representative.
4. The winner will select their kitchen based on this consultative process, with the location of the
installed kitchen taken into consideration.
5. Any final kitchen design with a cost above $10,000 will need to be paid by the winner.
6. Any additional connections required for the kitchen (gas fittings, electrical connections,
plumbing etc) will need to be undertaken by the winner.
7. Prior to finalisation of order, an onsite inspection of the area will be undertaken to ensure the
solution works for the customer, and the installation.
8. The kitchen will be installed, tested and quality checked by Weber Outdoor Kitchen installers.
9. The kitchen will be installed in accordance with all applicable regulations and standards.
10. In the event that the winner does not have a location that is deemed suitable for a Weber
Outdoor Kitchen after inspection, a substitute prize of a $10,000 Weber Store gift voucher will
be supplied.
PLAYSTATION 4 PACKAGE
1. Each PlayStation Gaming Pack prize comprises of One (1) x each of Sony PS4 Slim Console
(model code: PLAYSTATION4SL), Sony PS4VR Starter Kit (model code:
PLAYSTATIONVRV3), Sony PS4 Headphones (model code: PS4HEADSET500M), and is
valued at RRP $989.85.
2. The Promotional Partner for the PlayStation Gaming Pack prize is Sony Australia Limited
(ABN 59 001 215 354).
3. Colours may vary depending on availability.
4. All information in regard to Sony Australia’s Warranty Terms and Conditions can be found at
https://store.sony.com.au/terms-and-conditions-of-sale.html.
5. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included are the responsibility of the winners.
6. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
7. If any Prize (or any portion of a Prize) becomes unavailable the Promotional Partner will
provide a comparable Prize (of similar categories to the Prizes) of equal or greater value to
the original Prize instead.
SET OF 4 TYRES
1. Each Set of 4 Tyres prize comprises of one (1) x set of four (4) Continental tyres to the total
maximum value of $1,500.00.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Set of 4 Tyres prize is Continental Tyres (ABN: 50 136 883
148).
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3. The Set of 4 Tyres prize includes the cost of four (4) tyres, plus fitment, balancing &
alignment. Any costs above this allocation are the responsibility of the winner.
4. Any unused amount of the $1500 prize will be forfeited.
5. Eligible tyres are any 4 x Continental branded passenger, SUV or 4x4 tyres. No other brand
within the Continental family of brands will be offered.
6. Winners will be directed to the closest participating retailer who will manage the tyre fitment.
7. Participating retailers will be displayed on the Continental Tyres website - www.continentaltyres.com.au/car/promotions.
8. Terms and conditions can be located at www.continental-tyres.com.au/car/promotions
9.

The Set of 4 Tyre prize must be claimed by 31 December 2022. If unclaimed by this date the
prize will be forfeited.

TPV PHILIPS AUDIO VISUAL PACKAGE
1. Each TPV Phillips Audio Visual Pack prize comprises of one (1) x Philips 65” 4K Ultra Slim
Smart LED TV, one (1) x Philips Smart soundbar with Google Assistant, one (1) x Philips
Wireless TV headphones, one (1) x Philips Bluetooth party speaker, one (1) x Philips Clock
Radio and one (1) In-ear true wireless headphones and is valued at $3084.75.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Phillips Audio Visual Pack prize is Powermove Distribution
Pty Ltd (ABN 46 298 791 002).
3. Colours may vary depending on availability.
4. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included with the Phillips Audio Visual Pack
prize are the responsibility of the winners.
5. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
VOLKSWAGEN T-CROSS CAR
1. Each Volkswagen T-Cross Prize consists of one Volkswagen T-Cross (CityLIfe Black Edition)
and is valued at $30,390 (plus registration, compulsory third party insurance, stamp duty and
dealer delivery charges valued at up to $4,310 which may vary State by State). Additional
insurance, options, petrol and all other ancillary costs are the responsibility of the winner.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Volkswagen T-Cross prize is Volkswagen Group Australia
3. Entry is open to Australian residents residing in Australia only.
4. The Prize is not transferable or redeemable for cash. The prize cannot be used in
combination with any other prize competitions, promotions or discounts.
5. A winner (or their parent or legal guardian where a winner is aged 14 years and older but less
than 18 years) will be contacted by the Promotional Partner to arrange for collection of the TCross from the Promotional Partner dealership nearest to the winner’s (or their parent’s or
legal guardian’s where a winner is aged 14 years and older but less than 18 years) usual
residential address.
6. Delivery or collection of a vehicle is subject to availability of the vehicle. If a vehicle is
collected, the winner (or their parent or legal guardian where a winner is aged 14 years and
older but less than 18 years) is responsible for all costs incurred by them to travel to and from
the nearest dealership to collect the vehicle.
7. Prize vehicle colour is Pure White and may vary from any Prize image shown.
8. When the T-Cross is collected, a winner (or their parent or legal guardian where a winner is
aged 14 years and older but less than 18 years) must provide a current valid driver’s licence
for inspection before the T-Cross may be driven away from the collection point.
9. To be eligible to claim a T-Cross vehicle prize, the winner must be capable of obtaining motor
vehicle registration of the Volkswagen vehicle in his or her name in accordance with
applicable Australian and State or Territory legislation.
10. If a winner is, through any legal incapacity or otherwise, unable to register a T-Cross in his or
her name then such winner may assign the T-Cross to another person with legal capacity for
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the purpose of registration. The Promoter and Promotional Partner take no responsibility for
any such arrangements between the winner and the assignee.
11. The winner must provide the Promoter with certified copies of all required documentation as
required by the Promoter before the car is awarded. It is a condition of accepting the prize
that the winner may be required to sign a legal release in a form to be determined, in the
Promoter’s sole discretion.
12. Volkswagen Group Australia shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered or
sustained (including but not limited to direct or consequential loss or loss arising from
negligence) arising directly or indirectly in connection with the prize.
13. If for any reason an advertised prize is unavailable, Volkswagen may substitute the
advertised prize for another prize, which has approximately the same or greater
recommended retail price.
YEAR OF FREE PARKING
1. Each “One Year of Free Parking” prize comprises of one (1) x Wilson Parking Access Card
with 1 year’s access for use at the network of Wilson Parking Card accepted car parks and is
valued at up to $12,300.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Year of Free Parking at Wilson Parking prize is Wilson
Parking Australia 1992 Pty Ltd (ABN 67 052 475 911).
3. Prize will consist of a Wilson Parking access card with 1 year’s free access to the network of
Wilson Parking Card accepted car parks across Australia.
4. Value of prize will differ dependent on the city in which it is issued.
5. The 1 year of access must commence within 60 days of the prize claim.
6. The 1 year of access will consist of a full calendar year from the time that the access card is
issued.
7. A 1 year zero-transaction Wilson Parking membership contract must be signed by the winner
ensuring that they agree to the terms and conditions of usage for a ‘Wilson Parking Card’.
8. At the end of the 1-year period, the membership will revert to a PAYG Wilson Parking
account. Winner may continue to use the card to access the network of Wilson Parking Card
accepted car parks and will be charged on a monthly basis based on usage. To continue
usage, a credit card must be provided to Wilson Parking for additional charges.
9. The prize is not transferable to any other person or redeemable for cash.
PARKING FOR 1 MONTH
1. Each “One Month of Parking” prize comprises of one (1) x free Wilson Parking Access Card
with 1 month’s access for use at the network of Wilson Parking Card accepted car parks and
is valued at up to $1,025.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Month Parking at Wilson Parking prize is Wilson Parking
Australia 1992 Pty Ltd (ABN 67 052 475 911).
3. Prize will consist of a Wilson Parking access card with 1 month’s free access to the network
of Wilson Parking Card accepted car parks across Australia.
4. Value of prize will differ dependent on the city in which it is issued.
5. The 1-month access must commence within 60 days of the prize claim.
6. The 1 month will consist of 30 calendar days from the time that the access / swipe card is
issued.
7. A 1 month zero-transaction Wilson Parking membership contract must be signed by the
winner ensuring that they agree to the terms and conditions of usage for ‘Wilson Parking
Card’.
8. At the end of the 1-month period, the membership will revert to a PAYG Wilson Parking
account. Winner may continue to use the card to access the network of Wilson Parking Card
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accepted car parks and will be charged on a monthly basis based on usage. To continue
usage, a credit card must be provided to Wilson Parking for additional charges.
9. The prize is not transferable to any other person or redeemable for cash.
$1,000 CITY BEACH GIFT CARD
1. Each $1000 prize comprises of one (1) x City Beach Gift Card pre-loaded with $1000.
2. The Promotional Partner for the $1000 City Beach Gift Card prize is Fewstone Pty Ltd t/a City
Beach Australia (ABN 11 885 795 792)
3. The $1000 City Beach Gift Card is subject to its prevailing terms and conditions of use
(www.citybeach.com.au) and is not replaceable or refundable if lost, stolen or damaged.
4. City Beach Gift Cards are valid at all City Beach stores and online at
https://www.citybeach.com.au
5. City Beach Gift Cards are not exchangeable for cash.
6. City Beach Gift Cards are issued by Fewstone Pty Ltd t/a City Beach Australia (ABN 11 885
795 792)
7. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
8. Winner's full name, mobile phone number and postal address is required for card issuance.
9. City Beach Gift Cards have no expiry.
FREE FLOWERS FOR A YEAR
1. Each Bunch of Flowers each month for a year prize comprises of twelve (12) x Bunch of
Flowers and is valued at $1,200.
2. The Promotional Partner for the Bunch of Flowers each month for a year prize is Interflora
Australia (ABN: 33 004 328 974).
3. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included in the Bunch of Flowers each month
for a year prize are the responsibility of the winners.
4. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
FREE MACCA'S FOR A YEAR

1. Each Free Macca’s for a Year prize comprises of one (1) x eftpos prepaid gift card valued at
$1,040. The prize is calculated as $20 per week for 52 weeks.

2. The promotional partner for the Free Macca’s for a Year Prize is McDonald’s Australia and

the card is issued by Vii Pty Ltd ABN 83 619 963 263(‘we/us/our’). In these conditions ‘you’
are the Card winner or user. Vii Pty Limited (“Vii”) is the issuer of the Card and authorises
The Card Network (“TCN”) Pty Ltd ABN 87 626 501 568 to distribute the Card.

3. Using the Card, you agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions. You must give these
conditions to the user of the Card if that is not you. The Card remains our property.

4. This Card is an eftpos prepaid gift card that can be used for electronic and instore
transactions. The Card will be activated when it is sent to you. Based on variations of
applicable state laws, the expiry period for your card may vary. The relevant expiry period is
printed on the back of your card and you can also check the remaining period of use and the
card balance at thecardnetwork.com.au.

5. We are not liable for the goods or services you purchase with our Card. Any purchase made
with a participating retailer constitutes a transaction between you as the holder of the Card
and the relevant retailer. You acknowledge and agree that we are not a party to that
transaction, and is not in any way responsible or liable in relation to that transaction. Any
dispute about goods or services purchased with a Card must be resolved with the retailer. If
you think there has been an incorrectly processed transaction on your Card please contact
the retailer where the transaction took place. We are unable to reverse transactions approved
or processed by any retailer.
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6. The Card cannot be used to make transactions that exceed the available balance. For such a
transaction you need to pay the difference by another method if the merchant agrees.

7. This Card is not reloadable. To check the card balance, card expiry and full conditions of use,
go to www.thecardnetwork.com.au. For balance enquiries, you will be required to enter both
the Card Number and Access PIN on your Card prior to getting access to the card
information. The card cannot be used after expiry. At expiry, the remaining available balance
will be forfeited. We will not give you any notice before this happens.

8. The Card cannot be used to obtain or redeem cash and cannot be used for making direct
debit, recurring, or regular instalment payments. Authorisations may be declined at some
merchants (such as gambling merchants or merchants who choose not to accept prepaid
cards). We are not liable in any way when an authorisation is declined for any particular
transaction except where the authorisation has been declined because of an act or omission
on our part.

9. You acknowledge that we may allow access to the services offered on this site to anyone
who enters a valid Card number and 4-digit PIN. Your PIN is simply our way of identifying
you. It does not offer you any protection or security if your Card is lost, stolen or damaged.
Remember to treat your Card like cash. You are solely responsible for any loss caused by
use of your Card and PIN by you or any other person, including any use not approved or
contemplated by you Your Card will not be replaced if misused, lost, stolen or damaged. If
you notice any error or suspect any unauthorised use relating to the Card, you should notify
THE CARD NETWORK immediately on 1300 375 346 during business hours or alternatively
you can send an email to info@thecardnetwork.com.au

10. If you have a problem with a purchase made with the Card, or a dispute with a merchant, you
must deal directly with the merchant involved. If you cannot resolve the dispute with the
merchant, you can contact THE CARD NETWORK on 1300 375 346 during business hours
or alternatively you can send an email to info@thecardnetwork.com.au

11. Any refunds on Card transactions are subject to the policy of the specific merchant. If the
Card expires or is revoked before you have spent any funds resulting from a refund (whether
or not the original transaction being refunded was made using the Card) then you will have
no access to those funds. The card has a 12-month expiry period from the date of issue.

12. We may restrict or stop the use of the Card if suspicious activities are noticed.
13. If you wish to make a complaint about your Card you can send an email to
info@thecardnetwork.com.au

14. You are responsible for checking your transaction history online and knowing your available
balance, which can be checked at www.thecardnetwork.com.au

15. Information will be disclosed to third parties about the Card, or transactions made with the
Card, whenever allowed by law, and also where necessary to operate the Card and process
transactions. A full privacy policy can be viewed
at https://thecardnetwork.com.au/pages/privacy-policy

16. At any time we may add or remove participating retailers and/or where the Card may be
redeemed and/or add or remove goods or services which may be purchased with the Card.

17. We reserve the right to change these Terms and Conditions at any time. Any changes to the
Terms and Conditions can be viewed at www.thecardnetwork.com.au.

18. These Terms are to be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of NSW,
Australia. Any dispute arising from your receipt or use of a Card is exclusively subject to the
jurisdiction of the courts of NSW, Australia.
MAKITA 18V COOLER & WARMER

1. Each Cooler & Warmer prize comprises of one (1) x Makita 18V 20L Cooler & Warmer
(DCW180Z), two (2) x Makita 18V 5.0Ah Battery (BL1850B), one (1) x Rapid Charger
(DC18RC) and is valued at $1149.00.

2. The Promotional Partner for the Cooler & Warmer prize is Makita Australia (ABN 57 001 117
335).
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3. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included with the Cooler & Warmer are the
responsibility of the winners.

4. Distribution to Australian addresses only.
WORLD OF WARCRAFT PC GAMING PACK
1. All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included with the PC gaming pack are the
responsibility of the winners.
2. No substitutions or exchanges (including for cash) of any prizes will be permitted, except as
provided for in the Official Rules and Conditions of Entry.
3. PC included will be built in a WoW Alliance OR Horde case, chosen by Blizzard in its sole
discretion.
4. Except as covered by manufacturer’s product warranty, prizes are awarded "AS IS" and
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, express or implied, (including, without limitation, any
implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose).
5. WORLD OF WARCRAFT® GAME TIME:
a. One (1) key code redeemable for a combined 1 year of game time access to both
World of Warcraft and WoW Classic; see Official Rules for redemption instructions.
b. Your 1 year of game time includes access to World of Warcraft and WoW Classic
and can be applied to any new or existing account. Use of the 1 year of game time to
World of Warcraft and/or WoW Classic Requires a Blizzard Account, which is
available at no cost to you at www.battle.net.
Approximate Retail Value of this prize is AUD $6,000 each.
WORLD OF WARCRAFT PERIPHERALS PACK
1.

All ancillary costs or accessories not expressly included with the Gaming Peripherals Pack are
the responsibility of the winners. No substitutions or exchanges (including for cash) of any
prizes will be permitted, except as provided for in the Official Rules and Conditions of Entry.
Secretlab TITAN chair will be either an Alliance Edition OR Horde Edition chair, chosen by
Blizzard in its sole discretion. Except as covered by manufacturer’s product warranty, prizes
are awarded "AS IS" and WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, express or implied,
(including, without limitation, any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose).

2.

WORLD OF WARCRAFT® GAME TIME:
a. One (1) key code redeemable for a combined 180 days of game time access to both
World of Warcraft and WoW Classic; see Official Rules for redemption instructions.
b. Your 180 days of game time includes access to World of Warcraft and WoW Classic
and can be applied to any new or existing account. Use of the 180 days of game time
to World of Warcraft and/or WoW Classic Requires a Blizzard Account, which is
available at no cost to you at www.battle.net.
Approximate Retail Value of this prize is AUD $1,600 each.

A CAR FOR A YEAR WITH BUDGET
1.

The Budget Car Rental prize comprises of one (1) x Toyota Corolla Ascent Sedan (or similar
Group D Vehicle) for an entire year of car rental (up to a maximum of 40,000 kilometres)
valued at AUD $20,000.00 (“Car Rental”).

2.

The Promotional Partner for the One Year Budget prize is Budget Rent a Car Australia Pty Ltd
(ABN 89 007 348 021)

3.

A Car Rental winner will receive one vehicle for an entire year for use within Australia from the
redemption date, valued up to AUD $20,000 (including GST) (a maximum of 40,000 kilometres
at no extra cost is included in the prize, with excess kilometres charged at $0.25 per kilometre
not including fees or taxes). Type of vehicle is subject to availability.
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4.

The Budget Car Rental prize includes all scheduled servicing and replacement of tyres, 24/7
mechanical breakdown assistance, free additional driver and the ability to swap the vehicle up
to 3 times during the year (to the same vehicle group).

5.

The Car Rental prize cannot be transferred (unless otherwise stated in these terms) and
cannot be redeemed for cash.

6.

Valid at all participating Budget locations across Australia.

7.

The Car Rental prize winner must be no less than 21 years of age and hold a full, current,
unrestricted Australian driving licence for the entire rental period and appropriate for the class
of vehicle that shows a current residential address. Driving licences must be valid in the
country of rental.

8.

If the prize winner is under 18 years of age, the prize may only be transferred to their legal
guardian or if they are 18 years of age or older, the prize may be transferred to a member of
their immediate family (mother, father, sister, brother, spouse, or domestic partner) who is
aged 21 years or more and who agrees to these terms.

9.

The Car Rental prize winner must only use the vehicle for recreational or leisure purposes. The
vehicle must not be used for commercial, business or any ride sharing activity.

10.

Additional options and all ancillary costs (including travel to and from the rental location) are
the responsibility of the Car Rental prize winner.

11.

Coverage protection is included (subject to the Terms and Conditions of the Rental
Agreement) and will incorporate an Excess Reduction Fee of AUD $634 (inclusive of GST) if
the vehicle is involved in an accident.

12.

Winner agrees to pay the agreed excess amount to Budget Rent a Car in the event of each
damage claim during the rental period.

13.

The Car Rental prize winner is required to return the vehicle to Budget in the manner required
for any manufacturer’s scheduled services that may fall within the 1-year rental redemption
period, at no additional cost to the Car Rental prize winner (subject to responsible use of
vehicle).

14.

Vehicle registration will be covered by Budget throughout the duration of the 1-year rental
redemption period.

15.

Unless expressly stated in these terms and conditions all other expenses including but not
limited to petrol, fines, tolls, excess kilometres and damage costs become the responsibility of
the Car Rental prize winner. The Car Rental prize winner must provide an approved credit card
at the time of redemption to cover these charges valid for the full term of the rental and such
credit card must remain valid for the duration of the use of the vehicle.

16.

The Promoter accepts no responsibility for damage or mistreatment to the hire vehicle caused
by the Car Rental prize winner. The Promoter will not be liable for any additional expenses
incurred by the Car Rental prize winner through mistreatment, illegal behaviour, or a violation
of the vehicle hire's terms and conditions of use.

17.

The Car Rental prize winner is not eligible to earn points through any loyalty program(s).

18.

If the prize is unavailable, for whatever reason, Budget reserves the right to substitute the prize
for a prize of equal or greater value, any written directions made under applicable State or
Territory laws.

19.

Car Rental is subject to the Budget’s standard rental Terms and Conditions available at
https://www.budget.com.au/content/dam/budget/oc/au/common/files/terms_and_conditions.pdf

FREE WEEKEND HIRE & $1,000 SPENDING MONEY
1.

Each four (4) day Budget Car Rental prize comprises of one (1) car rental of up to 4 days with
Budget (subject to applicable kilometre restrictions) valued at AUD $500.00.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the One Year Budget prize is Budget Rent a Car Australia Pty Ltd
(ABN 89 007 348 021)

3.

Prize includes AUD $1,000 cash card for use during the rental period.
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4.

Vehicles subject to availability. A reservation restriction of at least twenty-four (24) hours prior
to vehicle pick up applies.

5.

Valid at all participating Budget locations across Australia.

6.

The Car Rental prize cannot be transferred (unless otherwise stated) and cannot be redeemed
for cash.

7.

Valid for bookings between 1 September 2021 – 31 May 2022 and rental pick-ups between 1st
September 2021 – 31st August 2022.

8.

Not valid during blackout periods of 23rd December 2021– 3rd January 2022 and 15th April –
26th April 22.

9.

Budget standard age, credit card and driver requirements apply and are available at
https://www.budget.com.au/content/dam/budget/oc/au/common/files/terms_and_conditions.pdf

10.

Prize winner must include a Saturday overnight stay.

11.

Prize winner must be no less than 21 years of age and hold a full, current, unrestricted
Australian driving licence for the rental period valid and appropriate for the class of vehicle that
shows your current residential address and which is written in English.

12.

If the prize winner is under 18 years of age, the prize may only be transferred to their legal
guardian or if they are 18 years of age or older, the prize may be transferred to a member of
their immediate family (mother, father, sister, brother, spouse, or domestic partner) who is
aged 21 years or more and who agrees to these terms.

13.

Extra charges may apply to options selected, if a vehicle is not returned to the same pick-up
location or if the vehicle is returned late, if the vehicle is not returned full of fuel (unless the
prepaid fuel option is purchased), if infringements are incurred or toll roads used, or if the
allowed kilometre limit is exceeded.

14.

If there is damage, theft of the vehicle or third-party loss, the 4 Day Getaway Budget Car
Rental winner must also pay up to the standard excess. Optional Coverage Protection may be
purchased to reduce liability, but there may be no cover under some circumstances. For
further information, see https://www.budget.com.au/en/products-services/protections

15.

Prize is available on all vehicle groups (with the exception of commercial fleet vehicles),
subject to availability.

16.

May not be used in conjunction with any other promotional, coupon or discounted offer.

17.

Budget standard age, credit and driver requirements apply.

18.

The Car Rental prize winner is not eligible to earn points through any loyalty program(s).

19.

Car Rental is subject to the Budget’s standard rental Terms and Conditions available at
https://www.budget.com.au/content/dam/budget/oc/au/common/files/terms_and_conditions.pdf

$5,000 TRAVEL GIFT CARD
1.

The $5,000 Webjet eGift Card prize comprises of one (1) x eGift Card valued at $5,000 (“eGift
Card”). eGift Cards are redeemable at www.webjet.com.au, on desktop, mobile and app.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $5,000 Webjet eGift Card prize is Webjet Marketing Pty Ltd
(ABN 84 063 430 848).

3.

By redeeming or attempting to redeem a Webjet eGift Card, you accept and agree to be bound
by the following eGift Card Terms and Conditions, and also the Webjet general website Terms
and Conditions.

4.

Amounts are in Australian dollars (AUD) and can be redeemed in Australian Dollars only.

5.

eGift Cards have a validity of 36 months from the date of issue/purchase date.

6.

eGift Cards are not redeemable for cash and are not refundable.

7.

eGift Cards are partially redeemable. Any unused balance must be utilised by the end of the
validity period. Any unused balance will not be refunded or credited after the eGift Card
expires.
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8.

Any unused balance will be placed in the recipient's Gift Card account and is not transferable.
The original expiration date will apply to any unused balance.

9.

Where the cost of purchase exceeds the available eGift Card balance, the eGift Card holder
will be required to make up the difference between the purchase price and eGift Card balance.

10.

Up to 30 eGift Cards can be redeemed at the time of booking.

11.

eGift Cards are redeemable for bookings that contain flights or packages or hotel bookings
(except for hotels where payment is made at the hotel, listed as 'Pay Later/Pay Deposit' on
site). Not valid for car or motorhome bookings, 'Things To Do' bookings or bookings that
contain car hire.

12.

eGift Cards may be redeemed on flight/hotel/package bookings containing insurance, but not if
insurance is purchased as a stand-alone product.

13.

Webjet reserves the right to close customer accounts and request alternative forms of payment
if a fraudulently obtained eGift Card is redeemed through the Webjet website.

14.

A winner is responsible for the use and security of their eGift Card. Webjet disclaims
responsibility for any lost or stolen eGift Cards. The eGift Card holder is responsible for the use
and safety of the card and is liable for all transactions on the card.

15.

Personal information collected in relation to eGift Cards will be handled in accordance with
Webjet’s Privacy Policy which is available at https://www.webjet.com.au/about/privacy/

16.

To the extent permitted by law, Webjet reserves the right to change any terms contained in
these eGift Card Terms and Conditions at any time. Changes to the eGift Card Terms and
Conditions will be published on this page: https://www.webjet.com.au/standalone/gift-cardterms/

$2,000 TRAVEL GIFT CARD
1.

The $2,000 Webjet eGift Card prize comprises of one (1) x eGift Card valued at $2,000 (“eGift
Card”). eGift Cards are redeemable at www.webjet.com.au, on desktop, mobile and app.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $2,000 Webjet eGift Card prize is Webjet Marketing Pty Ltd
(ABN 84 063 430 848).

3.

By redeeming or attempting to redeem a Webjet eGift Card, you accept and agree to be bound
by the following eGift Card Terms and Conditions, and also the Webjet general website Terms
and Conditions.

4.

Amounts are in Australian dollars (AUD) and can be redeemed in Australian Dollars only.

5.

eGift Cards have a validity of 36 months from the date of issue/purchase date.

6.

eGift Cards are not redeemable for cash and are not refundable.

7.

eGift Cards are partially redeemable. Any unused balance must be utilised by the end of the
validity period. Any unused balance will not be refunded or credited after the eGift Card
expires.

8.

Any unused balance will be placed in the recipient's Gift Card account and is not transferable.
The original expiration date will apply to any unused balance.

9.

Where the cost of purchase exceeds the available eGift Card balance, the eGift Card holder
will be required to make up the difference between the purchase price and eGift Card balance.

10.

Up to 30 eGift Cards can be redeemed at the time of booking.

11.

eGift Cards are redeemable for bookings that contain flights or packages or hotel bookings
(except for hotels where payment is made at the hotel, listed as 'Pay Later/Pay Deposit' on
site). Not valid for car or motorhome bookings, 'Things To Do' bookings or bookings that
contain car hire.

12.

eGift Cards may be redeemed on flight/hotel/package bookings containing insurance, but not if
insurance is purchased as a stand-alone product.

13.

Webjet reserves the right to close customer accounts and request alternative forms of payment
if a fraudulently obtained eGift Card is redeemed through the Webjet website.
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14.

A winner is responsible for the use and security of their eGift Card. Webjet disclaims
responsibility for any lost or stolen eGift Cards. The eGift Card holder is responsible for the use
and safety of the card and is liable for all transactions on the card.

15.

Personal information collected in relation to eGift Cards will be handled in accordance with
Webjet’s Privacy Policy which is available at https://www.webjet.com.au/about/privacy/

16.

To the extent permitted by law, Webjet reserves the right to change any terms contained in
these eGift Card Terms and Conditions at any time. Changes to the eGift Card Terms and
Conditions will be published on this page: https://www.webjet.com.au/standalone/gift-cardterms/

$1,500 TRAVEL GIFT CARD
1.

The $1,500 Webjet eGift Card prize comprises of one (1) x eGift Card valued at $1,500 (“eGift
Card”). eGift Cards are redeemable at www.webjet.com.au, on desktop, mobile and app.

2.

The Promotional Partner for the $1,500 Webjet eGift Card prize is Webjet Marketing Pty Ltd.
(ABN 84 063 430 848).

3.

By redeeming or attempting to redeem a Webjet eGift Card, you accept and agree to be bound
by the following eGift Card Terms and Conditions, and also the Webjet general website Terms
and Conditions.

4.

Amounts are in Australian dollars (AUD) and can be redeemed in Australian Dollars only.

5.

eGift Cards have a validity of 36 months from the date of issue/purchase date.

6.

eGift Cards are not redeemable for cash and are not refundable.

7.

eGift Cards are partially redeemable. Any unused balance must be utilised by the end of the
validity period. Any unused balance will not be refunded or credited after the eGift Card
expires.

8.

Any unused balance will be placed in the recipient's Gift Card account and is not transferable.
The original expiration date will apply to any unused balance.

9.

Where the cost of purchase exceeds the available eGift Card balance, the eGift Card holder
will be required to make up the difference between the purchase price and eGift Card balance.

10.

Up to 30 eGift Cards can be redeemed at the time of booking.

11.

eGift Cards are redeemable for bookings that contain flights or packages or hotel bookings
(except for hotels where payment is made at the hotel, listed as 'Pay Later/Pay Deposit' on
site). Not valid for car or motorhome bookings, 'Things To Do' bookings or bookings that
contain car hire.

12.

eGift Cards may be redeemed on flight/hotel/package bookings containing insurance, but not if
insurance is purchased as a stand-alone product.

13.

Webjet reserves the right to close customer accounts and request alternative forms of payment
if a fraudulently obtained eGift Card is redeemed through the Webjet website.

14.

A winner is responsible for the use and security of their eGift Card. Webjet disclaims
responsibility for any lost or stolen eGift Cards. The eGift Card holder is responsible for the use
and safety of the card and is liable for all transactions on the card.

15.

Personal information collected in relation to eGift Cards will be handled in accordance with
Webjet’s Privacy Policy which is available at https://www.webjet.com.au/about/privacy/

16.

To the extent permitted by law, Webjet reserves the right to change any terms contained in
these eGift Card Terms and Conditions at any time. Changes to the eGift Card Terms and
Conditions will be published on this page: https://www.webjet.com.au/standalone/gift-cardterms/
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